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Zusammenfassung
In unserem täglichen Leben begegnen wir Tropfen oft in physikalischen
Systems, beispielsweise als Öltropfen in Salatsoße. Diese Tropfen sind meist
chemisch inaktiv. In biologischen Zellen bilden Proteine und RNA zusammen
Tropfen. Zellen sind chemisch aktiv, so dass die Tropfenkomponenten neu gebildet, abgebaut und modiﬁziert werden können.
In dieser Doktorarbeit wird das dynamische Verhalten von chemisch aktiven Tropfen mit analytischen und numerischen Methoden untersucht. Um das
dynamische Verhalten von solchen aktiven Tropfen zu untersuchen, benutzen
wir ein Minimalmodell mit zwei Komponenten, die zwei Phasen bilden und
durch chemische Reaktionen ineinander umgewandelt werden. Die chemischen
Reaktionen werden durch das Brechen von Detailed Balance aus dem Gleichgewicht gehalten, so dass die Tropfen chemisch aktiv sind. Wir konzentrieren
uns auf den Fall, in dem Tropfenmaterial im Tropfen in die äußere Komponente
umgewandelt wird, und in der äußeren Phase erzeugt wird.
Wir ﬁnden ein vielfältiges dynamisches Phasendiagramm mit Regionen, in
denen Tropfen schrumpfen und verschwinden, Regionen, in denen Tropfen eine stabile stationäre Größe besitzen, und Regionen, in denen eine Forminstabilität zu komplexer Tropfen-Dynamik führt. In der letzten Region deformieren
sich Tropfen typischenweise prolat, verformen sich zu einer Hantel, und teilen sich in zwei Tochtertropfen, die wieder anwachsen. Dies kann zu Zyklen
von Wachstum und Teilung von Tropfen führen, bis die Tropfen das gesamte
Volumen füllen. Während spherische Tropfen durch die chemischen Reaktionen entgegen ihrer Oberﬂächenspannung deformiert werden, können TropfenZylinder und Platten durch chemische Reaktionen stabilisiert werden.
Generell ist die Dynamik von Tropfen ein hydrodynamisches Problem, da
die Oberﬂächenspannung von deformierten Tropfen hydrodynamische Flüsse
erzeugt. Wir ﬁnden, dass chemische Reaktionen entgegen die Oberﬂächenspannung Arbeit verrichten können, so dass die Tropfenteilung auch unter Berücksichtigung hydrodynamischer Flüsse möglich ist.
Diese Doktorarbeit zeigt, dass die Kombination von chemische Reaktionen und Phasenseparation unter Nichtgleichgewichtsbedingungen zu neuem
dynamischen Verhalten führen kann. Die Ergebnisse zeigen die Relevanz von
chemischen Reaktionen zum Verständnis von Phasenseparation in biologischen
Systemen auf, und können bei der Umsetzung der diskutierten Phänomene in
experimentellen Systemen helfen. Die Tropfenteilung, die in dieser Doktorarbeit diskutiert wird, erinnert an die Teilung von biologischen Zellen. Davon motiviert schlagen wir vor, dass die Teilung von chemisch aktiven Tropfen ein Mechanismus für die Replikation von Tropfen-artigen Protozellen am Ursprung
des Lebens gewesen sein könnte.
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Abstract
In our everyday environment, we regularly encounter liquid-liquid phase
separation in physical systems such as oil droplets in vinegar. These droplets
tend to be chemically inert. In biological cells, protein and RNA may together
form liquid droplets. Cells are chemically active, so that droplet components
can be created, degraded and modiﬁed.
In this thesis we study the inﬂuence of nonequilibrium chemical reactions
on the shape dynamics of a droplet theoretically, using analytical and numerical
methods. To discuss the dynamical behavior that results from combining phase
separation and chemical reactions in sustained nonequilibrium conditions, we
introduce a minimal model with only two components that separate into distinct phases. These two components are converted into each other by chemical
reactions. The reactions are kept out of equilibrium by breaking of detailed balance, so that the droplet becomes active. We concentrate on the case where the
reaction inside the droplet degrades droplet material into the outer component,
and where the reaction outside creates new droplet material.
We ﬁnd that chemically active droplets have a rich dynamic phase space,
with regions where droplets shrink and vanish, regions where droplets have a
stable stationary size, and regions where the ﬂux-driven instability leads to complex dynamic behavior of droplets. In the latter, droplets typically elongate into
a dumbbell shape and then split into two symmetrical daughter droplets. These
droplets then grow until they have the same size as the initial droplet. This
can lead to cycles of growth and division, so that an initial droplet divides until
droplets ﬁll the simulation volume. We analyze the stationary spherical state of
the droplet, which is created by a balance of the ﬂuxes driven by the chemical
reactions. We ﬁnd that stationary droplets may have a shape instability, which
is driven by the continuous ﬂuxes across the droplet interface and which may
trigger the division. We also ﬁnd that while reactions may destabilize spherical
droplet shapes despite the surface tension of the droplet, they can have stabilizing eﬀects on cylindrical droplets and droplet plates.
Generally, the shape dynamics of droplets is a hydrodynamic problem because surface tension in non-spherical droplets drives hydrodynamic ﬂows that
redistribute material and deform the droplet shape. We therefore study the inﬂuence of hydrodynamic ﬂows on the shape changes of chemically active droplets.
We ﬁnd that chemical reactions in active droplets can perform work against
surface tension and ﬂows, so that the droplet division is possible even in the
presence of hydrodynamic ﬂows.
The present thesis highlights how the combination of basic physical behaviors – phase separation and chemical reactions – may create novel dynamic behavior under sustained nonequilibrium conditions. The results demonstrate the
importance of considering chemical reactions for understanding the dynamics
of droplets in biological systems, as well as proposes a minimalist model for
experimentalists that are interested in creating a system of dividing droplets. Finally, the division of chemically active droplets is reminiscent of the division of
biological cells, and it motivates us to propose that chemically active droplets
could have provided a simple mechanism for the self-replication of droplet-like
protocells at the origin of life.
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Introduction

1

In this thesis, we consider the combination of phase separation and chemical reactions.
Phase separation, such as the separation of water and oil in vinaigrette, is a wellstudied physical phenomena. Chemical reactions, the conversion of molecules into
other molecules, is a common behavior as well, for example the burning of wood in
a camp ﬁre. The combination of both eﬀects seems rare, judging by our everyday
environment. However, both phase separation and chemical reactions occur together
in biological systems, inside living cells. Nonequilibrium conditions are common in
our world, but they are especially important in living systems, which are alive only
as long as they are out of equilibrium. This motivates the theoretical study of the
dynamical shape changes a droplet can undergo if it is driven out of equilibrium by
chemical reactions.
In this chapter the background concepts are introduced. We start with phase
separation which leads to liquid droplets, including diﬀerent models to describe it.
We brieﬂy introduce the basic concepts of chemical reactions. After that, we discuss
the existence of droplets in living cells, where chemical reactions are prevalent. We
also introduce the creation of life as another example where droplets and chemical
reactions might have been important. Then we outline the wide range of behaviors
that are unlike that of associated equilibrium states that have been found in other
nonequilibrium driven systems. We conclude the chapter with a brief overview of
previous results of phase separating systems with driven chemical reactions.

1.1

Phase separation and droplets

Almost every day we see droplets around us, water droplets in air from rain or condensation in the shower, oil droplets in water from preparing vinaigrette, or the small
droplets in an emulsion, such as hand creme or mayonnaise or ouzo. Such droplets
often can be described by equilibrium properties of the materials involved: A droplet
1
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is created because the energy of the system is lower as a phase-separated state than
in the mixed state, due to the molecular interactions between the components. Minimization of the surface energy creates a round shape of the droplet.
There are diﬀerent models that are used to describe liquid phase separating systems. Here, three models are brieﬂy introduced. One is a microscopic lattice model
based on Ising model which gives a good intuitive picture. We also introduce a freeenergy based model with a continuous concentration ﬁeld, and one where the interface is described explicitly by a discontinuous concentration jump, both of which are
used throughout the thesis. Additional information can be found in Safran (1994);
Bray (1994); Taylor (1998); Cates (2012).

1.1.1

A microscopic picture of phase separation

A simple molecule-based picture for phase separation is provided by the Ising model,
see Safran (1994). In this picture, molecules of two species have equal sizes and sit
on points of a lattice, where the spin σi ∈ {0, 1} encodes whether an A or B particle
is on lattice site i. We consider a dense, incompressible liquid, which corresponds to
a lattice where every spot is ﬁlled with a particle. The Hamiltonian H consists of the
internal energies of the molecules and interactions between particles Jij . For shortrange interactions, we can assume nearest-neighbor interactions (Jij = 0 if i and j
are not neighboring lattice sites). The Hamiltonian can thus be written as
1 X
H=
[JAA + JBB − 2JAB ] σi (1 − σj )
(1.1)
2
<i,j>

where < i, j > counts over nearest neighbors i, j and JAA encodes interactions between two neighboring A particles, JBB encodes interactions between B particles,
and JAB describes interactions between diﬀerent particles. We omitted linear terms
in σi , as rearrangements of particles do not change the contribution from the term
and it is thus not relevant for phase separation. We can thus see that if attractive
interactions between the same particles are stronger than diﬀerent ones, the energy
becomes lower for particle conﬁgurations with two regions, one rich in A and one
rich in B particles.

1.1.2

Mean ﬁeld description

The Ising model for a liquid phase-separating system can be converted into a mean
ﬁeld theory by deﬁning the local volume fraction of B particles ϕ =< si >, compare
Safran (1994). The amount of droplet-forming material is conserved, so that the
mean volume fraction
Z
1
ϕ̄ =
d3 rϕ(r)
(1.2)
Vsys
remains constant over time. We can ﬁnd the free energy F of the system
Z
h
i
κ
F [ϕ] = d3 r f (ϕ) + (∇ϕ)2
2
2

(1.3)
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Figure .: Phase separating free energy. (A) Flory-Huggins free energy density f0
for diﬀerent values of χ a3 /kB T . For χ ≤ 2, the free energy density is convex, so that
the homogeneous system has the smallest energy. For χ > 2, f0 has regions (between
the minima marked by gray stars) where the system has a lower energy in a phaseseparated state. (B) Cahn-Hilliard free energy (black) with Maxwell construction
(0)
(0)
of coexisting phases (red). For an average concentration ϕ̄ with ϕ+ < ϕ̄ < ϕ+ ,
(0)
the system can phase separate into two phases with concentrations ϕ+ ≈ ϕ+ (blue
(0)
region) and ϕ− ≈ ϕ− (green region). The equilibrium concentrations are given by a
Maxwell construction (red lines) given by equal chemical potential of the phases, and
the Laplace pressure of the droplet phase (red arrow).

with the Flory-Huggins free energy density f = fF H , see Huggins (1942); Flory
(1942), with
fF H (ϕ)
1−ϕ
χ
ϕ
ln ϕ +
ln(1 − ϕ) +
ϕ(1 − ϕ) .
=
kB T
vB
vA
vA

(1.4)

Here the gradient term is created by the neighbor interaction, and the constants κ,
χ, and the molecular volumes vA and vB of both molecules are related to the lattice
distance vA = vB = a3 and the interaction strength of the Ising model J = JAA +
JBB − 2JAB . Temperature is denoted with T and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
Both the free energy density and the gradient term are direct results from the Ising
model. A term linear in ϕ was omitted, because it represents a constant in the case of
conserved droplet material in the system.
The free energy contains terms related to mixing entropy density, s = ϕ/vB ln ϕ+
(1 − ϕ)/vA ln(1 − ϕ) as well as the energetic interaction term χϕ(1 − ϕ), which encodes the eﬀective repulsion between diﬀerent particles. This free energy can also
be derived as a simple expansion of the short-range, mean-ﬁeld interactions to lowest (quadratic) order. The gradient term is necessary to stabilize the concentration
ﬁeld for χ > 2 with respect to small-wavelength perturbations, where mean ﬁeld theory would break down. The free energy density is shown for diﬀerent values of χ in
3
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Fig. 1.1A. For small χ, the entropic terms dominate, leading to a convex free energy
density. In this regime, local concentration diﬀerences increase the free energy of
the system. Thus the homogeneous state is stable. For χ > χc , with χc = 2, the
free energy density has a double-well shape with a concave region for intermediate
concentrations. In the concave region, small local deviations from the mean concentration lower the energy of the system, so that the homogeneous state is unstable and
the system tends to spontaneously demix into two regions with diﬀerent concentrations ϕ+ and ϕ− . This process is called spinodal decomposition. The gradient term
for κ ̸= 0 establishes a smooth transition between the regions. For concentrations
with convex free energy density between the two minima of the free energy density,
(or, more generally, with a free energy density above the convex envelope of the free
energy density), the free energy of the system can be reduced by the formation of
two phases, but the homogeneous state is stable. In this region, droplets are typically
created by nucleation of a small initial droplet.

1.1.3

Equilibrium proﬁle and surface tension

The equilibrium proﬁle of the concentration can be found by minimizing the energy
with respect to the concentration proﬁle,
δF
=0,
δϕ(r)

(1.5)

under the constraint ϕ̄ = const. The free energy density can be expanded around the
critical point χc and its extremum at concentration ϕmin = 0.5 to yield the CahnHilliard free energy
fCH (ϕ) =

b
(ϕ − ϕ− )2 (ϕ − ϕ+ )2 .
2∆ϕ2

(1.6)

with ∆ϕ = ϕ− − ϕ+ . The parameter b and the concentrations ϕ± depend on χ.
At χc both concentrations are equal, ϕ± = 0.5, for χ > χc they diverge to larger
and smaller values, respectively. With the Cahn-Hilliard free energy, it is possible to
analytically ﬁnd the equilibrium proﬁle in 1d (corresponding to a ﬂat interface in a
higher-dimensional system),
ϕ(x) =

ϕ− − ϕ+
ϕ− + ϕ+
tanh(x/w) +
2
2

(1.7)

with interface width w = 2(κ/b)1/2 . The interfacial tension (also called surface tension)
1
(1.8)
γ = F [ϕ(x)] − (F [ϕ+ ] + F [ϕ− ])
2
is the energy per unit interfacial area that is contained in the interface between the
phases. √
For the Cahn-Hilliard free energy, this can be calculated as γ = (ϕ− −
ϕ+ )2 /6 κb.
4
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1.1.4

Sharp interface assumption

We have seen in the previous section that we can ﬁnd the concentration proﬁle and
surface tension from the free energy of a system. In many systems, the interfacial
width w has values of 10-100 nm, and thus is often small in comparison to the structures studied, compare Safran (1994). It is therefore useful to use a course-grained
theory that treats the interface as inﬁnitely small, with a concentration jump between
the phases. For a system with volume Vsys with a spherical droplet of volume V and
area A with density ϕ− inside, and a density ϕ+ outside, the energy of the system can
be written as
F = V f (ϕ− ) + (Vsys − V )f (ϕ+ ) + γA
(1.9)
with local free energy density f0 (which, depending on the model chosen, could be
the Flory-Huggins free energy or the Cahn-Hilliard free energy, or a diﬀerent one).
Additionally, the total amount of droplet-forming material is conserved,
Vsys ϕ̄ = V ϕ− + (Vsys − V )ϕ+ .

(1.10)

Therefore, of the set V , ϕ− and ϕ+ , only two quantities need to be determined by minimizing the free energy. The third is determined by the conservation equation. For a
spherical shape of the volume with radius R, the equilibrium conditions dF /dϕ− = 0
and dF /dV = 0 with ϕ+ (ϕ− , V ) can be written as
µ+ = µ−

(1.11)

p− = p+ − 2γH

(1.12)

where H = 1/R is the mean curvature of the surface. We introduced the chemical potentials of the bulk phases µ± = f ′ (ϕ± ), and the Laplace pressure p± =
ϕ± µ± − f (ϕ± ). These relations can be interpreted geometrically via a Maxwell construction, see Fig. 1.1. The concentrations ϕ± of the phases need to fulﬁll the above
equations. Therefore, the slope of the free energy density has to be the same at both
concentrations (shown here as parallel red lines with red dots at the respective concentrations). The equation for the Laplace pressure describes the y-axis oﬀset of both
red lines (red arrow).
The concentrations in both phases depend on the droplet size, but often it is assumed that the change of the concentrations is small. After ﬁnding the concentrations
(0)
ϕ± for a ﬂat interface, we can expand the free energy to quadratic order around
these points to ﬁnd simpler expressions for the changes in concentration for a smaller
droplet with a curved interface. We ﬁnd
(0)

(1.13)

(0)

(1.14)

ϕ+ (R) = ϕ+ + β+ γH(R)
ϕ− (R) = ϕ− + β− γH(R)

where β± = 2/f ′′ (ϕ± ) describes the inﬂuence of the diﬀerence of Laplace pressures
in both phases on the concentrations.
(0)
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1.1.5

Dynamical behavior of phase separating systems

We will introduce the dynamical behavior of phase separating systems here from a
purely energetic point of view. A system tends to evolve towards a macro-state with
minimal (free) energy. For an initial homogeneous concentration in the region of
spinodal decomposition, an initial homogeneous state is unstable, compare subsection
1.1.2, so that perturbations grow, where the initial wavelength is given by the stability
properties of the system. The resulting two-phase system then evolves by coalescence
of regions of the same phase and material exchange between them, until only two
bulk phases remain. This minimizes the free energy by minimizing the surface area,
highlighted by Eq. (1.9). In the droplet region where the homogeneous state is locally
stable, an initial deviation of suﬃcient size is needed to nucleate a droplet. If a droplet
is created that is larger than the nucleation size, it grows by taking up material. The
growth is ﬁrst characterized by coalescence of droplets, and later, when droplet are
further apart, by the diﬀusive exchange of droplet material between droplets. This
Ostwald ripening leads to a competition of droplets where the smaller droplets vanish
and the larger droplets grow, until only one droplet remains, see Ostwald (1897);
Lifshitz and Slyozov (1961).

1.2

Chemical reactions

The spatial ordering of components is only one way by which the energy of a system
can be lowered. Chemical reactions, the conversion of one molecule into another (or
several others), is another way, see Atkins and de Paula (2010). Let us consider a
chemical reaction between two components A and B,
s→

−−
⇀
A↽
−
−B.
←
s

(1.15)

In this case, the number of A and B molecules are not conserved in the system separately, but only the sum of both molecules is conserved. The free energy F can
therefore be minimized without constraints. The (number) density of component B
changes over time due to the production and degradation rates of B in the reaction,
∂t nB = s→ − s← . In equilibrium, no net reaction occurs, s→ = s← .
For concentrations close to the equilibrium concentrations, chemical reactions are
often described by mass action kinetics, for a reaction A + B −
↽−
−⇀
− C this is
s→ = k → cA cB
s

←

←

= k cC

(1.16)
(1.17)

with constants k → and k ← . Here, the interpretation is that the reaction rate s→ is
dominated by the time it takes of components A and B to meet, and the backward
rate s← can be interpreted that every C molecule has a certain probability to react in
a time window, so that the total rate is proportional to the number of C molecules. In
equilibrium, both rates are equal, s→ = s← , so that the free energy determines the
ratio k → /k ← .
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1.3

Droplets in biological systems

To understand the relevance of the simple models of phase separation and chemical
reactions we will discuss in this thesis, it is helpful to have an idea of the structures
and mechanisms of a cell. This will help us to discuss common grounds, but also the
large amount of diﬀerences between such simple models and life-like structures. Here
we will give a brief overview of biological cells, concentrating on the metabolism and
liquid phase separation.

1.3.1

Cellular structure of life

Life as we know it today is diverse and complex, Alberts et al. (2013). It consists of
three principal kingdoms, bacteria, archaea, and eukaryotes. Bacteria and archaea are
unicellular lifeforms that adapt and evolve by imperfect division (either due to mutations or asymmetric divisions), and by the exchange of genetic material via horizontal
gene transfer. Eukaryotes exist as unicellular and multi-cellular life forms, and they
evolve by mutations during divisions and by the recombination of genetic material in
sexual reproduction. Compared to bacteria and archaea, eukaryotic cells are typically
larger with a more complex structure. All life-forms on Earth today have a number of
things in common: They all are composed of cells, enclosed by a cellular membrane
that controls the import and export of molecules. They have a number of structural
elements and classes of molecules in common, as well as certain metabolic pathways.
Their proteins all consist of the same 22 amino acids, and they all have RNA and
DNA, which are each built out of the same four nucleic acids. Another unifying feature is their complexity: All cells today have thousands of diﬀerent components, with
a huge metabolic network, which creates an interplay of diﬀerent regulatory control
systems.
Cells are often considered to be the smallest independent unit of life, Alberts et al.
(2013). The structure of a cell consists of a membrane-enclosed space, the cytosol, in
which various membrane-bound organelles are. The cytosol itself is a complex mixture of many components. The creation of new molecules is controlled by the DNA.
The DNA which transcribed into RNA, some of which is translated into proteins.
This process is regulated by feedback processes. In eukaryotic cells, the DNA is contained inside the nucleus. Outside the nucleus are RNA, proteins and various smaller
substances such as ions. There are a large number of elements that help structuring
the cells and fulﬁll various functions. One class of them are polymer ﬁbers that harden
the cell, where molecular motors move along the ﬁbers, transporting cargo or displacing the ﬁbers, which can be used for cell movements. Vesicles – small membrane
spheres – transport material to diﬀerent places. And generally, all theses functions
are regulated by complex reaction networks, which can be modiﬁed by other parts of
the cell.
Chemical reactions are the main driving force and organizing principle of a cell.
The reaction network of a cell is called the metabolism. This metabolism of the
cell is often grouped into two diﬀerent functions: Catabolic reactions break down
7
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compounds to release energy, while anabolic reactions consume energy to create new
molecules. Both parts are heavily interlinked and immensely complex and also diﬀerent for diﬀerent species (and at diﬀerent times in the same organism), although some
reaction cycles such as the Krebs cycle are conserved across species. The metabolism
is an intrinsically out-of-equilibrium reaction network and even in a stationary state
of the cell (between divisions etc), there are constantly chemical reactions.

1.3.2

Droplets in cells

Recently, droplets have been found to occur inside living cells, which are enriched
in a number of speciﬁc proteins and RNA, Brangwynne et al. (2009); Weber and
Brangwynne (2012); Elbaum-Garﬁnkle et al. (2015); Lin et al. (2015); Patel et al.
(2015); Feric et al. (2016). While many proteins have a precise folded structure with
a globular shape, phase separation tends to be driven by unfolded disordered regions
along the protein sequence. These droplets can be considered as membrane-less organelles and are associated with a variety of functions in the cell, Banani et al. (2017).
Examples are spatial ordering of molecules, Zwicker (2013); Zwicker et al. (2014);
Saha et al. (2016), signaling, Li et al. (2012), stress response, Molliex et al. (2015),
and epigenetic regulation, Wan et al. (2018).
Protein droplets are also observed to form in vitro by phase separation in physiological buﬀer, Sokolova et al. (2013); Aumiller and Keating (2016); Frankel et al.
(2016); Saha et al. (2016); Nakashima et al. (2018). It has been found that reaction
rates in both phases can be quite diﬀerent from a well-mixed system, Sokolova et al.
(2013), and that chemical reactions can be used to control phase separation and dissolution Aumiller and Keating (2016); Nakashima et al. (2018).

1.4

Origin and evolution of life

Droplets do not only exist in cells today, they are also one of the oldest models for
protocells. Oparin argued in 1924 that while today life is complicated and not created de novo, life must have started somewhere. He highlighted that many nonliving
physical systems show properties considered central to life: Living organisms grow,
but so do crystals; cells and organisms have a well-deﬁned structure that forms spontaneously, but so do snowﬂakes; all life needs energy input, similar to engines, Oparin
(1924). He proposed droplets (termed complex coacervates then) as a model for the
origin of life, and their equilibrium properties and some active ones were well studied
during the next decades, Oparin (1952); Fox (1976). We will now brieﬂy highlight
some aspects of research to understand the origin of life on Earth.
Today, the relationship and evolution of diﬀerent organisms can be studied by
comparing their DNA. It is hypothesized that all cells today have one last uniﬁed
common ancestor (LUCA), which already had the cellular properties discussed above,
Weiss et al. (2016). For the evolution of life before LUCA, no traces remain in today’s genetic setup, compare Woese et al. (1990); Lanier and Williams (2017). Three
principal avenues to study the origin of life remain.
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The ﬁrst such avenue is the extrapolation back from modern organisms. This can
be done by making and studying simpliﬁed organisms, such as ﬁnding the shortest
self-replicating DNA by cutting out pieces of modern DNA, or by asking how speciﬁc
features of life today could have formed, such as the set of amino acids or nucleic
acids Brooks et al. (2002); Doi et al. (2005), or by analyzing patterns and functions in
modern systems, such as ﬁnding the minimal functional core of important organelles,
such as the ribosome (which translates DNA into RNA), Lanier and Williams (2017).
Another avenue to study the origin of life is to study the geological history of
Earth and other planets, to ﬁnd evidence for the existence of life at diﬀerent stages,
Knoll and Nowak (2017). This gives evidence on the existence of multicellular life
forms 2.1 billion years ago, the evolution of eukaryotic unicellular life-forms 2.7 billion years ago and the origin and spreading of photosynthesis 3.4 and 2.4 billion years
ago, respectively. Good evidence of unicellular life forms forming bioﬁlms have been
found 3.7 billion years ago, Nutman et al. (2016), and probable ﬁnds go as far back as
4.25 billion years ago. This puts the origin of life very close (on geological timescales)
to the formation and cooling down of Earth 4.5-4.4 billion years ago, and even coincides with the Late Heavy Bombardment 4.1-3.8 billion years ago. The evidence for
the ﬁrst life on Earth can be expected to be a lower limit, because not much unperturbed rock older than 3.8 billion years remains, so that the sign of life rather coincide
with ﬁndings of old stone formations, Marchi et al. (2014).
The third avenue is the study of the formation of life de novo, by studying scenarios by which life-like structures and the relevant molecules could have been created in
a physical/chemical system, Oparin (1924); Haldane (1929). This avenue is strengthened by the geological ﬁndings, which place the ﬁrst life forms very closely after the
existence of liquid water on Earth, so that a ’random stroke of luck’ seems unreasonable, and the formation of life as a physically driven mechanism seems more likely,
Oparin (1924). It has been found that the chemical creation of amino acids and nucleic acids might have been possible on an early Earth, and possible pathways have
been recreated experimentally, Fedor and Williamson (2005); Powner et al. (2009);
Xu et al. (2019). For the formation of these building blocks into polymers, a nonequilibrium scenario with the cycling of components in a temperature gradient has been
proposed, in a system similar to hydrothermal vents that today exist on the bottom
of oceans Haldane (1929); Baross and Hoﬀman (1985); Martin (2012); Mast et al.
(2013); Martin et al. (2014); Kreysing et al. (2015). Furthermore, many hypothetical
scenarios have been worked out, by which molecules could have formed metabolic
reaction networks, or by which membranes could have organized, Gilbert (1986);
Unrau and Bartel (1998); Fedor and Williamson (2005); Higgs and Lehman (2015);
Morasch et al. (2016); Pearce et al. (2017). However, currently no complete pathway
from a physical/chemical world towards cellular life is known, Hanczyc and Szostak
(2004); Macía and Solé (2007); Murtas (2013); Lanier and Williams (2017).
For the evolution of cells, two main theories have been proposed. The ﬁrst model
considers the origin of cells to be similar to vesicles, membrane bound organelles,
Bachmann et al. (1992); Szostak et al. (2001); Hanczyc and Szostak (2004); Browne
et al. (2010). These have been shown to divide, either by rupturing and forming
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smaller vesicles if more membrane molecules are inserted into the system over time,
Döbereiner et al. (1993), or by using a mixture of lipids that demix into two membrane phases, which can drive a separation of a vesicle into two with diﬀerent lipids,
Döbereiner et al. (1993); Chen et al. (1997); Baumgart et al. (2003); Andes-Koback
and Keating (2011). It has been shown for vesicles that chemical reactions can occur
conﬁned inside them, Song et al. (2006).
The second model states that cells evolved from simple coacervate droplets, Oparin
(1924, 1952); Fox (1976); Koga et al. (2011); Sokolova et al. (2013); Hyman et al.
(2014); Morasch et al. (2016); Zwicker et al. (2017). Coacervates are water-rich
phases of charged polymers, which form due to entropy-driven phase separation. By
bringing the charged regions of the polymers together, they neutralize each other and
free the ions that originally bind to them, thus increasing the entropy. Both the versatility of function of liquid droplets in cells, as well as the simple protein structure hint
towards an early origin of the use of phase separation in cells, Shin and Brangwynne
(2017). Additionally, only simple physical interactions are needed for phase separation, and random polymers have a tendency to phase separate, so that liquid droplets
of biological (or prebiotic) material might well have existed at the origin of life Frankel
et al. (2016). It has been shown for coacervate droplets that chemical reactions can occur conﬁned inside them. One principal problem of coacervate droplets as the origin
of cells is the lack of an intrinsic mechanism for division. The possibility that droplets
may spontaneously divide has been discussed in the context of either negative surface
tension Browne et al. (2010); Patashinski et al. (2012) or in active nematic droplets
Giomi and DeSimone (2014). The transition from coacervate droplets to the acquisition of a membrane around these droplets seems like a natural step towards more
complex life-like systems, and combinations of both systems, coacervate droplets composed of organic molecules and enclosed by a membrane, have been studied Hanczyc
and Szostak (2004); Browne et al. (2010); Murtas (2013); Li et al. (2014); Tang et al.
(2014); Frankel et al. (2016); Lach et al. (2016).

1.5

Dynamical behavior of active systems

We have seen in the previous two sections that phase separation and chemical reactions occur simultaneously in biological systems and that they might be relevant for
the origin of life as well. In both cases, nonequilibrium conditions play an important
role, since life itself is out of equilibrium. We now consider the eﬀect of sustained
nonequilibrium conditions on the dynamical behavior of systems, that is, we now
consider active systems.

1.5.1

Behavior of nonequilibrium systems

Nonequilibrium aspects of diﬀerent systems are a current active ﬁeld of research in
physics. Turing introduced in 1952 a simple mechanism of chemical reaction and diffusion with constant energy input that can lead to pattern formation, Turing (1952).
Turing systems and other models have been used extensively in recent decades to
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A

B

Figure .: Examples of the nonlinear shape changes for the dendritic growth of
solid structures in a supersaturated liquid. A) Solid shapes during growth at diﬀerent time points in a 2d simulation. Small initial deformations result in self-similar
outgrowths of the solid, called dendrites. Adapted with permission from Kobayashi
(1993). B) Three-dimensional shapes in a simulation of a growing solid. Adapted
with permission from Cristini and Lowengrub (2004).

explain pattern formation in biological systems, Meinhardt (1992); Karsenti (2008);
Green and Sharpe (2015). The inﬂuence of nonequilibrium on a variety of physical
systems was intensely studied, Cross and Greenside (2009). The Mullins-Sekerka
instability that describes the shape instability of a solid precipitate growing in an supersaturated environment is a classical example for a ﬂux-driven shape instability, see
Mullins and Sekerka (1963); Langer (1980). This instability is well-studied theoretically and experimentally, and typically leads to dendritic growth of solids, forming
tongue-like fractal(ish) shapes, see Fig. 1.2. The consideration of active systems in
biological context lead to the study of active matter inspired by moving ﬂocks and
Janus particles, Toner et al. (2005). Additionally, it was found that activity can lead
to novel behavior of matter, by considering hydrodynamic models for biological tissues, where cells can die and divide, networks of polymers with active driving, and
active surfaces, such as membranes in cells, Kruse et al. (2004); Jülicher et al. (2018).

1.5.2

Combining phase separation and chemical reactions

The interplay of nonequilibrium chemical reactions on phase separation dynamics was
studied in a number of works. It was found that chemical reactions lead to a characteristic size of phases in the case of spinodal decomposition Glotzer et al. (1994); Puri
and Frisch (1994); Christensen et al. (1996); Carati and Lefever (1997); Patashinski
et al. (2012); Giomi and DeSimone (2014), and that reactions can create and stabilize
a characteristic size of droplets, so that Ostwald ripening is suppressed and multiple
droplets may stably coexist, Zwicker (2013); Zwicker et al. (2014, 2015). Interactions
of chemical gradients with phase separation dynamics has been studied, Weber et al.
(2017). Experimentally, the inﬂuence of phase separation on chemical reaction rates
has been quantiﬁed in a number of systems, Song et al. (2006); Crosby et al. (2012);
Sokolova et al. (2013); Tang et al. (2015); Frankel et al. (2016); Saha et al. (2016);
Drobot et al. (2018). Additionally, systems where chemical reactions can switch be11
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tween a phase separating and a homogeneous state has been developed Aumiller and
Keating (2016); Nakashima et al. (2018); Rieß et al. (2018). Tread-milling of material
can lead to the spontaneous motion of droplets, Tjhung et al. (2012), as can surfactants due to the Marangoni eﬀect, Herminghaus et al. (2014); Maass et al. (2016);
Lach et al. (2016). Lastly, it has been found that nematic ordering and membranes or
surfactants can have a strong inﬂuence on the droplet shape and stability, Yang et al.
(2018), allowing for a control of the droplet size, and can lead to a deformation of the
droplet (nematic) into an elongated shape or a faceted shape, Guttman et al. (2016),
or lead to a split of the droplet into smaller droplets, Derényi and Lagzi (2014).

1.6

Overview of the thesis

In this thesis, we will study the dynamics of chemically active droplets. As we have
seen in this introductory chapter, driven chemical reactions and phase separation both
are found in biological cells. Because both are simple physical/chemical behaviors,
they might have played a role at the onset of life. In this thesis, we will explore some
aspects of the combination of both eﬀects. In chapter 2, we will extend the theoretical descriptions introduced here for phase separation and chemical reactions into
a combined hydrodynamic theory for a multi-component system. In chapter 3, we
will introduce a minimal model of chemically active droplets with two components
which phase separate into two phases and have active (nonequilibrium) chemical reactions converting them into each other. In the remainder of this thesis, we will
discuss the behavior of the minimal model. We start in chapter 4 by considering
spherically symmetric droplets. We perform a linear stability analysis to ﬁnd whether
they are stable with respect to shape deformations. We show that chemically active
droplets can be unstable with respect to shape deformations, especially elongations
of the droplet. Additionally, we discuss the mechanism of this instability and compare it to the droplet instability with the Mullins-Sekerka instability that governs the
dendritic growth of solids. In chapter 5 we investigate the dynamical behavior of
chemically active droplets numerically. We ﬁnd that the shape instability of chemically active droplets can lead to growth of a droplet and its elongation and division
into two daughter droplets which may grow and divide again. The inﬂuence of chemical reactions on other stationary shapes, such as cylindrical droplets, is discussed in
chapter 6. In chapter 7, we discuss the eﬀect of hydrodynamic ﬂows on the droplet division. Such ﬂows are important for the rounding up of deformed droplets, and might
counteract the instability and division. We will discuss chemically active droplets as
a model for protocells at the origin of life in chapter 8. We also discuss the possibility of experimental realizations of chemically active droplets by estimating parameter
values for representative systems. Finally, we conclude the thesis by discussing open
questions of chemically active droplets in the ﬁnal chapter 9.
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2

In biological systems, chemical reactions occur frequently in connection with spatial
organization of material, such as membranes or phase-separated droplets, see Saha
et al. (2016); Banani et al. (2017); Shin and Brangwynne (2017). Similarly, spatial
organization of chemical reactions might have played an important role for prebiotic
systems at the origin of life, Hanczyc (2011); Crosby et al. (2012); Mast et al. (2013).
While membranes have been the subject of experimental and theoretical studies for
a long time, the importance of liquid-liquid phase separation in biological systems
has become the subject of active research only recently. Therefore, the inﬂuence of
liquid-liquid phase-separation on chemical reactions, and vice versa, the inﬂuence of
chemical reactions on the phase separation dynamics, has not been studied in detail.
Biological systems are generally out of equilibrium, so that a theoretical description
of the dynamic behavior that includes nonequilibrium conditions such as a chemical
energy input (such as ATP/ADP) might be worthwhile.
Here we present a theory that describes both phase-separation dynamics and
chemical reactions by the same free energy, and employs nonequilibrium thermodynamic theory to derive dynamic equations1 .
The description is based on irreversible thermodynamics, which is discussed in
De Groot and Mazur (2011). The concepts in this chapter can be found also in
Jülicher et al. (2018), where irreversible thermodynamics is discussed in a more general framework. Detailed balance of chemical reactions in diﬀusive environments are
also discussed in Kondepudi and Prigogine (2014); Rao and Esposito (2016).

1

The content of this chapter was done in interaction with Christoph Weber.
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2.1 Dynamic description with linear response
Linear response theory is one of the most successful approaches from thermodynamics to describe the dynamical behavior of nonequilibrium systems. It describes ﬂuxes
of thermodynamic variables by a linear expansion in the thermodynamic forces of
the system around equilibrium. The resulting relations are not a linear theory in the
original thermodynamic variables, and can therefore describe complex dynamical situations. We will consider a multi-component system where the number densities of
the components can vary in space, with ﬂuxes of particles between volume elements,
and chemical reactions between the diﬀerent components. We concentrate on liquidlike systems, where the liquid can be considered incompressible and space-ﬁlling, and
where temperature gradients are equalized on faster timescales than the number densities, so that we can consider the temperature as constant.

2.1.1 Description of reaction and ﬂuxes by conservation/balance equations
Here we introduce a thermodynamic description of a multi-component system with
interactions and reactions between the components, based on a free energy. We study
(k)
an N + 1 component system with local number densities ni (r, t) = Ni /V (k) for a
(k)
local subvolume V
at position r with Ni molecules of species i in the subvolume,
with i = 0, . . . , N . The number densities are space and time dependent ﬁelds where
r is the spatial position and t the time. We denote molecular volumes vi , molecular
masses mi for component i.
We study the case of Ns chemical reactions (J = 0 . . . Ns − 1) between components Ci
N
N
X
X
−
−
⇀
xiJ Ci ↽−−
yiJ Ci .
(2.1)
i=0

i=0

←
with the forward and backward reactions rates s→
J and sJ . For this we introduce the
stoechiometric matrix siJ = yiJ − xiJ . This matrix describes how many particles of
species Ci are created by reaction J, which is positive if Ci is a product of the reaction,
negative if it is a reactant and zero if Ci is a catalyst
or not participating in the reaction
P
s
at all. We study mass-conserving reactions, N
i=0 iJ mi = 0.
Due to mass conservation
in the system, we can describe the time evolution of
P
the mass density ρ =
mi ni by exchange of material between diﬀerent volume
elements,
∂t ρ + ∇ · (ρv) = 0 .
(2.2)

The hydrodynamic center-of-mass velocity ﬁeld v needs to obey momentum conservation,
∂t g + ∇ · σ = 0 ,
(2.3)
with (local center-of-mass) momentum g = ρv and stress tensor σ. For systems
with a small Reynolds number, momentum relaxation is fast, Dt g = 0 with advected
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derivative Dt = ∂t + vβ ∂β , and we ﬁnd an equation for stress balance which generad = σ
alizes the Stokes equation, ∇ · σ ad = 0, with σαβ
αβ + gα vβ . Here α and β
number Cartesian coordinates x, y, z and Einstein summation is used.
The dynamic equations for the number densities are
∂ t ni + ∇ · J i = s i .

(2.4)

P s
→
←
Here si = N
J=0 siJ (sJ − sJ ) describes the net eﬀect of the chemical reactions on
component Ci . The ﬂux J i can be split into advected and diﬀusive parts,
J i = ni v + j i

(2.5)

P
where i mi j i = 0, thus, adding all equations together to calculate the mass density,
we recover Eq. (2.2).

2.1.2

Thermodynamic relations

Equations (2.2)-(2.4) describe the dynamical behavior of our system, with as yet unknown ﬂuxes sJ , j i and σ. We will use energy conservation and entropy production
to ﬁnd a linear response description for these ﬂuxes. Here we present the thermodynamic relations we will use for this.
Energy conservation can be written as
∂t u + ∇ · J u = 0 .

(2.6)

for energy density u and energy ﬂux Ju . Entropy is not conserved,
∂t s + ∇ · J s = θ ,

(2.7)

with entropy density s, entropy ﬂux Js and local entropy production θ. The free
energy density can be written as f = u − T s, so that we ﬁnd for the free energy
density of an isothermal system
∂t f + ∇ · (J u − T J s ) = θ .

(2.8)

Thus Rintegrating over the whole system, we ﬁnd theR total entropy change over time,
Ṡ = dV θ, and Ḟ = −T Ṡ, with free energy F = dV f .
For a free energy F ({ni }, T, V ) we can split the free energy density into diﬀerent
terms, with free energy density
X κij
1
(∇ni )(∇nj )
f = ρv 2 + f0 ({ni }, T ) +
2
2

(2.9)

i,j

with kinetic contribution ρv 2 /2 and local part of the free energy density f0 . Energetic
interactions between diﬀerent volume elements are to lowest order represented by
gradient terms of second order, with coeﬃcients κij . This form can be seen as a
generalization of Flory-Huggins free energy to multiple components, or as a lowest
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order expansion in the gradient terms. For local stability and validity of the mean
ﬁeld description, the matrix κij needs to be positive deﬁnite. The free energy is a
functional with respect to the number densities ni .
We deﬁne chemical potentials and pressure as
µi =

X κij
δF
1
= mi v 2 + µloc
∆nj
i − κii ∆ni −
δni
2
2

X
∂F
=
ni µ i − f
P =−
∂V

(2.10)

j,j̸=i

(2.11)

i

i },T )
with µloc
= ∂f0 ({n
. We can split the chemical potential in the kinetic and the
i
∂ni
1
kin
kin
and advected chemical
advected part, µi = 2 mi v 2 and µad
i = µi − µi . Pressure
P
potential are related by a Gibbs-Duhem relationship, i ni dµad
i = V dP .
We are interested in the dynamics of the mass density ρ and the number densities
of all components except the solvent, which we denote as component CN . Transform−1
ing to a description F [T, {ni }N
i=0 , ρ], we can deﬁne N independent relative chemical
potentials

µ̄i =

−1
δF [T, {ni }N
i=0 , ρ]
,
δni

(2.12)

mi
which are related to the (absolute) chemical potentials via µ̄i = µi − m
µN . For
N
these relative chemical potentials, the kinetic contributions from the center of mass
movement cancel. Additionally, δF
δρ = µN /mN . While µi is associated to the energy
change when more particles of component i are added to the system, µ̄i describes the
case where a number of solvent molecules are replaced by a number of molecules of
component i with the same mass.

2.1.3 Linear response theory
Let us quickly sketch the idea of linear response theory in nonequilibriumP
thermodynamics: We will try to ﬁnd a description of the free energy change Ḟ = i Xi Yi in
terms of the unknown quantities (ﬂuxes) Yi paired with other thermodynamic quantities (forces) Xi , which should be zero at equilibrium. In equilibrium, entropy production is zero, and out of equilibrium, it is positive, thus the entropy production
has a minimum at equilibrium, and thus, the free energy production has a maximum.
Thus a Taylor expansion of the free energy production in terms of the thermodynamic
forces cannot contain
P constant or linear terms. Therefore we can to lowest order write
the ﬂuxes as Yi = j Mij Xi , with a mobility matrix Mij . Thereby, some couplings
might not exist, because the quantities cannot couple if they have diﬀerent dimensions
(scalar vs vector vs matrix). Considering time reversal symmetries leads to additional
relationships between the coeﬃcients (Onsager relations).
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Calculating the time derivative of our free energy, we ﬁnd


Z
X κij
1
Ḟ = dV ∂t ρv 2 + ∂t f0 ({ni }, T ) + ∂t
(2.13)
(∇ni )2 
2
2
i,j
"
Z
X
1
= dV vα ∂t gα − v 2 ∂t ρ +
µloc
i ∂ t ni
2
i



(2.14)
X κij
X
κii (∆ni ) +
−
(∆nj ) ∂t ni  ,
2
i

j,j̸=i

with index notation vα , σαβ for the Cartesian coordinates of vectors and matrices
with Einstein summation. For the last term we used integration by parts, and we
neglected surface terms from the boundary of our integration volume. Now we insert
the conservation equations (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4),
#
"
Z
X
1 2
(2.15)
µad
Ḟ = dV vα ∂β σαβ + v ∂β gβ +
i (si − ∂α Ji,α )
2
i
"
#
Z
X
X
X
ad
ad
ad
= dV (∂β vα )σαβ − gβ ∂β vα + vα
ni ∂ α µ i +
∂α µi ji,α +
µi s i .
i

i

i

(2.16)
P
Using Gibbs-Duhem relationship, i ni dµad
i = V dP , we can transform the third
term to −δαβ ∂β vα P (this can also be veriﬁed using the explicit expressions in Eq. (2.11)),
and collect the ﬁrst three terms together, to deﬁne the dissipative stress tensor
d
σαβ
= σαβ − ρvα vβ − δαβ P .

(2.17)

Further, we deﬁne reactive forces, called activities,
X
AJ =
siJ µad
i

(2.18)

i

for every reaction J = 0, . . . Ns , which,
P using mass conservation of the chemical
reactions, can also be written as AJ = i siJ µ̄i ,
N
−1
X

siJ µ̄i =

i=0

N
−1
X
i=0


siJ

mi
µN
µi −
mN

We thus ﬁnd
"
Z
Ḟ =

d
dV −(∂β vα )σαβ
+



N
−1
X
i=0

=

N
−1
X
i=0

N −1
N
X
µN X
siJ vi =
siJ µi −
siJ µi .
mN
i=0
i=0
(2.19)

(∂α µ̄i )ji,α +

NX
s −1

#
←
AJ (s→
J − sJ )

.

(2.20)

J=0
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This splits the free energy production in force-ﬂux pairs, where the ﬁrst term contains
matrices, the second vectors and the third scalars.
We can thus write linear response equations,

d
σαβ

= 2η vαβ

ji,α = −

N
−1
X

1
− vγγ δαβ
3



mij ∂α µ̄j

+ η ′ vγγ δαβ +

X

bJ AJ δαβ

(2.21)

J

(2.22)

j=0
←
s→
J − sJ =

NX
s −1

aJK AK + bJ vγγ

(2.23)

K=0

with symmetric strain tensor vαβ = (∂β vα + ∂α vβ )/2, shear viscosity η and compression coeﬃcient η ′ and mobility coeﬃcients mij and aJK , with mij = mji and
aJK = aKJ . The compression is coupled to the chemical reactions with coupling coeﬃcients bJ . In the dissipative stress tensor only the symmetric strain tensor (instead
of ∂β vα enters, due to rotational invariance, also see Jülicher et al. (2018). The coeﬃcients can depend on the equilibrium concentrations, and can thus be concentration
dependent.
Equations (2.21)-(2.23), together with Eq. (2.17), give the relations for the ﬂuxes
we need to solve the dynamic equations (2.2)-(2.4) starting from a free energy. In the
next section we present a suitable free energy for an incompressible system.

2.1.4 Incompressible system
We are interested in the description of liquid systems,P
which can usually be considered
as incompressible, so that the volume density ϕ = i vi ni is constant everywhere,
ϕ = ϕ0 . In an incompressible system the pressure takes the form of a Lagrange
multiplier to ensure the constant density.
One way to describe the dynamical behavior of an incompressible system is to consider starting conditions with ϕ = ϕ0 , and then consider the conservation equation
for the volume density,
∂t ϕ + ∇ · u = 0 ,
(2.24)
P
with volume ﬂow u = i vi J i . Since the volume density is conserved, u has to be
divergence free,
∇·u=0.
(2.25)
This then determines the pressure ﬁeld P , instead of Eq. (2.11).
P
We can relate the volume ﬂow u to the mass ﬂow v, u = ϕv + i vi j i , where
vi j i are relative volume ﬂuxes. If the molecular mass/volume ratio is equal for all
components,
mi /vi = mj /vj , the expression simpliﬁes due to mass conservation
P
m
j
=
0.
In this case, the volume density and ﬂow is proportional to the mass
i
i
i
density and ﬂow, u = ϕv.
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2.1.5

Multi-component Flory Huggins free energy

An explicit choice for the local free energy density of an incompressible system could
be a generalization of Flory-Huggins free energy for a multi-component system,
N
N
N
X
X
X
f0
=
ni ln(vi ni ) +
Ai n i +
ϵij ni nj .
kB T
i=0

i=0

(2.26)

i,j=0

We can identify the ﬁrst term in Eq. (2.26) as a mixing entropy. The second term
describes the energy of each component separately, while the last term encodes interactions between components. The internal energy includes internal entropic terms
S
U
S
U
ASi and enthalpic terms AU
i , with Ai = Ai + Ai /(kB T ), and ϵij = ϵij + ϵij /(kB T ).
The entropic terms are created by the internal entropy of molecules, for example due
to deformations of the molecule.
For the generalized Flory-Huggins free energy, we ﬁnd the local part of the chemical potentials
X
µloc
i
= ln(vi ni ) + 1 + Ai +
(ϵij + ϵji )nj .
kB T
N

(2.27)

j=0

The local part of the N independent relative potentials µ̄i = µi −
X
µ̄loc
v i ni
i
+ Âi +
ϵ̂ij nj
= ln
m̂
kB T
(vN nN ) i

mi
mN µN

is

N

(2.28)

j=0

with constants m̂i = mi /mN , Âi = 1−m̂i +Ai −m̂i AN , ϵ̂ij = ϵij +ϵji −m̂i (ϵN j +
ϵjN ).

2.1.6

Discussion of the linear response equations

In this section, we have discussed a complete set of equations within the framework
of linear response theory that describes an incompressible, spatially inhomogeneous
system with many components and with chemical reactions between the components.
It can describe passive systems relaxing to equilibrium with multiple diﬀerent (liquid)
phases, as well as the dynamical behavior of systems that are kept out of equilibrium
via boundary conditions.
Let us brieﬂy discuss the limits of the equations derived here. We only consider
isotropic ﬂuids (not nematic or polar ones), and we did not consider temperature as a
ﬁeld variable. Extensions to include polar/nematic and temperature ﬁelds would require additional balance equations, with additional couplings to the other variables
Jülicher et al. (2018). Electric charges are another aspect that can be relevant in
phase-separation of biological systems. They enter through charges of the biological
molecules, via the partial charges of water, via additional salts in the system, and via
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the splitting of water in hydrogen and hydroxide. Unbalanced charges exhibit longranged interactions, and therefore diﬃcult to treat analytically. Due to strong interactions, charges are often balanced locally. They can then be included in the present
equations by considering not individual molecules, but combinations of molecules
that together are neutral. In this case, the concentration ﬁelds of the neutral combinations of molecules should be considered, and an exchange of charged partners
corresponds to a reaction between these eﬀective components. Flory-Huggins free
energy might still be used for the eﬀective components, albeit with eﬀective interaction parameters, see Johansson et al. (1998).
In biological systems, membrane-bound organelles are an important part of structural organization. Liquid phase separation is often discussed in the form of nonmembrane bound organelles, Banani et al. (2017), and we will follow that idea, and
study the case without surfactants. Generally, though, membranes, and generally, surfactants may inﬂuence phase separation dynamics of systems. Membranes are characterized typically by mono- or bilayer formation, which has a nematic ordering, and a
thickness of only one or two molecular layers. The underlying physics is therefore not
included in the present presentation. Molecules that act as weak surfactant, however,
can be described by the equations presented here if they are soluble in both phases
and form an interfacial layer of suﬃcient width. The aggregation of weakly interacting components at interfaces is rather typical. Consider a three-component system
where two components have repulsive interactions (ϵ01 > 0), while all other interactions are zero, ϵij = 0 (i ̸= 0, j ̸= 1). If the repulsive interactions are strong enough,
two phases may exist, each with a high concentration of one of the two components.
The third components will mix in both phases due to mixing entropy, but it will also
be enriched in the region between the two phases, thus separating the two repulsive
components.
An underlying question of this chapter is: How many diﬀerent components are
needed to describe a multi-component system? Especially in biological systems, thousands of components coexist in the cytosol, and often a number of (related) components form a droplet together, Sear and Cuesta (2003); Jacobs and Frenkel (2017);
Banani et al. (2017). It might therefore be often possible to group similar components together, so that eﬀects of the system can be understood with a two-component
description, with eﬀective interactions and reactions between these eﬀective components, Sear and Cuesta (2003); Jacobs and Frenkel (2017).
A problem of the approach introduced in this section is that chemical reactions
rarely can be described well by linear response. An intuitive argument for this was
given by Kondepudi and Prigogine (2014). Linear response in our formulation for
ﬁelds is a description for system that are close to (local) equilibrium, so that equilibrium conditions can be assumed within each sub-volume, but long-range gradients
exist, leading to ﬂuxes between volume elements. All eﬀects discussed here, except
chemical reactions, have a spatial driving – the thermodynamic forces all have spatial derivatives in their deﬁnition. If the spatial derivatives are zero, no force exists,
because all these processes are related to spatial imbalances, such as diﬀerent stresses
and velocities or chemical potentials and ﬂuxes in diﬀerent regions. If we make the
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volume elements that we compare smaller and smaller, the diﬀerences between volume elements will become small, so that there is a length-scale l where linear response
holds. If this length-scale is still larger than the size of molecules so that our mean
ﬁeld assumption holds, linear response is a well-justiﬁed approach. This is diﬀerent
for chemical reactions. They are a purely local imbalance, which is often visualized
as an imbalance along the reaction coordinate. Therefore, the length-scale associated
with reactions is zero, l = 0. Thus, linear response cannot be justiﬁed – and also is
often found not to describe systems well.
In the next section, we will therefore use a diﬀerent approach to describe chemical
reactions.

2.2

Detailed balance of chemical reactions

In equilibrium, concentrations ﬂuctuate over time, with Boltzmann-distributed ﬂuctuations where the mean is given by the minimum of the free energy. The probability
of a transition from one state to another is the same as for the backward transition,
so that the distribution of states is time-independent and so that no circular ﬂuxes in
phase space exist - this is called detailed balance. The multi-component description
via coarse grained concentration ﬁelds introduced in the previous section corresponds
to the mean concentration within each volume element. In equilibrium, every chem←
ical reaction is balanced separately, with s→
J = sJ . The corresponding concentration is the minimum of the free energy with respect to changes due to the reactions,
AJ = 0. Here, the activity AJ is deﬁned in Eq. (2.18).
We can write a generalized detailed balance condition for the forward and back←
ward reactions rates s→
J and sJ in nonequilibrium conditions,


s→
AJ
J
.
=
exp
−
s←
kB T
J

(2.29)

This generalized detailed balance condition allows us to determine the sign of the net
←
reaction s→
J − sJ , while it does not allow to determine the reaction speed. In equilibrium (with ∆µJ = 0), all reactions are balanced separately, the original deﬁnition
←
of detailed balance, s→
J = sJ .

2.2.1

Motivation of generalized detailed balance via equilibrium
ﬂuctuations

Generalized detailed balance Eq. (2.29) can be derived by considering ﬂuctuations
in an equilibrium system. Let us concentrate on two components A and B in a
small homogeneous volume element. Since all processes need to be balanced independently, we can ignore ﬂuxes between neighboring volume elements and consider
the case where the total number of molecules N = NA + NB in the system is conserved. Molecules can be converted by a chemical reaction between type A and B.
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The probability of the number of B molecules is Boltzmann distributed,
P (NB ) =

1 −βF (NB )
e
,
Z

(2.30)

where F (NB ) is the free energy of the state of NB molecules of type B, and the
RN
partition function Z normalizes the distribution, 0 P (NB ) = 1. Additionally, β =
1/kB T . The probability to go from state NB to NB + 1 and the reverse transition
can be given as
s+ (NB ) = r+ (NB ) P (NB )
s− (NB + 1) = r− (NB + 1) P (NB + 1) ,

(2.31)
(2.32)

where r± is the transition rate to a higher (+) or lower (−) state due to the chemical reaction. In equilibrium, s+ (NB ) = s− (NB + 1). Inserting the Boltzmanndistribution we can thus write
r+ (NB + 1)
= e−β[F (NB +1)−F (NB )] .
r− (NB )

(2.33)

In the thermodynamic limit of large N , NB /V = cB and (N − NB )/V = cA , and
F (NB + 1) − F (NB ) ∼
= µB − µA = A . Furthermore, r+ (NB + 1) ≈ r+ (NB ).
Therefore we ﬁnd
r+ (cB )
= e−βA .
(2.34)
r− (cB )
We can now interpret a nonequilibrium state with concentration cB as a random
ﬂuctuation in an equilibrium system, so that Eq. (2.34) holds. Additionally, we start
the system in a well-deﬁned state, so that P (cB ) = 1. Therefore, we ﬁnd the gener∼
alized detailed balance Eq. (2.29) for the reaction rates (where s→
J = s+ (cB )).

2.2.2 The ’equilibrium constant’ in phase-separating systems
In discussions of the mass action law of chemical reactions an equilibrium constant
is deﬁned, Kondepudi and Prigogine (2014); Atkins (1994). We brieﬂy show in this
part that this concept is limited to dilute solutions, and somewhat misleading when
phase-separating multi-component systems are considered.
We can formally write the reaction rates introduced in Eq. (2.1) as
Y x
→
s→
ci iJ
(2.35)
J = kJ
i

s←
J

=

kJ←

Y

cyi iJ ,

(2.36)

i

where all nontrivial kinetics is captured by the terms kJ→ and kJ← . For lack of a better
name and to follow the generally used nomenclature, we will call kJ→ and kJ← reaction
constants, even though they are not generally constants, and explicitly not in the case
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of interacting molecules. For constant kJ→ and kJ← , above equation corresponds to
the law of mass action. If the law of mass action is to hold for small concentrations
of all participating molecules, kJ→ and kJ← should therefore become constants in this
limit.
The generalized detailed balance condition determines the ratio of the two reaction constants kJ→ and kJ← ,
"
#
X
kJ→
AJ
+
= exp −
siJ ln(vi ci ) .
(2.37)
kJ←
kB T
i

Often this is used to deﬁne ’equilibrium constants’,
KJ =

kJ→
,
kJ←

(2.38)

so that the equilibrium concentrations n̂i have to fulﬁll
Y ĉyiJ
i
= KJ .
ĉxi iJ

(2.39)

i

We can write KJ explicitly for the multi-component Flory Huggins free energy,
Y
Y
KJ =
exp [−siJ (1 + Ai )]
exp [−siJ (ϵij + ϵji )cj ] .
(2.40)
i

i,j

We ﬁnd that in non-interacting systems with ϵij = 0 for all indices, the KJ are indeed constants that depends on the internal energies of the reactants and the change
in entropy due to the reaction. Therefore the equilibrium concentrations n̂i are welldeﬁned. For ϵij ̸= 0 the equilibrium ’constants’ becomes dependent on the concentrations of the components in the system. If the KJ only depend on components
that do not participate in the reactions and the system is homogeneous, it can still
be considered constant with respect to the reaction dynamics of the speciﬁc system.
Generally, the situation is more complex: In a phase-separating system, Eq. (2.39)
may have more than one solution that is relevant for the dynamical behavior of the
system due to diﬀerent concentrations in the phases. Additionally, during the course
of the reaction, components may move between the phases, so that KJ can change
over time even within the phases.
As an example, we consider a phase-separated system in equilibrium with respect
to phase-separation. Chemical reactions between components take place, which fulﬁll
the generalized detailed balance condition. We can deﬁne a partition coeﬃcient for
components i as
c−
i
pi = +
(2.41)
ci
where we denote the droplet phase with − (minority phase), and the outer phase with
+
+ (majority phase). The concentrations are given by local equilibrium µ̂−
i = µ̂i . In
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Flory-Huggins model, this can be written as


N
X
mi −
+ 
(µ − µ+
.
(ϵij + ϵji )(c−
pi = exp 
j − cj )
N) −
mN N

(2.42)

j=0

Using the Flory-Huggins model, we can write the ratio of the equilibrium constant
of reaction J in the phases as
i
h
KJ− Y
+
−
=
)
−
c
exp
−s
(ϵ
+
ϵ
)(c
ji
iJ ij
j
j
KJ+
i,j

(2.43)



KJ− Y siJ Y
mi −
+
(µ − µN )
=
exp −siJ
pi
mN N
KJ+
i
i

(2.44)

which simpliﬁes to

P
where the last term is zero because i siJ mi = 0 due to mass conservation in the
reaction, so that
KJ− Y siJ
=
pi .
(2.45)
KJ+
i
Therefore, we ﬁnd that when chemical reactions occur between components A and B
that have diﬀerent partition ratios, the equilibrium constants will be diﬀerent in both
phases, and be given by the ratio of the partition ratios of the products and substrates
of the reaction. This results does not depend on the Flory-Huggins free energy, but
is general. It is due to the fact that both exchange of material between phases, as
well as reaction between components are governed by the same free energy, and that
equilibrium cannot have circular ﬂuxes: It is a reformulation of the statement that the
partition ratio of a component A can change by two ways: A molecule of A can leave
the droplet, or it can be exchanged locally by a reaction A → B by a B molecule, which
can leave the droplet, and react back into A outside. In equilibrium, both of these
paths should be balanced. Here we show that a similar statement holds in nonequilibrium for reactions that fulﬁll our generalized detailed balance condition. This simple
statement demonstrates that the description of chemical reactions in phase separating
systems is inherently connected with the phase separation, and that a simple limit of
small concentrations does not generally hold - not even for the equilibrium constants
of reactions between components that partition into the phases, but do not form them
themselves.

2.3 Summary
In this chapter we have presented a dynamic description of a multi-component system
that includes phase separating behavior due to interactions and chemical reactions
between the components. We can describe the spatial dynamics of the system by
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linear response theory based on a multi-component Flory-Huggins free energy. For
the chemical reactions, we discussed generalized detailed balance as an alternative
basis for a description.
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3

In the next chapters of this thesis, we will study the dynamical behavior of phaseseparating systems with nonequilibrium chemical reactions, that is, of chemically active droplets. To facilitate this, we introduce in this chapter a minimal model with two
phase-separating components with chemical reactions between them. By decoupling
the chemical reaction from the free energy that drives the phase-separation dynamics, the model becomes active, in the sense that the system is permanently kept in a
nonequilibrium state by an implicit energy supply via the chemical reaction. We discuss two formulations of such a two-component model of chemically active droplets.
The continuum model follows the description based on a free energy introduced in
the previous chapter. The eﬀective droplet model describes the droplet interface as
much smaller than the spatial dynamics. Local equilibrium across the interface then
yields jump conditions of the ﬁelds in the two the phase. The interface moves due
to the ﬂow of droplet material to the interface. We motivate the minimal model as
a limit of a multi-component system with additional reservoir components. These
components are converted in the reaction, and thus produce an (eﬀective) breaking
of detailed balance of the two component description. Finally, we will give a small
outlook on the behavior of chemically active droplets to motivate the study of the
dynamics of active droplets in the following chapters.

3.1

Continuum model for chemically active droplets

To study the dynamical behavior of chemically active droplets, we introduce here a
minimal model with two components using the irreversible thermodynamics description introduced in the previous chapter.
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Figure .: Simple model, with droplet material B and soluble component A. The
system is driven by a chemical fuel C that is transformed to the reaction product C ′ .

3.1.1 Deﬁnition of the continuum model
We now describe the dynamic equations of a chemically active droplet. We consider
an incompressible, isothermal ﬂuid composed of two components A and B, with
number concentration ﬁelds cA (r, t) and c = cB (r, t) that depend on position r and
time t, and with molecular masses mA and mB and molecular volumes vA and vB .
We are interested in the case where component A forms the background ﬂuid and B
is a droplet material that forms droplets by phase separation. Additionally, chemical
reactions convert the two components into each other, A ⇌ B. We consider these
two components to have equal molecular masses to volume ratios mA /vA = mB /vB .
Mass and volume conserving reactions together with incompressibility imply that the
mass density ρ = mA cA + mB cB is constant, so that we only need to consider the
concentration ﬁeld of droplet material B.
Using the irreversible thermodynamic description of the last chapter, the dynamics of the concentration ﬁeld is described by
∂t c = −∇ · j + s(c)

(3.1)

j = −m∇µ̄ + vc .

(3.2)

Here, m is a mobility coeﬃcient of the droplet material and v is the hydrodynamic
velocity. The source term s(c) describes chemical reactions. The chemical potential
µ̄ = δF [c]/δc governs demixing, with the free energy
Z
F [c] = d3 r f (c) ,
(3.3)
where the integral is over the system volume. We use the following double-well free
energy density, Cahn and Hilliard (1958)
 

2
κ
b 
(0) 2
(0) 2
c
−
c
c
−
c
(3.4)
+ ∇c ,
f (c) =
−
+
2
2(∆c)
2
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(0)

(0)

with ∆c = c− − c+ . The coeﬃcient κ is related to surface tension and the interface width, the positive parameter b characterizes molecular interactions and entropic
contributions, Cahn and Hilliard (1958). This free energy describes the segregation
(0)
of the ﬂuid in two coexisting phases: one phase rich in droplet material with c ≈ c−
(0)
and a dilute phase with c ≈ c+ , compare Desai and Kapral (2009).
The chemical potential µ̄ is evaluated as
µ̄ = µ̄0 − κ∇2 c
with
µ̄0 =

b
(0)
(0) 
(0) 
(0) 
.
2c
−
c
−
c
c
−
c
c
−
c
−
+
−
+
(∆c)2

(3.5)
(3.6)

The hydrodynamic velocity v can be calculated using momentum conservation,
∂t (ρvα ) = ∂β σαβ ,

(3.7)

with momentum ρvα and stress tensor σαβ , where α and β number Cartesian coordinates x, y, z, compare chapter 2. We can decompose the stress tensor σαβ as
eq
d
,
+ σαβ
σαβ = −(ρvα )vβ + σαβ

(3.8)

eq
d denote the
and σαβ
where the ﬁrst term describes advection of the stress tensor, σαβ
equilibrium and dissipative stress tensors. The equilibrium stress tensor is given by
eq
= −(µ̄c − f )δαβ −
σαβ

∂f
∂β c − P0 δαβ .
∂(∂α c)

(3.9)

Here, µ̄c − f is the osmotic pressure of the droplet material, and δαβ denotes the
Kronecker delta. Incompressibility is enforced by an additional partial pressure P0 .
The deviatory stress tensor is
d
= 2ηṽ αβ + η ′ vγγ δαβ ,
σαβ

(3.10)

where η and η ′ denote viscosities, vαβ = (∂α vβ + ∂β vα )/2 is the symmetric strain
rate tensor, and ṽ αβ = vαβ − vγγ δαβ /3 is the traceless symmetric strain tensor.
In the Stokes limit, the inertial terms are neglected, Dt (ρvα ) = 0, with advected
eq
d ). This yields, Cates (2012),
+ σαβ
derivative Dt = ∂t + vβ ∂β , leaving 0 = ∂β (σαβ
η∂β2 vα = 3µ̄0 ∂α c − κc∇2 (∂α c) + ∂α P0 .

(3.11)

The pressure is determined by incompressibility
∂α vα = 0 .

(3.12)

We consider the case where the reaction can be described by a linear form within
each phase and has a smooth behavior across the interface,

(0)

for c ≤ c+
c
ν+ − k+ (c − c+ )
s(c) = p(c)
(3.13)
for c+
<
c < c−
c
c ,


(0)
−ν− − k− (c − c− ) for c ≥ c−
c
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-1
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1

Figure .: Chemical reaction ﬂux s as a function of concentration (black). The linearized ﬂuxes inside (green) and outside the droplet (blue) are indicated as dashed
lines. Outside the droplet, the reaction ﬂux is zero for concentration c∞ , inside
(0)
the droplet, the reaction ﬂux is negative with value −ν− for the concentration c− .
(0)
Parameter values: k± τ0 = 10−2 , ν− /ν0 = 1.2, ν+ /ν0 = 0.1, c+ = 0 with
ν0 = 10−2 ∆c/τ0 .
−
shown in Fig. 3.2. Here, c+
c and cc are two characteristic concentrations and p(c) =
a0 + a1 c + a2 c2 + a3 c3 is a cubic polynomial that interpolates between the linear
regimes. The coeﬃcients ai are determined uniquely by the conditions that s(c) and
its derivative are continuous functions:
+
′ +
p(c+
c ) = s(cc ) p (cc ) = −k+
−
′ −
p(c−
c ) = s(cc ) p (cc ) = −k− .

(3.14)

We concentrate on the case of ν± > 0, which describes the case of reaction B → A
inside and A → B outside the droplet. In the other cases, the dynamics of a single
droplet can be qualitatively described: For ν± < 0, droplet material is created in
the droplet, and outer material outside. This tends to create a competition between
the growth of both phases where the phases with stronger reaction and larger initial
volume wins and the system becomes homogeneous with a concentration c0 set by
(0)
(0)
the chemical reaction with s(c0 ) = 0, with c0 < c+ or c0 > c− . For diﬀerent
sign of ν± , the reaction either creates or destroys droplet material in both phases, so
that the system again becomes homogeneous with concentration c0 set by s(c0 ) =
0. Therefore in all cases except the ﬁrst, the stable stationary state of the system (if
one exists) tends to be a homogeneous system with concentration set by the reaction.
Therefore the case ν± > 0 is the most intriguing. Additionally, we concentrate on
the case with k± > 0, which leads to smooth concentration proﬁles in both phases,
instead of additional Turing-like pattern formation.
The equations for the concentration ﬁeld (3.1) with ﬂuxes (3.2), the chemical potential (3.5) with (3.6), stress balance (3.11) with incompressibility (3.12) and the
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A+C
B+C’

reservoir

Figure .: Reaction rates and energy supply. Schematic representation of the
reaction cycle involving the two pathways A ⇌ B (1) and A + C ′ ⇌ B + C (2). The
diﬀerences of the chemical potentials µ determine the directions of the spontaneous
reactions: Coupling to the chemical fuel C with reaction product C ′ drives reaction
pathway (2) in the direction A → B outside the droplet. Inside the droplet, where the
concentration of C is smaller, reaction pathway (1) in the direction B → A dominates.
See Appendix A for details.

chemical reaction (3.13) with (3.14) deﬁne the continuum model of chemically active
droplets. Note that the model may also be used to describe a three component system with reactions A ⇌ B and phase-separation between droplet material B and a
mixture of solvent S and reactant A occurs, as long as the components A and S can
be considered well-mixed due to similar interactions and fast mobility of A compared
to droplet material B.

3.1.2

Eﬀective breaking of detailed balance

To highlight the non-equilibrium nature of the reaction scheme in Eq. (3.13), we keep
the system out of equilibrium explicitly by introducing reservoir components C and
C’, which are held at a constant chemical potentials with diﬀerence ∆µ = µC ′ − µC .
Due to interactions of C and C’ with the droplet material, the concentrations of both
components may be diﬀerent in both phases. We consider a system where the mobility
of C and C’ is much larger than that of the droplet material, so that we do not need
to consider dynamical equations for the two components. We have two chemical
reactions,
A⇌B

(3.15)

A + C′ ⇌ B + C

(3.16)

without energy input, and

where the reservoir components participate. The total reaction rate is then given by
(1)
(2)
(2)
s(c) = s(1)
→ − s← + s→ − s← ,

(3.17)
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(1)

where s→ denotes the production of B due to the forward direction of reaction (3.15),
(1)
and s← denotes the degradation of B due to the reverse direction, and equivalently
for reaction (3.16). We use generalized detailed balance equations for the chemical
reactions. For a reaction A → B we ﬁnd
(1)

s→

(1)

=e

− k µ̄T
B

(3.18)

s←

This equation does not determine the reaction speed, but the direction of the reaction
(1) (1)
(1) (1)
given by s→ /s← > 1 or s→ /s← < 1, and thus ensures that the reaction always
proceeds downhill. The second reaction is described by
(2)

s→

(2)

=e

− µ̄+∆µ
k T
B

(3.19)

s←

Note that we can add a linear term uc with constant u to the free energy density
without inﬂuencing the phase-separation dynamics. This term corresponds to a free
energy diﬀerence between components B and A and may inﬂuence the direction of
the reactions according to Eq. (3.18) and (3.19).
We can consider the reaction in a phase-separated system with reaction rates so
small that the concentrations are not changed. In a phase-separated system in equilibrium, the chemical potential µ̄ is the same in both phases, µ̄− = µ̄+ where ’-’ denotes
the minority phase, the droplet, while ’+’ denotes the outer majority phase. Therefore,
the direction of reaction 1 is the same in both phases, as is the direction of reaction
2. To create diﬀerent directions of the combined reaction rate in the diﬀerent phases,
we therefore require that both reactions proceed in opposite directions, and that one
of the reactions is faster in one phase, while the other is faster in the other. This is
shown diagrammatically in Fig. 3.3.
A discussion that explicitly relates the free energy of all four components with the
reaction rates can be found in Appendix A.

3.2 Eﬀective droplet model for chemically active droplets
In the previous chapter and in section 3.1 we considered a model with a continuous
description of the droplet interface. This approach can describe nucleation of new
droplets and topological shape changes of droplets, such as division. However, the
nonlinear description is unsuitable for analytical treatment.
In most experimental systems, interfacial widths are on the order of few molecular
lengths, and thus much smaller than typical reaction-diﬀusion lengthscales found in
experimental systems, Safran (1994). Here we introduce a description that treats the
droplet interface as inﬁnitely thin, where the properties on both sides of the interface
are in local equilibrium across the interface. Within both phases, we consider diﬀusive dynamics for the concentration. The interface can move due to ﬂuxes of droplet
material towards the droplet interface. This results in the so-called Stefan problem
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of partial diﬀerential equations for ﬁelds with a moving boundary condition (at the
droplet interface), Stefan (1891); Crank (1987). Such approaches are commonly used
in literature to study growth and deformation of phases, Lifshitz and Slyozov (1961);
Mullins and Sekerka (1963), and to study hydrodynamic ﬂows in phase-separated
systems, Batchelor (2000). It has been used previously to study the eﬀect of chemical
reactions on droplet dynamics, Zwicker (2013); Zwicker et al. (2015). The eﬀective droplet model we introduce in the section includes all physical aspects that were
present in the continuum model, namely phase-separation, hydrodynamic ﬂows and
nonequilibrium chemical reactions.

3.2.1

Deﬁnition of the eﬀective droplet model

As in the previous section, we consider an incompressible, phase-separating liquid
consisting of droplet material B and solvent component A with a volume preserving
chemical reaction A ⇌ B with constant mass density. The local composition is
characterized by the concentration ﬁeld c(x) of component B. We consider a single
(0)
droplet characterized by high concentration c ≈ c− of component B coexisting with
the surrounding ﬂuid that mainly consists of A and contains B at low concentration
(0)
c ≈ c+ , see Fig. 3.1. We denote the droplet phase with index − (for minority phase)
and the outer phase with + (majority phase). Both phases are separated by a sharp
interface. Within both phases, the concentration of B satisﬁes a balance equation,
where the chemical reaction provide a source or sink term s± (c),
∂t c + ∇ · j = s± (c)

(3.20)

j = −D± ∇c + vc .

(3.21)

The ﬂux j consists of advection by the ﬂuid velocity v and a diﬀusion ﬂux, where D±
denotes the diﬀusion constant of the droplet material in the two phases.
We linearize the chemical reaction rates s± (c) in the vicinity of reference concen(0)
trations c± in each phase:
(0)

s± (c) ≃ −k± (c − c± ) ± ν± ,
(0)

(3.22)
(0)

with reaction rate ν± = s(c± ) and reaction constants k± = ds(c± )/dc. The concentration ﬁeld varies over the characteristic length scales l± = (D± /k± )1/2 inside
and outside the droplet, respectively.
The hydrodynamic ﬂow velocity v obeys Stokes equation of an incompressible
ﬂuid in both phases,
η± ∇2 v = ∇P

(3.23)

∇·v =0.

(3.24)

Here, Eq. (3.23) accounts for stress balance ∂α σαβ = 0, where the stress tensor is
given by σαβ = η± (∂α vβ + ∂β vα ) − P δαβ . Here η± denotes the ﬂuid shear viscosities inside and outside of the droplet. The pressure P plays the role of a Lagrange
multiplier to ensure incompressibility, Eq. (3.24).
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The bulk equations (3.20-3.24) are connected by boundary conditions at the droplet
interface R(s1 , s2 ) where s1 and s2 are coordinates of a parametrization of the droplet
interface. The stress boundary condition reads
+
−
σnn
(R) − σnn
(R) = 2γH(R)

(3.25)

−
σnt
(R)

(3.26)

+
σnt
(R)

−

=0,

where H(R) is the local mean curvature of the interface and γ is the droplet surface
tension. The stresses at the interface on the inner and outer side of the droplet are
±
denoted by σαβ
(R). The tensor indices n and t refer to tensor components normal
and tangential to the interface, respectively. Eq. (3.26) is valid for all tangent vectors.
Using no-slip boundary conditions, the velocity ﬁeld is continuous at the interface,
v + (R) = v − (R) .

(3.27)

The concentration ﬁeld c is discontinuous across the interface,
(0)

c− (R) = c− + β− γH(R)

(3.28)

(0)
c+

(3.29)

c+ (R) =

+ β+ γH(R)

where the concentrations are set by the physics of phase coexistence and a local equilibrium assumption, compare section 1.1 and Appendix B. The coeﬃcients β± describe
the eﬀects of the Laplace pressure on the equilibrium concentrations at phase coexistence.
The droplet grows by the addition of droplet material to the interface. The normal
velocity of the droplet interface is
vn (R) = n ·

j − (R) − j + (R)
,
c− (R) − c+ (R)

(3.30)

where n denotes the surface normal, Bray (1994). Eq. (3.30) captures both convection of the interface by ﬂows, and droplet growth and shrinkage by addition or removal
of material.
For a system that consists of one almost spherical droplet, we can use spherical coordinates r, θ, ϕ centered on the droplet. The interface deﬁning the droplet
surface is positioned at radial distance r = R(θ, ϕ), so that the droplet inside is at
r < R(θ, ϕ), and the outside at r > R(θ, ϕ). In a radial description of the droplet
interface, R(θ, ϕ) = R(θ, ϕ)er , the radial velocity is
vn
∂R
=
.
∂t
er · n

(3.31)

Eq. (3.20) to (3.31) deﬁne the eﬀective droplet model. Due to the explicit description of the interface, topological transitions of the droplet are not described in
the model. This includes a large number of typical dynamical behaviors of phaseseparating systems, such as nucleation of new droplets, dissolution of droplets, coalescence of two droplets, or the split-up of a cylindrical jet into droplets. However,
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the eﬀective droplet model is very useful for an intuitive understanding of the system
and for analytical calculations due to its (mostly) linear equations and the explicit
description of the droplet size and shape, as we will see in the next chapter.

3.2.2

Eﬀective droplet model as a limit of the continuum model

Description
Chemical reaction in droplet
Chemical reaction outside droplet
Chemical reaction across interface
Viscosity
Diﬀusion in droplet
Interfacial parameter
Concentration outside droplet
Concentration diﬀerence of phases
Interfacial width
Diﬀusion-time across interface
Interfacial energy

Continuum model

Eﬀective droplet model

ν− t0 /∆c
k − t0
ν+ t0 /∆c
k + t0
c+
c /∆c
−
cc /∆c
η− w3 /(e0 t0 )
1
1
1
(0)
c+ /∆c

ν− t0 /∆c
k − t0
ν+ t0 /∆c
k + t0
η− w3 /(e0 t0 )
η+ /η−
D− /D+
β− /β+
(0)
c+ /∆c

(0)

∆c = c− − c+
w = 6β+ γ/∆c
t0 = w2 /D+
e0 = γw2

(0)

∆c = c− − c+
w = 2(κ/b)1/2
t0 = w2 /(mb)
e0 = κw(∆c)2 /3

(0)

(0)

Table 3.1: Dimensionless parameters of the continuum model and the corresponding
parameters in the eﬀective droplet model, together with the characteristic concentration, length, time and energy used for normalization (bottom 4 rows).
It is possible to recover all dynamical equations of the eﬀective droplet model from
the continuum model based on irreversible thermodynamics, see Appendix B. For
this, we consider the case where the interface width w is small compared to the droplet
size, R/w ≫ 1, and the chemical diﬀusion length, l± /w ≫ 1. Additionally, we focus
on the case where the concentrations in the phases are similar to the concentrations
in equilibrium and have small concentration gradients. This allows us to relate the
parameters b, κ, and m of the continuum model to the parameters γ, β± , and D± of
the eﬀective droplet model, compare Appendix B. We use this to deﬁne equivalent
parameters for both models.
In Table 3.1 we list these parameters of both models. We use the properties of
the interface to normalize concentration, length, time and energy (bottom four rows
in the table). These correspond to the diﬀerence of the reference concentrations ∆c,
the interfacial width w or ŵ, the timescale related to diﬀusion across the interface t0
or τ0 and an energy related to surface tension e0 or ê0 . The speciﬁc choice of the free
energy in the continuum model leads to speciﬁc relations between parameters of the
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eﬀective model, β+ = β− with β+ = 2/(b∆c), and D+ = D− with D+ = mb.
Additionally, we have chosen the viscosity as constant,
η+ = η− . The surface tension
√
2
of the eﬀective model is given by γ = (∆c) /6 κb. The parameters c±
c /∆c of the
continuum model capture properties of chemical reactions inside the interface and
therefore do not exist in the eﬀective droplet model. The dimensionless parameter
(0)
c+ /∆c is unimportant for the dynamical behavior of the system and only leads to a
(0)
constant shift of the concentration proﬁles. We therefore set c+ /∆c = 0 throughout
this thesis.
The conditions for which the models describe similar physical eﬀects are not fulﬁlled in all systems. Most importantly, the chemical reactions can drive concentra(0)
tions far away from the equilibrium phase concentrations c± . The concentration in
the outer phase can be considered homogeneous if the concentration far from the
(0)
droplet c∞ set by s(c∞ ) = 0 is close to the reference concentration c+ . The inside
of the droplet is homogeneous if the droplet is much smaller than l− , or if the concen(0)
−
tration c−
0 set by the reaction inside the droplet s(c0 ) = 0 is close to c− . In regimes
where the concentration in a phases instead permits the formation of new interfaces
associated with instabilities of the spinodal decomposition regime, the eﬀective model
discussed here cannot capture these behaviors, and thus may yield unphysical results.

3.3 Outlook
In this chapter we have introduced a minimal model of chemically active droplets,
with two formulations: The continuum droplet model is based on a free energy and
can describe a wide range of dynamical behaviors including droplet division and nucleation. The eﬀective droplet model explicitly describes the droplet interface, and
is easily accessible for analytic calculations. We showed that the chemical reaction
does not satisfy equilibrium properties and is thus active, and can be constructed via
additional reservoir components that keep the system permanently out of equilibrium.
In the remainder of this thesis, we will discuss the behavior of the minimal model
introduced here. We start in chapter 4 by considering spherically symmetric droplets
using the eﬀective droplet model. For this we concentrate on the inﬂuence of the
chemical reaction on the dynamics, in the absence of hydrodynamic ﬂows. We analyze stationary states with a stationary radius R̄. We perform a linear stability analysis
around such stationary states to ﬁnd whether they are stable with respect to changes
in volume and with respect to shape deformations. We will ﬁnd that chemically active
droplets can be unstable with respect to shape deformations, especially elongations of
the droplet. Additionally, we discuss the mechanism of this instability and compare
it to the droplet instability with the Mullins-Sekerka instability that governs the dendritic growth of solids. In chapter 5 we investigate the dynamics of the continuum
model in the absence of hydrodynamic ﬂows. We will ﬁnd that the shape instability
of chemically active droplets can lead to growth of a droplet and its elongation and
division into two daughter droplets which may grow and divide again. The inﬂuence
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of chemical reactions on other stationary shapes, such as cylindrical droplets, is discussed in chapter 6. In chapter 7, we include hydrodynamic ﬂows. Such ﬂows are
important for the rounding up of deformed droplets, and might counteract the instability and division. In chapter 8, we brieﬂy consider chemically active droplets as a
model for protocells at the origin of life, where the division might have been a simple
mechanism for replication that could have enabled droplets to multiply and evolve
into more complex structures. We also discuss the possibility of experimental realizations of chemically active droplets by estimating parameter values for representative
systems. We conclude the thesis by discussing open questions of chemically active
droplets in the ﬁnal chapter 9.
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Shape instability of spherical droplets with chemical
reactions
4

In the previous chapter we introduced a model of chemically active droplets. We
will now consider the dynamic behavior of such a system, starting with considering
stationary states and their linear dynamics. In this chapter we use the eﬀective droplet
model to consider the case of large viscosity, where hydrodynamic ﬂows vanish. We
ﬁrst discuss stationary states of spherically symmetric droplets. Then we perform a
stability analysis of such states with respect to shape perturbations. We ﬁnd a stability
diagram with regimes of vanishing droplets, stable stationary droplets and stationary
droplets that are unstable with respect to elongational deformations. We then discuss
the physical mechanism of the observed shape instability. We compare the dynamic
behavior with the Mullins-Sekerka instability that leads to dendritic growth of solids
in a supersaturated ﬂuid. Finally, we discuss the shape instability of chemically active
droplets in the limit of small reaction ﬂuxes, where a scaling approach leads to simple
equations for the onset of the instability.
A large part of the content of this chapter has been published in Zwicker et al.
(2017).

4.1

Stability of spherical droplets with chemical reactions

We will now analyze the dynamical behavior of spherical droplets using the eﬀective
droplet model introduced in section 3.2. We consider the case without hydrodynamic
ﬂows, v = 0, which corresponds to the limit of inﬁnite viscosity, which can be expressed as F → ∞, where F = η− w3 /(e0 t0 ) is the dimensionless viscosity inside
the droplet, together with η+ /η− > 0.
The concentration ﬁeld is given by Eq. (3.20) with ﬂuxes (3.21) with v = 0 and
active chemical reaction (3.22). Boundary conditions at the droplet interface are given
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Figure .: Size dependence of droplet growth rates. Rate of droplet growth dR/dt
as a function of droplet radius R in a quasistatic limit without reaction inside the
droplet, ν− = 0 (blue line), and with reaction ν− > 0 inside the droplet (red line),
corresponding to a sink of droplet material. The zeros of dR/dt correspond to stationary radii. An unstable critical radius (white circle) and a stable droplet radius (black
circle) are indicated. Parameter values: ν− /ν0 = 1 (red line) or ν− /ν0 = 0 (blue
(0)
line), ν+ /ν0 = 0.2 , with ν0 = 10−2 ∆c/t0 , k± t0 = 10−2 , c+ = 0, β− = β+ ,
D− = D+ .

by Eq. (3.28) and (3.29), and the interface moves due to ﬂuxes, Eq. (3.30), with the
radial movement in spherical coordinates given by Eq. (3.31).
First we consider the volume changes of spherical droplets to ﬁnd stationary radii.
Then we perform a linear stability analysis of such stationary states to ﬁnd the stability
with respect to shape perturbations.

4.1.1

Stationary states of spherical droplets

We now consider stationary spherical droplets with radius R̄ and spherically symmetric stationary concentration ﬁelds c̄± (r) inside and outside the droplet.
First we calculate the stationary concentration ﬁelds c̄± (r) for a droplet of radius
R, which fulﬁll Eq. (3.20) with ∂t c̄± (r) = 0 with boundary conditions (3.28) and
(3.29). For the solution outside the droplet we consider the case where the concen(0)
tration far from the droplet reaches a constant value c∞ = ν+ /k+ + c+ set by the
chemical reaction, s(c∞ ) = 0. Inside the droplet, the solution has to be regular at
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Figure .: Stationary concentration proﬁle of the droplet material B (black) and
stationary ﬂux j = −D± ∂r c (brown, axis on the right). Shaded regions correspond
to concentration ranges inside (green) and outside the droplet (blue). The droplet
(0)
radius R̄s , the equilibrium concentrations c± , and the concentration far from the
droplet c∞ are indicated. Parameter values are: ν− /ν0 = 1.2, ν+ /ν0 = 0.1 with
(0)
ν0 = 10−2 ∆c/t0 , k± t0 = 10−2 , c+ = 0, β− = β+ , D− = D+ .

r = 0. This yields


R
γβ+
ν+
exp(−r/l+ )
ν+
(0)
−
+ c+ +
c̄+ (r) =
k+
R
k+ exp(−R/l+ )
r


γβ−
sinh(r/l− )
ν−
R
ν−
(0)
+ c− +
+
,
c̄− (r) = −
k−
R
k− sinh(R/l− )
r

(4.1)
(4.2)

with characteristic length scales l± = (D± /k± )1/2 . See Appendix C.1 for additional
details.
We can use the stationary concentration ﬁelds to calculate the interface dynamics,
Eq. (3.30) and (3.31). Due to spherical symmetry, dR/dt = vn . Inserting the radial
ﬂuxes of the stationary concentration ﬁelds into Eq. (3.30) we ﬁnd
j− (R) − j+ (R)
dR
=
,
dt
c̄− (R) − c̄+ (R)

(4.3)

with stationary ﬂuxes j± (r) = −D± c̄′± (r), where ′ denotes the derivative with respect to r. Using Eq. (4.3) for the dynamics for arbitrary radii R with the stationary concentration ﬁeld given by Eq. (4.1) describes the droplet dynamics in the limit
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where the interfacial dynamics of the droplet is much slower than the relaxation of
the concentration ﬁeld to a stationary value. We call this the quasistatic approximation. Steady state droplets exist for radii R = R̄ for which dR/dt vanishes. These
stationary radii thus obey
j+ (R̄) = j− (R̄) .
(4.4)
Fig. 4.1 shows an example of dR/dt as a function of R in the presence (red line)
and absence (blue line) of chemical reactions inside the droplet for the quasistatic
approximation. In both cases, the chemical reaction outside the droplet creates a
(0)
supersaturation c∞ > c+ far from the droplet. Without chemical reactions inside
the droplet, droplets have one stationary radius. Droplets with a radius smaller than
this critical nucleation radius shrink and vanish, while droplets with a larger radius
grow. If chemical reactions inside are present, two steady state radii exist, denoted R̄c
(white circle) and R̄s (black circle). The smaller radius R̄c is unstable with respect to
changes in droplet volume while the larger radius R̄s is stable. This means droplets
smaller than R̄c will shrink and vanish, while larger ones will grow towards the larger
radius R̄s . Droplets larger than R̄s will shrink towards the stationary size.
The concentration ﬁeld and ﬂuxes corresponding to the larger stationary radius
R̄s are shown in Fig. 4.2. Inside the droplet, the concentration is much larger than
outside. In the middle of the droplet, the concentration is lower than at the interface,
indicating the sink of droplet material inside due to the chemical reaction. Far from
the droplet, the concentration outside reaches the stationary value c∞ set by s(c∞ ) =
0, and decreases towards the droplet interface. The ﬂux proﬁle shows stationary ﬂuxes
of droplet material towards the droplet center – and, due to incompressibility, ﬂuxes
of the outer material A in the reverse direction. At the interface, the ﬂux inside and
outside is equal, showing that the radius is indeed stationary.
The critical radius R̄c is closely related to the classical expression for the critical
nucleation radius of passive droplets. The critical nucleation radius depends on the
(0)
supersaturation ϵ = (c∞ − c+ )/∆c, which, in the case of active droplets, is determined by chemical reactions instead of the amount of material provided, compare
Lifshitz and Slyozov (1961). The stationary droplet radius R̄s describes an inherently
non-equilibrium stationary state that is maintained by opposing ﬂuxes – due to the
chemically generated supersaturation outside, the droplet takes up material to grow,
while the chemical reaction inside the droplet converts droplet material B to outer
material A which leaves the droplet, leading to an eﬀective loss of droplet material.
The balance of both ﬂuxes creates the stationary radius, Zwicker (2013); Zwicker et al.
(2015).

4.1.2

Stability of chemically active droplets

We will now consider whether these stationary droplets are stable with respect to
shape perturbations.
We linearize the dynamic equations (3.20)–(3.31) of the eﬀective droplet model
without hydrodynamic ﬂows around a stationary solution c̄(r), given by Eqs. (4.1)–
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(4.4). Additional details of the derivation can be found in Appendix C.2. We consider
small perturbations δc and δR of the concentration ﬁeld and the droplet shape,
c(r, θ, φ, t) = c̄(r) + δc(r, θ, φ, t) ,
R(θ, φ, t) = R̄ + δR(θ, φ, t) ,

(4.5)
(4.6)

where the stationary concentration proﬁle c̄ is given by c̄− inside, and c̄+ outside the
droplet. We denote the derivative of c̄(r) evaluated at the interface position r = R̄
inside and outside the droplet, respectively, by c̄′ (R̄± ).
The linear droplet dynamics can be decomposed in eigenmodes with amplitude ϵnlm ,
where the spherically symmetric reference state leads to a decomposition with radial
and angular indices i = (n, m, l) as


  X
cnl (r)
δc
Ylm (θ, ϕ)eµnl t ,
(4.7)
ϵnlm
=
R̄
δR
nlm

where Ylm are spherical harmonics and the corresponding eigenvalues will be denoted
µnl . Here we already indicate that the eigenvalue is independent of mode m, with
−l ≤ m ≤ l. For µnl < 0, the values −µnl are relaxation rates. The steady state is
stable if all µnl < 0. To determine the stability of the droplet, we thus want to ﬁnd
out if any mode can be marginal, corresponding to µnl = 0, or unstable, µnl > 0.
The radial part of the eigenfunctions obeys


l(l + 1)
1 ∂ 2∂
± 2
)
−
r
−
(λ
cnl (r) = 0 ,
(4.8)
nl
r2 ∂r ∂r
r2
where
2
(λ±
nl ) =

k± + µnl
.
D±

(4.9)

Eq. (4.8) is solved by the modiﬁed spherical Bessel functions kl (λ± r) and il (λ± r),
deﬁned in Abramowitz et al. (1965). For real variables, the functions kl (x) are monotonously decaying towards zero, while il (x) are monotonously growing for increasing
2
x. For imaginary variables corresponding to (λ±
nl ) < 0, they are related to the spherical Bessel functions jl (x) and yl (x) with a real variable x, which oscillate with decreasing amplitude for increasing x. See Appendix C.2 for additional details, where
Fig. C.1 shows the respective Bessel functions.
The boundary conditions (3.28)-(3.29) at r = R̄ can be written to linear order as
hl
− c̄′ (R̄+ )R̄
R̄
hl
cnl (R̄− ) = γβ− − c̄′ (R̄− )R̄
R̄
cnl (R̄+ ) = γβ+

(4.10)
(4.11)

where hl = (l2 + l − 2)/2 encodes the eﬀect of the interfacial curvature of the respective mode, see Zhong-can and Helfrich (1987). The derivatives ′ are explicitly written
as c̄′ (R̄+ ) = dc̄+ (r)/dr|r=R̄ . This boundary condition determines the coeﬃcients of
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the solutions to Eq. (4.8) inside and outside the droplet, together with convergence
for r → 0 and r → ∞. Using the description of the interfacial dynamics, Eq. (3.31),
we obtain an equation for the eigenvalue µnl ,
D+ ′′
D− ′′
D+ c′nl (R̄+ ) D− c′nl (R̄− )
−
.
(4.12)
c̄ (R̄+ ) −
c̄ (R̄− ) +
∆c
∆c
∆c
∆c
R̄
R̄
Note that this is an implicit equation for µnl , because the right-hand side of Eq. (4.12)
depends on the eigenvalue via the length-scales λ±
nl in the functions cnl .
Let us now discuss the shape of the solutions to Eqs. (4.9)-(4.12). We can diﬀer2
entiate between two main cases by the sign of (λ+
nl ) .
+ 2
The case (λnl ) < 0 corresponds to small eigenvalues µnl < −k+ . We ﬁnd a continuous spectrum of eigenvalues in this region. In Appendix C.2 the detailed solution
is presented, but we brieﬂy sketch the main points here: We consider a solution in
terms of spherical Bessel functions jl (x) and yl (x). For large x, both functions vanish, so that both can be used for the concentration ﬁeld outside the droplet. This
leads to an undetermined constant in the description of the concentration ﬁeld, and
thus in Eq. (4.12). We ﬁnd that with this constant, we can fulﬁll Eq. (4.12) for any
eigenvalue with µnl < −k+ , yielding a continuous spectrum of eigenvalues in this
regime.
2
For (λ+
nl ) > 0, the concentration mode is completely determined by the boundary conditions and the inverse length-scales λ±
nl . The equation for the eigenvalue
(4.12) then only gives a discrete number of solutions for eigenvalues µnl > −k+ .
For k± > 0, marginal and unstable modes are found for λ±
nl > 0, corresponding to
µnl > −k± . We can write the equation explicitly as
µnl =

µnl =D+ c̄′′ (R̄+ ) − D− c̄′′ (R̄− )
+

D+ cnl (R̄+ )
2

fk (λ+
nl R̄) −

D− cnl (R̄− )
2

fi (λ−
nl R̄) ,

(4.13)

R̄
R̄
′
and fi (x) = xil (x)/il (x), where ′ denotes the derivative
with fk (x) =
′
f (x) = df /dx, shown in the Appendix in Fig. C.1. The terms cnl (R̄± ) are given by
Eq. (4.10) and (4.11). We ﬁnd that this equation has a ﬁnite number of solutions for
a mode l, typically we ﬁnd either no or one solution. We distinguish the solutions by
index n, whereby n = 1 denotes the solution with the largest eigenvalues for a given
l. These solutions correspond to diﬀerent radial concentration proﬁles, with inverse
length-scales λ±
nl .
The dependency of solutions to Eq. (4.13) on the parameters and the mode l
generally is nontrivial. However, we can ﬁnd analytically that the l = 1 mode always
has a solution µn1 = 0 where all terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.13) cancel,
using the properties of Bessel functions and of the stationary concentration ﬁeld. This
corresponds to a mode where the whole droplet including the concentration ﬁeld is
displaced by a small distance. Due to translational symmetry in an inﬁnite system,
the droplet will simply stay at its new position.
Using the quasistatic assumption introduced in the previous section, where the
concentration proﬁle for a growing droplet is described by the stationary ﬁeld c̄± (r),
xkl′ (x)/kl (x)
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Figure .: A) Stationary radii of active droplets. The droplet radius R̄ of spherical
droplets is shown as a function of supersaturation ϵ for diﬀerent reaction rates inside
the droplet ν− /ν0 = 0, 1, 3 (from left to right). Radii of stable droplets are shown as
solid black lines. Dotted lines indicate states where droplets are unstable with respect
to size (black) or shape (red). B) Largest eigenvalues µ1l of modes l = 0, 1, 2, 3 as
a function of supersaturation ϵ along the larger stationary radius R̄s for ν− /ν0 = 1.
At the onset of the instability (red dot) the second mode becomes unstable, leading
to droplet deformation. For larger values of ϵ, higher modes become unstable as well.
(0)
Parameter values: ν0 = 10−2 ∆c/t0 , k± t0 = 10−2 , c+ = 0, β− = β+ , D− = D+ .

Eq. (4.12) for l ̸= 0 describes the shape instability of a growing droplet, with R̄
denoting the radius of the growing droplet.

4.1.3

Stability diagram of chemically active droplets

We now discuss results of the shape instability of stationary droplet of radius R̄s for
diﬀerent modes and parameters. We concentrate on two parameters that drive the
ﬂuxes in the two phases and capture the eﬀects we discussed for the stationary radii in
(0)
subsection 4.1.1: The chemically generated supersaturation ϵ = (c∞ −c+ )/∆c characterizes the reaction outside the droplet, where the concentration c∞ far from the
(0)
droplet is created by the chemical reactions c∞ = c+ + ν+ /k+ . This supersaturation
drives the diﬀusion ﬂux j+ toward the droplet interface – if the supersaturated concentration c∞ is larger than the concentration at the droplet interface c+ (R), droplet
material ﬂows towards the droplet. Inside the droplet, droplet material is degraded
with dimensionless turnover ν− t0 /∆c. This reaction leads to a concentration proﬁle inside the droplet with a minimum in the droplet center for ν− > 0, causing a
diﬀusion ﬂux j− towards the center, see Fig. 4.2.
Fig. 4.3A shows the behavior of the stationary droplet radius as a function of
the supersaturation ϵ for diﬀerent turnovers ν− , while keeping all other parameters
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constant. Without chemical reactions inside the droplet, ν− = 0, the only stationary
radius is the critical nucleation radius R̄c . The intuitive explanation for the stationary
radius is that at this radius the concentration far from the droplet and at the interface
are equal, c∞ = c+ (R), so that the ﬂux j+ (R) vanishes. With chemical reactions,
ν− = ν0 and ν0 t0 /∆c = 10−2 , the reaction inside the droplet acts against the growth
of the droplet due to the ﬂux outside. For supersaturations below a threshold value
ϵ0 , droplets of all initial sizes shrink and vanish. Above this threshold value a second
stationary radius R̄s exists, so that droplets smaller than R̄c vanish, and droplets larger
than R̄c grow or shrink towards R̄s . For a larger turnover ν− /ν0 = 2, the threshold
value ϵ0 is larger, and the stationary radius R̄s smaller as compared to ν− /ν0 = 1.
In Fig. 4.3B the largest eigenvalue µ1l of shape instabilities of diﬀerent modes l
are shown for the larger stationary radius R̄s with ν− /ν0 = 1 shown in Fig. 4.3A. The
mode l = 0 corresponding to changes in volume is zero at the threshold ϵ0 , where
both stationary solutions R̄c and R̄s are the same. For supersaturations above ϵ0 , the
mode is stable, µ10 < 0, as we already found from analyzing the growth rate Ṙ in the
quasistatic limit. For the translational mode l = 1 we ﬁnd that the largest solution is
the meta-stable solution µ11 = 0 that can also be derived analytically, corresponding
to a translation of the droplet and concentration ﬁeld. The mode l = 2 corresponds
to an elliptical deformation, either prolate for positive initial deformation amplitude
ϵnlm > 0, or oblate (’smartie-shaped’) with a negative initial deformation. It becomes
unstable above a supersaturation ϵ2 and corresponding radius R2 . Additional modes
may become unstable for larger supersaturations. The third mode l = 3 becomes
unstable above a supersaturation ϵ3 > ϵ2 , and may have a larger growth rate than the
second mode. Higher modes may become unstable for even larger supersaturation.
We thus ﬁnd that the elongational mode l = 2 marks the onset of instability, marked
by a red dot in Fig. 4.3A and B.
For a larger turnover, the onset of instability is at a larger supersaturation, compare
the red dots in Fig. 4.3A for ν− /ν0 = 1 and ν− /ν0 = 2.
In Fig. 4.4A, the inﬂuence of the turnover inside the droplet on the existence of
a stationary radius and on the instability of the l = 2 mode is shown as a stability
diagram. We show the existence of the stationary radius ϵ0 (blue line) and the onset
of instability ϵ2 (red line). These supersaturations separate three regions – a region
where all droplets vanish (white), one where stable stationary droplet radii exist (blue),
and a region where the stationary droplet is unstable with respect to deformations of
the elongational mode (red). In the unstable region, a small initial deformation of the
l = 2 mode grows, which may lead to a deformation of the droplet into a dumbbell
shape. We may hypothesize that such droplets with a dumbbell shape may divide into
two daughter droplets, due to the surface tension of the droplet phase.
In a passive system without chemical reactions, surface tension would typically
lead to a round stable droplet shape. Therefore, the shape instability we ﬁnd here
is an interesting new feature of chemically active droplets. We will now discuss the
physical mechanism that creates the instability. Subsequently, we will analyze the
equations in the limit of vanishing reactions to derive simple analytic expressions.
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Figure .: Stability diagram of active droplets as a function of supersaturation
ϵ = ν+ /(k+ ∆c) and turnover ν− /ν0 of droplet material. Droplets either dissolve and
disappear (white region), are spherical and stable (blue region), or undergo a shape
instability into a dumbbell shape, which may lead to division (red region). Parameter
(0)
values: ν0 = 10−2 ∆c/t0 , k± t0 = 10−2 , c+ = 0, β− = β+ , D− = D+ .

4.2

Physical mechanism driving the shape instability

In this section we will brieﬂy discuss the physical interpretation of the shape instability of chemically active droplets. This shape instability is a new example for a larger
class of ﬂux-driven instabilities where a stationary shape in a sustained nonequilibrium
situation may become unstable due to stationary ﬂuxes. For this we consider shape
deformations and the resulting dynamics for a passive droplet without chemical reactions and a droplet with chemical reactions. We will concentrate on a qualitative
description that highlights the physical eﬀects – the quantitative description is already
captured by the stability analysis. As in the whole chapter, we ignore hydrodynamics
ﬂows, v = 0, which will be considered in chapter 7, and only consider diﬀusive ﬂuxes.

4.2.1

Shape relaxation of passive droplets

We ﬁrst consider the ﬂuxes that lead to the shape relaxation of a passive droplet towards its round shape. In a ﬁnite system with a spherical droplet in equilibrium, the
droplet radius R0 is set by the amount of droplet material in the system, and the shape
of the droplet is round, stabilized by surface tension. In both phases, concentrations
(0)
are constant, c± = c± + β± γH0 with mean curvature H0 = 1/R0 .
We now consider a small elongational deformation R = R0 + δR(θ, ϕ) of such
(0)
a droplet. The concentration at the interface c± (θ, ϕ) = c± + β± γH(θ, ϕ) is in
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Figure .: Sketch of the concentration proﬁle for a ﬂux-driven shape instability.
Shown is the concentration outside the droplet in radial direction at the tip of the
deformation of a spherical droplet without surface tension, γ = 0. In the unper(0)
turbed state, the concentration at the droplet interface at position R̄ is c+ , and far
from the droplet, the concentration is supersaturated with concentration c∞ . The
concentration proﬁle c̄ has a gradient (dotted red line), which implies a nonzero ﬂux
j = −D+ ∇c. After deformation of the droplet interface to R̄ + δR, the concentration proﬁle is given by c̄ + δc. The slope at the droplet interface is signiﬁcantly larger
than in the unperturbed case, so that the droplet tip might move further outwards.

both phases larger at the tip of the deformed droplet, where the mean curvature H
is larger than for the unperturbed droplet, while at the inward-deformed sides of the
droplet, the concentration is smaller due to a smaller mean curvature. For a local
perturbation of the concentration ﬁeld, the concentration is unperturbed far from the
droplet. Fluxes are driven by gradients in concentration, j = −D± ∇c, so that material ﬂows from the regions with high concentrations towards the regions with lower
concentration. Therefore, for a passive droplet with smooth concentration gradients,
droplet material ﬂows away from the tip of the droplet in all directions, and from all
directions towards the sides. According to Eq. (3.30), the interface then also moves
so that the droplet will relax towards its spherical shape.

4.2.2

Shape deformation of chemically active droplets

We next consider a stationary droplet with chemical reactions. Inside the droplet, reactions degrade the droplet material, while outside they create a supersaturation with
c∞ > c+ (R̄). Material is constantly transported from the supersaturated region outside the droplet towards the center of the droplet due to gradients in the concentration
ﬁeld j = −D+ ∇c, compare Fig. 4.2.
We now consider the ﬂuxes in a droplet with a small elongational shape perturba48
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tion. The boundary conditions at the droplet interface behave as for a passive droplet,
with larger concentrations at the tip of the deformed droplet, and smaller at the sides.
Thus material ﬂows along the droplet interface from the tip to the sides due to the
diﬀerent boundary conditions. The shape instability is created by the interaction of
the perturbation gradient with the stationary gradient in radial direction.
To demonstrate this, we ignore the concentration change at the boundary, β± γ =
0. If the length-scale of the perturbation of the concentration ﬁeld is smaller than
the length-scale of the stationary ﬁeld, the concentration ﬁeld is perturbed only locally due to the droplet deformation. In this case, the droplet tip with concentration
c+ (R) < c∞ is pushed into the stationary gradient outside the droplet, and the perturbation ﬁeld mediates between the boundary value and the stationary concentration
ﬁeld far from the droplet. Since the perturbation is short ranged, the gradient at the
interface thus has to be stronger than for the stationary ﬁeld. This is sketched in
Fig. 4.5. This stronger gradient means that more droplet material is transported towards the interface. At the sides, the opposite happens: the interface is moved away
from the gradient, so that the local perturbation makes the gradient more shallow,
leading to less inﬂux of droplet material. Inside the droplet, the same eﬀects take
place, but with reversed sign, so that the instability is enhanced there as well.
With surface tension, diﬀerent eﬀects compete. The concentration at the tip
of the perturbed droplet c± (R̄ + δR) may be larger than the stationary proﬁle at
this position was, c̄± (R̄ + δR), compare Fig. 4.5. In this case, the ﬂux towards the
interface outside the tip would be decreased, stabilizing the spherical droplet - the
corresponding holds for the inside and the sides of the droplet. Additionally, there
is a competition between the radial ﬂuxes and the stabilizing ﬂuxes tangential to the
interface, and the diﬀerent geometry inside and outside the droplet may additionally
inﬂuence the resulting dynamical behavior. The combination of these diﬀerent eﬀects
is captured by the linear stability analysis.
The instability is created by the existence of stationary ﬂuxes in the spherical unperturbed droplet, and thus requires a nonequilibrium stationary state.

4.3

Relationship to Mullins-Sekerka instability

A classical example for such a ﬂux-driven shape instability is the Mullins-Sekerka
instability that describes the shape instability of a solid precipitate growing in an supersaturated environment, see Mullins and Sekerka (1963). This instability is wellstudied theoretically and experimentally, and typically leads to dendritic growth of
solids, forming tongue-like fractal(ish) shapes, see Fig. 1.2. In this section we will
compare the instability and dynamic behavior of active droplets with the MullinsSekerka instability.
Consider a spherical particle or droplet perturbed by a small shape deformation.
Using a decomposition of inﬁnitesimal shape changes by spherical harmonics, the
mode with l = 0 corresponds to a changing radius R0 (t), the modes with l = 1
generate pure translations, and the modes with l = 2 are the shape deformation
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modes that become unstable ﬁrst. We can thus ignore the modes with l = 1 and
focus here on the radius change and the dynamics of the modes with l = 2, which
are most relevant for the droplet division problem. Without loss of generality, we
consider the case m = 0. Following the arguments of Mullins and Sekerka (1963),
we express the shape of a droplet as a function of the azimuthal and polar angles for
a small deformation by a mode with l = 2:
R(θ, ϕ; t) ≃ R0 (t) + ϵ2 (t)Ŷ 20 (θ, ϕ) ,

(4.14)

where ϵ2 ≪ R0 , Ŷ 20 (θ, ϕ) = Y20 (θ, ϕ)/Y20 (0, 0) and we have neglected modes with
l > 2. For such a perturbation, the interface moves locally with a radial velocity
v = ∂R/∂t, which reads
v(θ, ϕ) ≃
4.3.0.1

dR0 dϵ2
+
Ŷ 20 (θ, ϕ) .
dt
dt

(4.15)

Droplet with chemical reaction

In our model of chemically active droplets, we consider a droplet in the vicinity of the
stationary radius R̄s . We can express the droplet radius as R0 (t) = R̄s + ϵ0 (t). For
small perturbations of the stationary state, ϵ0 , ϵ2 ≪ R̄s , the growth rates are given by
dR0 /dt = µ10 ϵ0 (t) and dϵ2 /dt = µ12 ϵ2 (t), see Eq. (4.7). At the stationary radius
R0 = R̄s , the volume growth is zero, dR0 /dt = 0, so that the l = 2 mode determines
the radial velocity,
v(θ, ϕ) ≃ µ12 ϵ2 (t)Ŷ 20 (θ, ϕ) .
(4.16)
If the mode l = 2 is unstable, µ12 > 0, we ﬁnd for ϵ2 > 0 that v(0, ϕ) > 0
and v(π/2, ϕ) < 0. The droplet thus elongates along the long axis, and constricts
along the waistline, see Fig. 4.6A. If we start suﬃciently close to the stationary radius,
R0 ≈ R̄s , contributions from the dynamics of R0 (t) can be neglected as µ10 < 0 and
R0 (t) thus approaches the stationary value.
4.3.0.2

Mullins-Sekerka model

In the case of the Mullins-Sekerka model, droplets grow with dR0 /dt > 0 if R0 >
Rc , where Rc denotes the critical nucleation radius, see Mullins and Sekerka (1963).
These growing droplets may undergo a shape instability corresponding to mode l
when the radius reaches the value
Rlms = γ

(4 + 3l + l2 )D+ β+ + l(l + 2)D− β−
(0)

2D+ (c∞ − c+ )

.

(4.17)

When modes with l > 2 become unstable they lead to shape deformations that grow
into dendritic structures, compare Davis (2001), while the modes with l = 2 are insuﬃcient to generate complex shape changes. To show this, we follow the arguments
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time
Figure .: Shape deformations resulting from an instability of the deformation
mode with l = 2 for a chemically active droplet (A) and a growing droplet in the
Mullins-Sekerka model (B). The l = 2 mode corresponds to an ellipsoidal deformation. The black arrows indicate the direction of interfacial motion. (A) In the model
of chemically active droplets, a stationary droplet constricts around the waistline as
the amplitude of the perturbation increases. (B) In the Mullins-Sekerka model, an
unstable l = 2 mode gives rise to an ellipsoidal shape with an aspect ratio that approaches 1 as the droplet grows. This implies that the shape is not unstable with
respect to the l = 2 mode even if this mode is linearly unstable, Mullins and Sekerka
(1963). The shape deformations shown in A and B correspond to the linear regime
valid if amplitudes are small. They are shown with ﬁnite amplitude for clarity.

outlined in Mullins and Sekerka (1963) and consider an instability of a mode with
l = 2, which grows with the rate
µ12 =

1 R0 − R2ms dR0
.
R0 R0 − Rc dt

(4.18)

Here, R2ms with R2ms > Rc is the radius for which the l = 2 mode becomes unstable
in the Mullins-Sekerka model, see Eq. (4.17). The interfacial velocity behaves in the
Mullins-Sekerka model as


dR0
R0 − Rms ϵ2
Ŷ 20 (θ, ϕ)
.
(4.19)
v(θ, ϕ) ≃ 1 +
R0 − Rc R0
dt
Thus, for suﬃciently small amplitudes ϵ2 of the l = 2 mode, the droplet radius R
increases in all spatial directions, v(θ, ϕ) > 0 for all angles θ, ϕ. This corresponds to a
weak ellipsoidal deformation of the growing spherical droplet. As the droplet grows,
the aspect ratio of this ellipsoid stays constant or approaches 1, see also Fig. 4.6B.
Therefore, an unstable l = 2 mode does not trigger a shape instability of an initially
spherical object in the Mullins-Sekerka model. Thus, instabilities of modes with l > 2
are required for the Mullins-Sekerka instability to take eﬀect.
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4.3.0.3

Comparison of both instabilities

These arguments show that there are interesting diﬀerences between the instability
in our model and in the Mullins-Sekerka model. In the Mullins-Sekerka model an
instability of a mode with l = 2 does not directly trigger a shape instability because
the droplet grows at the same time as the instability develops. Conversely, for the
chemically active droplets discussed in this thesis, the instability of the modes with
l = 2 generates to linear order a shape change that leads to a dumbbell shape.
In the present description where only diﬀusive ﬂuxes are considered, the dynamic
equations of both models are similar – the surface tension of the liquid droplet corresponds to the capillarity of solid precipitates, and the supersaturation created by
chemical reactions is similar to an externally generated supersaturation. Small diﬀerences exist: Often, the concentration ﬁeld inside the solid precipitates is considered
constant, while this is not justiﬁed for liquid droplets. Additionally, in our system the
chemical reaction rates together with the diﬀusion coeﬃcients introduce the length
scales l± , which do not exist in the Mullins-Sekerka case. Therefore, the instability
condition of droplet shape, obtained by solving Eq. (4.13), is generally diﬀerent from
the Mullins-Sekerka case. However, extensions of both models may diﬀer due to the
diﬀerent physics described. For the Mullins-Sekerka instability, temperature proﬁles
and asymmetries due to the crystalline order may be included. In our case, we will
consider the eﬀect of hydrodynamic ﬂows in chapter 7. The main diﬀerence in the
present description, though, is the existence of the stationary radius of chemically active droplets. In the next chapter, we will study the eﬀect the stationary radius has on
the dynamical behavior of chemically active droplets.
The diﬀerent waistline dynamics between our model and in the Mullins-Sekerka
model might also lead to diﬀerent behaviors in the nonlinear regime. In the case
of the Mullins-Sekerka model, modes with smaller wavelengths become unstable as
the volume increases. In the nonlinear regime, this leads to large dendritic structures.
In our model of chemically active droplets, the droplet does not grow and modes
with shorter wavelength thus remain stable. The chemically active droplet instead
constricts at the waistline, which may subsequently lead to droplet division.

4.4

Droplet shape stability in the limit of a small reaction
amplitude

Both the stationary radius R̄ and its eigenmodes µnlm are described by implicit equations, see Eq. (4.4) and (4.13), that cannot be readily written in an explicit form that
shows the dependency of the radius and the eigenvalues on the parameters. In this
section we consider the limit of small chemical reaction ﬂuxes s± to ﬁnd scaling behavior for both quantities, which lead to simple explicit expressions.
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Figure .: (A) Stationary radius as function of supersaturation for several reaction
amplitudes. For larger reaction amplitudes, the the stationary radius for ﬁxed supersaturation diverges. (B) Scaling of the stationary radius for R ≪ l± , in red the analytical
prediction Eq. (4.21) (line) and Eq. (4.22)-(4.23) (dot). (C) Scaling of the stationary
radius for R ≫ R̄0 , in red the analytical prediction Eq. (4.26). (D) Growth rates
of perturbations of spherical harmonics according to Eq. (4.13) with modes l = 0
to l = 4 along the upper branch of the stationary radius. For ϵ ≈ ϵ0 and ϵ ≈ ϵ∞ ,
occasionally no numerical solution of the eigenvalue equation was found, leading to
sudden cutoﬀs of the lines. (E) Scaling of the growth modes for small radii: Onset of
instability and maximal value. (Parameter: ν− /(k− ∆c) = 1, k+ = k− , D+ = D− )
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4.4.1

Stationary radius

Here we discuss the stationary radius in the limit of small chemical reaction amplitude A = ν− τ /∆c while keeping the ratios ν− /(k− ∆c) and k+ /k− of reaction parameters ﬁxed. This corresponds to the introduction of a prefactor in the reaction,
s(c) = A · s(c; A = 1) so that the reaction rate varies with A in both phases but the
supersaturation ϵ remains constant. For A = 0, this yields the Mullins-Sekerka case
without chemical reactions and externally generated supersaturation, so that the limit
is well-deﬁned.
In Fig. 4.7A, the stationary radius R̄(ϵ) is shown as function of the supersaturation for diﬀerent values of A on a log-log scale. The lower stationary radii R̄c collapse for the diﬀerent reaction rates onto a straight line, the larger solutions R̄s show
scaling behavior, but with diﬀerent values for diﬀerent reaction rates. Close to supersaturation ϵ0 , a continuous ’bend’ connects both solutions R̄c and R̄s . For a critical
supersaturation ϵ∞ , which is independent of the reaction amplitude, the stationary
radius R̄s diverges.
We can identify two crossover regimes between the diﬀerent scaling behaviors in
the ﬁgure. The ﬁrst is the region of small ϵ, ϵ ∼ ϵ0 , which corresponds to the minimum of ϵ(R̄). The second is the region of ϵ∞ where the stationary radius diverges.
For A → 0, we see that ϵ0 goes to zero while ϵ∞ stays constant, and both are connected by a straight line that indicates scaling behavior of R̄ = R̄s . This increasing
separation between ϵ0 and ϵ∞ (and the corresponding stationary radii) in the limit of
small A means that we can analyze the behavior of the stationary radius in these two
regimes separately. For this we consider Eq. (4.1) for the concentration ﬁeld and (4.4)
for the stationary radius. We can rewrite Eq. (4.4) to obtain an expression relating
the supersaturation to the stationary radius,
β+ γ
ϵ=
+
∆cR̄



β− γ
ν−
+
∆cR̄ k− ∆c



D−
D+

R̄
l−

coth lR̄− − 1
1+

R̄
l+

.

(4.20)

In this limit of small A, the characteristic length-scales of the concentration ﬁeld
become large with l± ∝ A−1/2 . To ﬁnd scaling regimes in Eq. (4.20), we change
variables in Eq. (4.20) from (A, R̄) to (A, R̂) with scaling ansatz R̂ = R̄Aa /w, where
a is an exponent. Additional information can be found in Appendix C.3.
For a = 1/3 we ﬁnd the behavior of ϵ(R) close to ϵ0 and R̄0 ,
1 −1 1 2
ϵ̂ = R̂ + R̂ + O(A1/6 )
6
3

(4.21)

where ϵ̂ = ϵA−1/3 becomes independent of A for small A. This function describes
the supersaturation as a function of radius around the threshold value ϵ0 . Due to the
inverted presentation ϵ(R̄) instead of R̄(ϵ) the function captures both the nucleation
radius R̄c and the larger radius R̄s . The threshold value ϵ0 can be obtained from
Eq. (4.21) by minimizing ϵ̂ for ﬁxed A as ∂ϵ̂/∂R̂ = 0. It behave as
ϵ0 = 4−2/3 A1/3 + O(A1/2 ) ,
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with radius
R̄0 = w(4A)−1/3 + O(A−1/2 ) .

(4.23)

For large and small R̂, Eq. (4.21) describes the steady radii R̄s and R̄c , respectively,
for which ϵ ≥ ϵ0 . For large ϵ, the critical radius obeys
R̄c ≃

w
,
6ϵ

(4.24)

while the larger stationary radius is
R̄s ≃ w(3ϵ/A)1/2 .

(4.25)

In Fig. 4.7B, the stationary solutions of Fig. 4.7A are shown rescaled, together with
the scaling function Eq. (4.21). The scaling behaviors given by Eq. (4.25) and Eq. (4.24)
are the two straight lines of the red curve for large supersaturation. The threshold
value ϵ0 and R0 is indicated as red dot. We see that the threshold values and R̄c are
described accurately already for A = 0.001. The approximation for R̄s deviates from
the full solution as R̄ increases, but becomes more accurate for decreasing A.
The scaling exponent a = 1/2 captures the behavior of Eq. (4.20) for larger radii
with R̄ ≈ l± and R̄ > l± . In this regime, R̄/l± becomes independent of A and the
supersaturation is related to the radius by

ϵ=

D− ν−
D+ k− ∆c

R̄
l−


coth
1+

R̄
l−
R̄
l+



−1

+ O(A1/2 )

(4.26)

For R̄/l± ≪ 1, we recover Eq. (4.25) which describes the larger stationary radius R̄s .
For R̄/l± ≫ 1, we obtain the divergence of R̄s as ϵ approaches ϵ∞ with
s
ϵ∞ =

D− k− ν−
.
D+ k+ k− ∆c

(4.27)

In Fig. 4.7C, the stationary solutions are shown rescaled for this scaling regime, together with the scaling function Eq. (4.26). We ﬁnd that it describes the stationary radius well for radii suﬃciently larger than R0 , and captures the divergence for ϵ → ϵ∞
well (ϵ∞ = 1 for the parameters shown).
Note that for R ≈ l± , spontaneous nucleation inside the droplet may play a role in
real systems, such as the bubbles we discussed in chapter 5 in the continuum model.
Such behavior is not described in the eﬀective droplet model, which can limit the
predictive power of Eq. (4.26). Since the stationary radius is not a model parameter,
Eq. (4.27) can be useful to estimate the supersaturation where R ≥ l± . Therefore,
equations (4.21)-(4.25) describing the scaling for R̄ < l± are more relevant for the
description of real systems.
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4.4.2

Shape instability

We now discuss scaling relations for the shape instability of chemically active droplets,
Eq. (4.13), in the limit of small A. Additional information can be found in Appendix
C.3. Fig. 4.7D shows the largest eigenvalues µl = µ1lm of modes l = 0, 1, . . . 4 along
the upper solution of the stationary radius in Fig. 4.7A. We see that for a ﬁxed reaction
amplitude A (lines of one color), the deformation eigenvalues become unstable (µl =
0) at supersaturation ϵl that increases with increasing mode l. For supersaturations
ϵ > ϵl the eigenvalue shows a mode-dependent plateau, and decays towards zero for
ϵ → ϵ∞ , where the stationary radius diverges. For decreasing reaction amplitudes, the
supersaturation ϵl at which modes become unstable ﬁrst decreases, so that the plateau
is stretched, while the plateau value decreases (note that the y-axis shows µl t0 A−1 ).
To ﬁnd the onset of instability and the plateau value, we concentrate on the scaling
regime R̄ ≪ l± of the stationary radius with rescaled parameters R̂ = R̄A1/3 /w,
ϵ̂ = ϵA−1/3 and l̂± = l± A1/2 . We ﬁnd the rescaled eigenvalue µ̂l = µl τ A−1 given
by


ϵ̂
1
1 + gl
.
(4.28)
µ̂l ≈ (l − 1) −
3 +
2 + 3
6R̂
R̂
with
gl =

hl (l + 1) +

D − β−
D + β + hl l

l−1

(4.29)

and hl = (l2 + l − 2)/2.
The stationary radius R̂ is related to ϵ̂ by Eq. (4.21). Inserting this relation in
Eq. (4.29) yields a simple equation for the eigenvalue as a function of the stationary
radius,


2
gl
+ O(A1/6 ) .
(4.30)
µ̂l = (l − 1)
−
3 6R̂3
which depends only on the mode l, the (rescaled) stationary radius and the ratio
D+ β+ /(D− β− ). For mode l = 0 corresponding to changes in volume, the eigenvalue changes sign at R0 , so that the larger stationary radial solution R̄s is stable, while
the smaller one R̄c is unstable. For the translational mode l = 1, we ﬁnd µ̂1 = 0 for
all stationary radii. For deformational modes l ≥ 2, the eigenvalue changes sign for
R̂l ≃

 g 1/3
l

4

(4.31)

with corresponding supersaturation
1
ϵ̂l ≃
6




1
−1
1 + gl R̂l .
2

(4.32)

Stationary radii smaller than R̂l are stable, while larger radii are unstable. For large
radii R̂ ≪ R̂l , the eigenvalue approaches a constant plateau value
µpl = 2(l − 1)/3 .
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4.4. Droplet shape stability in the limit of a small reaction amplitude
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Figure .:
Stationary radii and onset of shape instability. A: Stationary
radius as a function of supersaturation for diﬀerent reaction amplitudes A =
10−8 , 10−7 , . . . , 101 . The blue line colors mark stable, the red ones unstable stationary radii with respect to the elongational l = 2 mode. In panel B the scaling behavior
of the nucleation radius R̄c and the stationary radius R̄s are indicated. B: Stability
diagram of stationary droplets of size R̄s , as a function of reaction amplitude A and
supersaturation ϵ. For small supersaturation and large reaction amplitudes, no stationary radius exists (white). For large supersaturation, the stationary radius diverges
(gray). In the region between these regimes, the stationary solution can be stable
(blue) or unstable (red) with respect to shape perturbations of the l = 2 mode. The
scaling relations (dashed lines) for the regime of stable droplets and the onset of instability are indicated. (Parameters: k+ /k− = 1, ν− /(k− ∆c) = 1, D+ /D− = 1,
(0)
β− = β+ , c+ = 0)

Fig. 4.7E shows µ̂l as a function of the rescaled supersaturation ϵ̂ together with the
scaling function Eq. (4.30) for diﬀerent modes l. The scaling function describes the
onset of the instability and the plateau well for small reaction amplitudes. Eq. (4.32)
captures the scaling behavior of the onset of instability for diﬀerent parameters in the
R̄ − ϵ plane, corresponding to the red dotted line in Fig. 4.8A for l = 2.
Using Eq. (4.32), we ﬁnd for µl = 0 as relation between A and ϵ
A ≃ 54

gl
1 + 12 gl

3
3 ϵ .

(4.34)

In Fig. 4.8, the dashed line indicates this scaling solution in the limit A → 0 for
l = 2, which we ﬁnd to be the ﬁrst mode to become unstable. For small reaction rates,
the scaling relations for the stationary state and the instability capture the behavior
of the stability diagram very well. For larger reaction rates, the supersaturation ϵ0
characterizing the existence of the stationary droplet state is a bit overestimated. For
the onset of the instability, the deviations between the full solution and the scaling
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equation becomes larger, overestimating the supersaturation where droplets become
unstable by a factor of 2.
Eq. (4.28) is valid also for growing droplets in the appropriate scaling regime if
the stationary concentration proﬁles for a radius R describe the concentration proﬁles
of the growing droplet (quasistatic assumption). This can be written in an unscaled
version as
"
#
 −3  −2
1
R
1
R
µl τ ≈ (l − 1) − (1 + gl )
+
ϵ+ A .
(4.35)
6
w
w
4
Using this equation, we see that for ﬁnite radii and vanishing reaction amplitude A
the onset of instability µl = 0 leads to a simple expression
Rl ≈ w

1 + gl
.
6ϵ

(4.36)

This expression was reported previously by Mullins and Sekerka for the shape instabilities of growing solids, compare Eq. (4.17) with w = 6β+ γ/∆c. For nonzero
reaction amplitudes, we ﬁnd that chemical reactions modify the equation, increasing
the instability. For vanishing supersaturation, the radius Rl where droplets become
unstable would diverge in the classical case of Mullins and Sekerka. In the present
case of active droplets, we ﬁnd for ϵ → 0 instead a ﬁnite value
Rl∗


≈

1 + gl
2A

1/3
.

(4.37)

We can use Eq. (4.36) to consider in which order diﬀerent deformation modes become unstable for a droplet that grows towards its stationary size R̄s . We see that
the eigenvalue depends on the mode l only via two terms. The factor (l − 1) indicates that if several modes are unstable, larger modes tend to have a larger eigenvalue.
Inside the bracket that determines the sign of the eigenvalue, the stabilizing term monotonously grows with the mode, while all other terms are independent of the mode.
Therefore, we ﬁnd that the deformation modes become unstable consecutively as the
droplet grows, starting with the elongational mode l = 2. This indicates that the
dynamic behavior of chemically active droplets might be dominated by this mode, as
it can grow and thus have a large amplitude before the other modes become unstable,
even though they may have larger eigenvalues at the stationary size.

4.5

Summary

In this chapter we discussed the behavior of chemical active droplets in the eﬀective
droplet model in the limit of large viscosity where hydrodynamic ﬂows can be neglected. We showed that chemical reactions create a stationary droplet size, which
is stable with respect to changes in volume, which was reported before in Zwicker
(2013); Zwicker et al. (2014, 2015). We then analyzed the stability of stationary
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spherical droplets with respect to shape deformations in a basis of spherical harmonics and corresponding radial functions for the concentration ﬁeld. We found that
spherical droplets may become unstable with respect to diﬀerent shape deformations.
The mode that becomes unstable ﬁrst is the elongational mode l = 2. This shape
instability is contrary to expectations based on the typical behavior of droplets we
observe in daily life. Droplets in equilibrium systems are stable due to their surface
tension, which minimizes the surface area. In our daily life, we see mostly spherical
droplets as a result. Many results indicate that nonequilibrium driving can destabilize
the preferred state of equilibrium systems, such as the Mullins-Sekerka instability for
growing solid phases in supersaturated liquid or gas, which creates dendritic shapes.
However, a shape instability of simple liquid droplets due to chemical reactions has,
to our knowledge not been discussed theoretically or experimentally.
To gain a better understanding of this new eﬀect, we then discussed the physical
origin of the instability and its relationship to other instabilities. We discussed the
physical origin of the shape instability as a ﬂux-driven instability. Small perturbations
of the droplet shape and the concentration ﬁeld can be increased because the interface
moves into the gradient of the stationary concentration proﬁle, thus increasing the
gradient and creating stronger ﬂuxes. These ﬂuxes then ’feed’ the deformation, leading
to the instability. The surface tension of the droplet counteracts this instability, so that
regimes exist where spherical droplets are stable, and regimes where they are unstable.
We compared the instability with Mullins-Sekerka instability, which describes
a ﬂux-driven instability of growing solids in a supersaturated liquid, which leads to
dendritic shapes. We ﬁnd that a major diﬀerence of our model is the existence of
the stationary droplet size, created by the reaction inside the droplet. This leads to
qualitatively diﬀerent behavior - to linear order, volume conservation of our droplets
lead to a thinning in of the droplet around the waistline of the deformation, while in
the Mullins-Sekerka model, the solid grows in all directions (though with diﬀerent
speed). We ﬁnd that due to this, the unstable elongational l = 2 mode can lead to
deformation of the droplet into a dumbbell shape, while the mode does not lead to a
deformation in the Mullins-Sekerka model.
In the last section of this chapter, we discussed the properties of the stationary
droplet radius and the instability in the limit of vanishing chemical reactions, A → 0.
This leads to simple equations for the existence and size of stationary droplets and
for the shape instability. We ﬁnd that these relations are a good estimation of the
full solution. More importantly, the scaling equations allow for the prediction of
the stationary size and the instability for parameters not discussed explicitly. Our
model has 6 parameters (A, ϵ, k+ /k− , ν− /(k− ∆c), D+ /D− and β− /β+ ). Here
we discussed the dependence of system on two of them, A and ϵ, while keeping the
other parameters constant and equal to one, corresponding to equal conditions in both
phases. The scaling analysis predicts that diﬀerent properties of both phases will not
qualitatively change the stability diagram, and in which way quantitative diﬀerences
will appear.
We therefore now have a good understanding of the origin of the shape instability,
and a simple description that shows the dependency on the parameters of the system.
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5

We will now consider the nonlinear shape dynamics of chemically active droplets
using the continuum model introduced in chapter 3. We want to study how the
out-of-equilibrium chemical reactions inﬂuence the droplet dynamics. For this, we
consider the case of large viscosity where hydrodynamic ﬂows can be neglected. The
inﬂuence of hydrodynamic ﬂows is discussed in chapter 7.
We have shown in chapter 4 using the eﬀective droplet model that chemically
active droplets have two stationary sizes, a critical nucleation radius R̄c and a larger
stationary radius R̄s . Droplets smaller than R̄c tend to shrink and vanish, while larger
droplets grow towards the stationary radius R̄s if they are smaller than R̄s , and shrink
towards it if they are larger. We found that the shape of stationary spherical droplets
can become unstable due to the continuous ﬂuxes of the stationary state which counteract surface tension. The ﬁrst mode to become unstable is the elongational mode
l = 2.
In this chapter, we investigate the nonlinear dynamical behavior of chemically
active droplets using numerical solutions of the continuum droplet model. A special
focus lies on the droplet dynamics in the unstable regime, to determine the dynamic
shape changes of the instability.
A large part of the content of this chapter has been published in Zwicker et al.
(2017).

5.1

Numerical solution of droplet dynamics in the continuum
model

We consider an incompressible system that consists of droplet material B and outer
material A, so that the system is described by the concentration ﬁeld c of B, compare
the introduction of the continuum model in section 3.1. We use the properties of
the interface to normalize concentration, length, time and energy, see table 3.1. The
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(0)

(0)

Cahn-Hilliard free energy with minima at c+ and c− favors a phase separated state
(0)
(0)
for systems with intermediate mean concentrations c̄ with c+ < c̄ < c− with a
smooth interface separating the phases. Nonequilibrium chemical reactions convert
A to B and vice versa, with a net reaction B → A for large concentrations, so that the
concentration ﬁeld has a sink inside a droplet with turnover ν− t0 /∆c at reference
(0)
concentration c− . For small concentrations corresponding to the outer phase, the
(0)
reaction leads to a net reactions A → B, which creates a concentration c∞ = c+ +
ϵ∆c outside the droplet, with a (dimensionless) supersaturation ϵ = ν+ /(k+ ∆c) of
droplet material. Therefore, the droplet material is not conserved in the system, and
can change dynamically due to the chemical reaction. We will now consider the eﬀect
that this chemical reaction has on the dynamics of the system, and explicitly on the
dynamics of a droplet.

We here consider the case without hydrodynamic ﬂows, corresponding to the
limit of inﬁnite viscosity, F → ∞ with dimensionless viscosity F = ηw3 /(e0 t0 ) –
we will discuss the case of ﬁnite viscosity in chapter 7. We solve the time evolution
of the concentration ﬁeld, Eq. (3.1) with v = 0, using a semi-implicit Runge-Kutta
method for the time step, with a spectral method for the spatial operators, whereby
the gradient terms are evaluated in Fourier space, with no-ﬂux boundary conditions.
This yields the concentration ﬁeld at discrete time steps on a three-dimensional rectangular lattice. The numerical details are given in Appendix D.2. This method is
speciﬁcally chosen to deal with the diﬃculties of solving the Cahn-Hilliard equation,
which contain fourth order spatial derivatives κm∇4 c that arise from the gradient
term of the free energy. This enables us to consider long-time dynamics of a droplet,
in a three-dimensional box that is large enough to have a dynamics that is (reasonably)
independent of the boundaries of the box. See Appendix D.2 for details.

To study the dynamics of a chemically active droplet, we start with an initial
droplet of radius R with a small initial perturbation of the droplet shape in the center
(0)
of the simulation box, with a concentration c− inside the droplet, and concentration
c∞ outside, set by the chemical reaction parameters. A small shape deformation can
be incorporated via R(θ, ϕ) = R0 (1 + ϵ2 Ŷ 20 (θ, ϕ)), where the droplet interface at
position R is given in spherical coordinates. Here, ϵ2 is the deformation amplitude,
Ŷ 20 (θ, ϕ) = Y20 (θ, ϕ)/Y20 (0, 0) denotes the normalized spherical harmonic with
mode l = 2 and m = 0, corresponding to an elongation of the droplet, and θ and ϕ
denote the polar and azimuthal angles, where θ = 0 coincides with the axis of the deformation. We can study the droplet dynamics visually by plotting the concentration
ﬁeld. To analyze the size and shape changes of a droplet, we ﬁt a droplet shape with
large concentration inside and small concentration outside to the concentration ﬁeld,
see Appendix D.3.
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5.2

Dynamics of the homogeneous state

Let us now quickly review the basic dynamics of the system. First, let us start with the
dynamics of a homogeneous system with concentration c0 . If no ﬂuctuations exist, the
system remains homogeneous, with a concentration that changes over time due to the
chemical reactions, ∂t c0 = s(c0 ), and reaches a steady state with concentration c∞ .
Along the way, small spatial ﬂuctuations (for example due to noise in the initialization)
can lead to spinodal decomposition into two phases. Without chemical reactions, the
concentration regime where such phase separation is found is given by the region of
negative curvature of the free energy density with f0′′ (c0 ) < 0, where f0 is deﬁned
by Eq. (3.4) with κ = 0 (or equivalently µ̄′0 (c0 ) < 0, with the deﬁnition of the local
chemical potential in Eq. (3.6)). With chemical reactions, a linear stability analysis
yields as eigenvalue for a perturbation with wavevector q


η(q) = − k(c0 ) + f0′′ (c0 )q 2 + mκq 4 .
(5.1)
where k(c0 ) is given by k(c) = ds/dc. Details can be found in Appendix D.1. Within
(0)
the regime of a linear reaction rate around c+ , we ﬁnd k = k+ . For k(c0 ) > 0, the
chemical reaction thus stabilizes the homogeneous state. For large wavelengths, the
homogeneous state is thus stable (q → 0) due to the chemical reaction, and for small
wavelengths, the surface tension term mκq 4 stabilizes the homogeneous state. For
an intermediate regime, η(q) has a local maximum for f0′′ (c0 ) < 0, given by
q
q∗ = −f0′′ (c0 )/(2mκ)
(5.2)
η(q∗ ) =

f0′′ (c0 )2
− k(c0 ) .
4mκ

(5.3)

For η(q∗ ) > 0, the homogeneous state with concentration c0 is thus unstable. For
the parameters used in this chapter with k± t0 = 10−2 , we ﬁnd that concentrations
(0)
c0 = c+ +δ∆c are unstable for ϵc < δ < 1−ϵc with ϵc ≈ 0.24. Numerical solutions
of the homogeneous state with some initial noise agree with this result.
The behavior of the homogeneous system is relevant for the study of droplet dynamics for two reasons. First, the concentration far from the droplet may be unstable
for ϵ ≥ ϵc , so that droplets may nucleate around the initial droplet and inﬂuence
the dynamics of the initial droplet. This may occur also for supersaturations slightly
smaller than ϵc , due to nonlinear eﬀects, and because the initial dynamics of the system may show a concentration increase around the droplet before the stationary proﬁle is reached. Second, the concentration inside the droplet becomes inhomogeneous
due to the chemical reaction inside the droplet, which leads to a lowering of the concentration in the droplet center, compare Fig. 4.2 in the eﬀective droplet model. Our
calculation of the stability of the homogeneous state indicates that the center of the
droplet may become unstable for a concentration c0 with δ < 1−ϵc , which might lead
to a nucleation of a droplet of the outer phase inside the droplet, creating a droplet
bubble. The results from the eﬀective model further indicate that this would happen
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for R ≳ l− , where the concentration ﬁeld inside the droplet deviates suﬃciently from
the boundary value.
This section highlights that the eﬀective droplet model and the continuum model
are related, but may feature quite diﬀerent scenarios, since the nucleation of new
phases is not included in the eﬀective droplet model, but may be quite prominent in
the continuum model we study in this chapter.

5.3 Volume growth of chemically active droplets
We now consider the dynamic growth of an active droplet in the continuum model.
Let us brieﬂy discuss the volume growth and droplet dynamics for diﬀerent supersaturations and initial droplet sizes. Starting with an initial droplet, we ﬁnd small
initial changes in droplet size when a quasi-stationary concentration ﬁeld is established. The quasi-stationary concentration ﬁeld in both phases resembles the ﬁelds
that we found for the eﬀective droplet model, compare Fig. 4.2. After this initial
dynamics, the droplet shows the types of dynamics predicted by the eﬀective droplet
model: For small supersaturations, the droplet vanishes, independent of its initial
size. For larger supersaturations, the droplet vanishes for small initial sizes (R < R̄c ),
and grows towards a larger stationary size. Droplets that are slightly larger than the
stationary size shrink towards this size. We ﬁnd the numerically observed stationary
radius to be close to the radius R̄s from the eﬀective droplet model (with diﬀerences of
≤ 20%), large deviations were observed only in regimes where the stationary droplet
diameter
p together with the size of the depletion region, estimated to be approximately
l+ = (mb)/k+ , exceeded the size of the simulation box. For droplets
pwith a radius similar to or larger than the reaction-diﬀusion length scale l− = (mb)/k−
inside the droplet, the nucleation of a droplet of the outer phase is possible inside
the droplet phase, so that the droplet becomes a bubble. Such a bubble consists of
a spherical shell of constant width with high concentration, while the concentration
inside this shell is similar to the outer phase, see Fig. 5.3A. Beyond a critical supersaturation and initial radius, a spherical droplet may become unstable with respect
to shape deformations and deform. This will be discussed in the next section. For
large supersaturations ϵ ≳ ϵc , additional droplets nucleate in the outer phase. Both
the formation of bubbles and the nucleation of new droplets can be understood by
considering the stability of the homogeneous state, as discussed in the previous section. For droplets with a radius that is similar or larger than the reaction-diﬀusion
length scale, the droplet becomes inhomogeneous, with a concentration minimum in
the droplet center. If the concentration in the center drops enough, the concentration
allows the nucleation of a droplet of the outer phase. Similar, nucleation is possible
if the concentrations outside the droplet is larger than the critical concentration for
nucleation.
Fig. 5.2 shows a stability diagram of droplets as a function of the supersaturation ϵ
and the reaction rate ν− . Droplets were initiated with a size of 0.8R̄s , where R̄s is the
larger stationary radius of the eﬀective droplet model with equivalent parameters. We
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Figure .: Division of chemically active droplets. A droplet with small initial deformation elongates and splits into two symmetrical daughter droplets. The droplet
shapes are shown as equal concentration contours (green). The concentration ﬁeld
(0)
outside the droplet (blue) has small values c ≈ c+ (violet blue) close to the droplet
and concentrations close to c∞ (transparent) far from the droplet, set by the chemical reaction s(c∞ ) = 0. The dynamic equations of the continuum model were
solved numerically in 3d, see Appendix D.2. Parameters: ν− t0 /∆c = 1.3 · 10−3 ,
ν+ t0 /∆c = 1.9 · 10−3 , k± t0 = 10−2 , and F → ∞. Indicated times are given in
units of 102 t0 .

ﬁnd regimes where droplets vanish (dots), where stable spherical droplets exist (blue
spheres), and where a small initial shape perturbation grows (red shapes). For the
regime of vanishing droplets, larger initial sizes were tested as well. A comparison
with the corresponding diagram of the eﬀective droplet model Fig. 4.4 shows that
the regimes in both models show the same trends. For small turnover ν− /ν0 , the
stationary droplet radius diverges in the eﬀective droplet model, while it is limited by
the size of the simulation box for the continuum model. The numerical results were
tested in a larger box, but may still contain ﬁnite size eﬀects.

5.4

Division of chemically active droplets

We now concentrate on the shape dynamics of chemically active droplets. We initialize the system with a droplet with a small prolate deformation of the spherical
harmonic mode l = 2, m = 0. Fitting deformed droplet shapes to the concentration
ﬁeld, we ﬁnd that the amplitude of the deformation mode shrinks over time for some
parameters, indicating a stable spherical droplet with respect to this mode, while the
deformation grows for others, indicating an unstable mode. In the stability diagram
Fig. 5.2, the stability of spherical droplets with initial radii close to the predicted stationary size, growing towards the stationary size, is indicated for the elongational
mode. Stable droplets are marked in blue, unstable ones in red. We ﬁnd that for
ﬁxed turnover ν− , droplets become unstable for supersaturations beyond a critical supersaturation. For increasing turnover ν− , this critical supersaturation increases. This
agrees well with the stability analysis of the eﬀective droplet model, compare Fig. 4.4.
For vanishing turnover rates, the results of both models diﬀer to some extent. This
is likely due to the divergence of the chemically set stationary droplet radius which is
limited in the continuum model by the box size.
We ﬁnd that typically, an unstable initial deformation leads to a division of the
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Figure .: Stability diagram of active droplets as a function of supersaturation
ϵ = ν+ /(k+ ∆c) and turnover ν− /ν0 of droplet material using the continuum model.
Droplets either dissolve and disappear (white region), are spherical and stable (blue
region), or undergo a shape instability and typically divide (red region). The behavior
of droplets is indicated by symbols for diﬀerent values of ν− and ϵ. Parameter values
are: k± t0 = 10−2 , F → ∞, and ν0 = 10−2 ∆c/τ0 .

droplet into two symmetric daughter droplets. Fig. 5.1 shows 3d graphical representations, where the droplet interface is shown as equal concentration contours (green)
and the concentration ﬁeld around it as semi-transparent volume elements (shades
of blue). We start with an initial droplet with a size close to the stationary size of
the droplet, with a small initial deformation (panel 1). The concentration outside is
initially set to c∞ , the ﬁx-point of the chemical reaction s(c∞ ) = 0. In a fast initial dynamics, a minimum of the concentration ﬁeld (blue) develops around the droplet, with
(0)
c ≈ c+ (violet blue) close to the droplet and c ≈ c∞ (transparent/white) far from
the droplet (panel 2). Within the same time-window, the droplet volume changes
towards its stationary size – for the parameter value shown, the volume dynamics is
much faster than the shape deformations. Over time, the droplet elongates (panel 2)
and forms a dumbbell shape (panel 3), which then thins in around the waistline of
the droplet (panel 4). This waistline pinches oﬀ (panel 5 to 6), and the two daughter
droplets round up into approximately spherical shapes (panel 6-8). During this division, the total droplet volume increases, so that the daughter droplets have volumes
similar to the initial droplet, so that they again might be able to deform and divide.
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Figure .: Dynamical behavior of droplets with diﬀerent supersaturations. To
demonstrate the diversity of the dynamics of chemically active droplets, we show here
results for small turnover ν− /ν0 = 0.7. A) For a large initial droplet, R0 = 15w, a
droplet of the outer phase can nucleate in its center, leading to a bubble. (Parameter:
ϵ = 0.15) B) For supersaturations close to the onset of instability, ϵ = 0.13, the
droplet elongates into a long cylindrical structure. C) For ϵ = 0.15, the droplet
divides into a chain of three droplets. D) For ϵ = 0.16, the droplet divides into
two daughters, which then deform into oblate shapes and ﬁnally become tori E) For
ϵ = 0.21, the droplet divides into two daughters, which deform into two parallel
(0)
plates. Shown are droplet contours (green) for concentration (c − c+ )/∆c = 0.5 for
time steps t = n · 10t0 with index n indicated on the panels. Parameters: ν− t0 /∆c =
7 · 10−3 , k± t0 = 10−2 , and F → ∞. The initial shape deformation is ϵ2 = 0.1. For
panels B-E, the initial radius is R0 = 5w.
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For increasing supersaturation, the division is accompanied by deformations due to
the deformations of modes with higher order. These higher modes typically don’t
inﬂuence the division, only in one set of parameters (ϵ = 0.2, ν− /ν0 = 0.3) did the
deformations lead to a division into three droplets instead.
We can ﬁnd additional dynamic behavior in the unstable regime, shown as red
squares and triangles in Fig. 5.2. For a small turnover and small supersaturations
close to the onset of instability, the shape elongates, but does not become thin at
the waistline but instead grows into a cylinder-like form, connecting two spheres
that move with seemingly constant speed apart, elongating the cylinder during the
simulation time, see Fig. 5.3B. For intermediate supersaturations, droplets elongate
and divide into a chain of 3 droplets, Fig. 5.3C. However, the droplet division shown
in Fig. 5.1 is the typical shape dynamics of unstable chemically active droplets for the
parameters investigated, shown as red circles in Fig. 5.2.
The droplet division discussed here shows that active reactions can not only suppress Ostwald ripening against surface tension, but can lead to a deformation of a
spherical droplet that increases the surface area, eventually leading to a division of the
droplet into two. This new eﬀect is completely diﬀerent from our everyday experiences, where droplets do not spontaneously split, but instead coalesce and ripen over
time.

5.5 Cycles of growth and division
We now discuss the dynamics of the two daughter droplets after the ﬁrst division.
We ﬁnd that occasionally, the droplets do not divide again after the ﬁrst division, but
deform into oblate (’smarty-like’) shapes, which then grow outward into two plates
with a ﬁxed width, or open in the center of the ﬂattened shape to form tori, Fig. 5.3D
and E. Both of these shapes typically grow outward until they reach the limits of the
box.
However, our numerical calculations reveal that droplets typically undergo multiple rounds of divisions, see Fig. 5.4A. After a ﬁrst division, the smaller daughters
grow until they divide again when they reach the radius Rdiv . Interestingly, the division axes are not independent of each other, see Fig. 5.4A. In the absence of system
boundaries, the division axes of both daughters are perpendicular to the ﬁrst division
axis, see Fig. 5.4B. Similarly, when the four granddaughters divide, their division axes
are perpendicular to both the division axes of the ﬁrst and the second division. The division axes in subsequent droplet divisions are determined by droplet interactions via
the concentration ﬁelds surrounding the droplets. The two growing daughter droplets
eﬀectively compete for droplet material, leading to the depletion of droplet material
in the space between them. Therefore, diﬀusion ﬂuxes and growth rates are larger
along axes perpendicular to the previous division axis, see Fig. 5.4C. This bias due
to droplet interactions determines the division axes. In our numerical calculations,
boundary conditions also inﬂuence the droplet divisions and slightly modify the division axes, see Fig. 5.4A.
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Figure .: Cycles of growth and divisions. A) Sequence of droplet divisions at
diﬀerent times as indicated in units of 102 t0 . Droplet conﬁgurations obtained from
numerical solutions to the continuum model are represented as three dimensional
shapes (green), the outside concentration ﬁeld is shown in blue (low concentration,
(0)
c ≈ c+ ) to transparent white (supersaturated outside concentration c ≈ c∞ ). Parameters: ν− t0 /∆c = 1.3 · 10−2 , ν+ t0 /∆c = 2 · 10−3 , k± t0 = 10−2 , and F → ∞. B)
Schematic representation of the orientation of subsequent division axes. C) Droplet
division is oriented along the axis for which diﬀusion ﬂuxes (green arrows) are maximal.

5.6

Summary

We have shown in this chapter that the shape instability of chemically active droplets
that we found in the eﬀective droplet model indeed leads to a deformation of droplets
in the continuum model. In the majority of cases, this leads to cycles of growth and
division of droplets. For a small number of parameter values, for small supersaturations and small turnover ν− , droplets show a tendency to form cylindrical shapes.
Occasionally, other shapes such as droplet tori and plates are observed as well. We
will consider the existence of stationary cylindrical droplets and their stability in the
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next chapter.
It has been reported previously that chemically active systems show new behaviors.
Nonequilibrium chemical reactions can lead to a suppression of Ostwald ripening,
whereby the size of phases does not increase over time, but a ﬁxed length-scale is
created. This has been shown for spinodal decomposition, see Puri and Frisch (1994);
Glotzer et al. (1994), and for droplets, whereby a number of droplets with a stationary
size set by the chemical reactions can stably coexist in a system, Zwicker et al. (2015).
The instability and division of chemically active droplets has not been reported before.
Droplet division is especially interesting because it demonstrates a simple physical
mechanism of self-replication. Both daughter droplets have the same properties and
behavior as the original droplet, and they can divide again. In the ﬁnite simulation
box, droplets divide until they reach a critical density. In an inﬁnite system, no such
limit exists. Therefore, we expect that droplets would keep dividing, leading to an
increase in the droplet population, as long as enough droplet material exists in the
outside environment - implemented here via the constant supersaturation. This selfreplication can be interpreted as life-like behavior. We will return to this point in
chapter 8 to discuss chemically active droplets as a model for protocells at the origin
of life.
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Passive cylindrical droplets (usually called jets) appear often in daily life, usually in
the context of liquid-air phase separation, for example water ﬂowing out of a tab or
a fountain. The water jet usually quickly splits up into separate droplets due to the
surface tension. The formation of width-oscillations along the cylinder is described by
the Plateau-Rayleigh instability. The eﬀect is driven by minimizing the surface area,
and the most unstable deformation with wavelength q ∗ is set by purely geometric
arguments, q ∗ R ≈ 0.7, and all unstable modes satisfy qR < 1.
Here we study the shape dynamics of chemically active droplets. We consider
a two components system with components A and B with active chemical reactions
A → B between the components. The species phase separate into a phase with a low
concentration of B, where the reaction produces new droplet material B, A → B, and
a phase with a high concentration of B, where B is degraded into the outer component,
B → A. See chapter 3 for details. We have seen in chapter 5 that a deformed
spherical droplet in such an active system has a stationary size, which can be unstable
so that the droplet can divide into two daughter droplets, which may grow and divide
again. We also found that such droplets can form other shapes, such as dumbbell
shapes with growing length and tori with a growing major radius, see Fig. 5.3. In
both of theses cases, the dynamic behavior seems to lead towards an inﬁnitely long
cylinder with a ﬁnite radius. We also saw examples of ﬂat disk/plate like structures
and bubbles, see Fig. 5.3, both of which resemble a ﬂat plate with ﬁnite width in one
direction and that is extended in the other two directions.
In this chapter, we discuss stationary shapes with diﬀerent geometries and in different spatial dimensions, and analyze their stability with the eﬀective droplet model
in the limit of large viscosity, see 3. As in chapter 4, the droplet material B is converted
into the outer material A with reaction amplitude A, and outside droplet material is
created from the bulk material which creates a supersaturation ϵ. We again ignore hy71
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drodynamic ﬂows by considering the limit of large viscosity. The interface movement
for small deformations of the stationary state is generally described by Eq. (3.31) with
normal vector n of the deformed interface and normalization factor an = 1/(er · n),
where er now is the normal unit vector of the undeformed stationary interface. Additionally, we compare our analytical predictions with numerical solutions of the dynamical behavior using the continuum model. We consider droplet shapes with a
ﬂat interface in diﬀerent dimensions, as well as droplet disks in 2d systems and cylindrical droplet shapes in 3d. In our case, the droplet volume is not constrained as in
the passive case, but set by the chemical reactions. Additionally, our system is out of
equilibrium, so that the minimization of energy is not necessarily the driving dynamic
force. Therefore it will be interesting to study the eﬀect of active chemical reactions
on the stability of cylindrical and other shapes.

6.1 Droplet shapes with a ﬂat interface in 1d, 2d and 3d:
Line-segments, bands and plates
In this section we consider droplet shapes with ﬂat interfaces. A stationary system
with a ﬂat interface has a concentration proﬁle with gradients perpendicular to the
interface, and is constant in the other directions. The stationary state itself can therefore be understood by considering the 1d system perpendicular to the interface. We
consider this to be the x direction. The deformation of such a ﬂat system deforms the
interface and concentration ﬁeld in the x directions but also in the directions along the
interface, so that the deformation modes and their stability depend on the dimension
of the system. We will consider the stability of ﬂat interfaces in 1, 2 and 3 dimensions.
The most simple example is a line segment in 1d with stationary concentration ﬁeld
and ﬂuxes. Systems in higher dimensions are created by extending the interface into
the other dimension, creating a droplet band in 2d and a droplet plate in 3d. See
Fig. 6.1 for a sketch of the systems.
We ﬁnd that the stationary state in 1d is a line segment with width 2L, where the
half-width L is given by
l+ ν+
tanh(L/l− ) =
(6.1)
l− ν−
+ ν+
which has one solution for −1 < ll−
ν− < 1, and none otherwise. See Appendix E
for the calculation and the stationary concentration ﬁeld. In Fig. 6.2A, the length L
of stationary line segments are shown in comparison to the stationary droplet radius
in 3d. The stationary size has a diﬀerent dependence on the supersaturation, there is
only one solution, with slope L ∝ ϵ for L/l− ≪ 1. Similar to the larger solution in
3d, it has a divergence at ν+ = ν− l− /l+ , above which no ﬁnite stationary solution
exists. In a passive system, we typically ﬁnd solutions with two bulk phases with
(0)
concentrations c± , separated by a ﬂat interface. In the case of chemically active
droplets, the chemical reactions create concentrations c±
∞ in the bulk phases with
s± (c±
)
=
0.
Such
bulk
phases
are
found
for
ν
≥
ν
+
− l− /l+ . In Fig. 6.2A, we
∞
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A

stationary line segment (1d)

symmetric perturbation

antisymmetric perturbation

B

stationary band (2d)

symmetric perturbation

antisymmetric perturbation

C

stationary plate (3d)

symmetric perturbation

antisymmetric perturbation

Figure .: Stationary droplet states with a ﬂat interface and their deformation
modes. The stationary states are: (A) line segment in 1d, (B) band in 2d, and (C)
plate in 3d. The stationary droplet phase (green) has a width 2L in one direction and is
extended in the other directions for 2d and 3d (left panels). Symmetric perturbations
are mirror symmetric around x = 0 and change the width of the droplet (center
panels), while antisymmetric perturbations displace the droplet center around x = 0
while keeping the width constant (right panels). Perturbations are periodic in one
extended direction with wave-vector q.
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Figure .: Characteristics of stationary droplet states with a ﬂat interface. (A)
Half-width L of ﬂat stationary droplets as a function of supersaturation ϵ for diﬀerent reaction rates inside the droplet (lines). Valid for 1d line segments, 2d bands and
3d plates. As a comparison, the stationary droplet radius in 3d is shown (dashed lines).
(B) Eigenvalues of symmetric (lines) and antisymmetric deformations (dashed lines)
of 2d bands as function of the deformation wavelength q for A = 10−4 for diﬀerent
supersaturations (line color). Depending on parameter values, stationary bands can
be stable (ϵ = 0.01) or unstable (ϵ = 0.2) with respect to shape deformations. (C)
Stability diagram of droplet bands in 2d as function of the supersaturation and reaction amplitude. Blue color denotes stable stationary bands, the largest eigenvalues of
unstable bands, corresponding to antisymmetric deformations are shown in red (see
color bar). A red line marks the onset of instability with respect to antisymmetric perturbations, a darker red line the onset with respect to symmetric perturbations. For
comparison, the existence of stationary droplets (blue dotted line) and their instability (red dotted line) for spherical droplets in 3d is shown. (D) Stability diagram of
droplet plates in 3d as function of the supersaturation and reaction amplitude. See (C)
for description. (Parameters: k+ /k− = 1, ν− /(k− ∆c) = 1, D+ /D− = 1, β− = β+ ,
(0)
c+ = 0)
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consider strong chemical reactions inside the droplet, with a value of c−
∞ = c+ , so
that we only ﬁnd realistic solutions with a ﬁnite droplet phase, and no solutions with
a bulk droplet phase. The critical nucleation radius that we ﬁnd in 3d is due to the
Laplace pressure 2γH(R) of the droplet, where the mean curvature depends on the
radius, H(R) = 1/R. In 1d, the mean curvature is always zero, and thus no critical
nucleation radius exists. In both cases, we ﬁnd a stationary radius where the inﬂux
of droplet material into the droplet is balanced by the conversion and outﬂow of Amaterial that is created inside the droplet by chemical reactions. For droplets smaller
than the reaction-diﬀusion length scale inside the droplet l− , the droplet is roughly
homogeneous, so that the outﬂux scales with the droplet volume (line-segment length
in 1d), leading to the observed scaling behaviors. For L ≈ l− , the droplet becomes
inhomogeneous, and the reaction only occurs at the boundary of the droplet up to a
depth of length l− . Thus an increase in droplet size does not lead to an increase in
outﬂow of A-material, leading to the observed divergence of the stationary size for a
critical inﬂow value (set here by ϵ).
In 1d, we can perturb the stationary line segment in two ways: A symmetric
perturbation where the interface is moved outwards on both sides so that the width
of the line segment changes and by an antisymmetric perturbation, which moves the
interface on both sides in the same direction, so that the position of the line segment
changes, see Fig. 6.1A. We ﬁnd that the symmetric mode is stable for ν− ̸= 0, while
the antisymmetric mode is marginal. See Appendix E for the calculation.
We now consider the stability of stationary droplet bands in 2d. We can describe
perturbations in the 2d system as
(0)

P

(δc, δL1 , δL2 ) =
+

Pn

ϵs,n cos(qy)(ρs,n (x), L, L)eµs,n t

n ϵa,n cos(qy)(ρa,n

(x), L, −L)eµa,n t

(6.2)
(6.3)

where we again can ﬁnd a split into symmetric and antisymmetric modes with wavevector q, amplitudes ϵs/a,n and eigenvalues µs/a,n . Symmetric modes describe a variation in the droplet width along the y axis, while antisymmetric modes describe a
displacement of the droplet center in x direction which oscillates when moving along
the y axis, while the droplet width stays constant. See Appendix E for details. Stationary band and deformations can be seen in Fig. 6.1B. Some typical results are shown in
Fig. 6.2B. In the limit q → 0, we ﬁnd the same results as in the 1d case, with a stable
symmetric and a marginal antisymmetric mode. For small ϵ, both curves decrease for
q > 0, so that all deformation modes are stable. For larger ϵ, both the antisymmetric
mode and the symmetric one reach a maximum at a very similar wavelength q, where
the deformation modes are unstable. In Fig. 6.2C, the stability diagram of stationary bands is shown. It shows a region of stable bands for large reaction amplitude
and small supersaturation, and a region of instability. For a ﬁxed reaction amplitude,
symmetric modes become unstable for larger supersaturation with ϵsym ≈ 2ϵasym .
The stability of stationary droplet plates in 3d is described by the same modes
as the 2d system, which are constant in the third dimension, compare Fig. 6.1C and
Appendix E. In Fig. 6.2D, the stability diagram of stationary plates is shown. It is
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Figure .: Numerical solution of the continuum droplet model of a droplet band
with initial half-width L = 20w and shape perturbation of the antisymmetric mode
with q = 2π/L0 with L0 = 160w. Time between snapshots ∆t = 8 · 103 t0 . (Param(0)
eters: A = 2.5 · 10−4 , ϵ = 0.3, k+ /k− = 1, ν− /(k− ∆c) = 1, c+ = 0)

similar to the stability diagram of stationary bands, but with a larger unstable region,
compare Fig. 6.2C.
We now compare the analytical results of the eﬀective droplet model with numerical solutions of the continuum model. We consider the behavior of droplet bands in
2d for a reaction amplitude A = 2.5·10−4 in a box of length L0 = 160w with no-ﬂux
boundary conditions. We considered initial conditions with a band of (half-) width
L = 20w with small initial deformations of symmetric and antisymmetric modes
with diﬀerent wave-vectors q with q = nπ/L0 with integer n. We ﬁnd no stationary
bands for ϵ ≤ 0.1. For most initial conditions and values of ϵ, initial bands vanish.
For ϵ = 0.1 for initial perturbations with a long wave-length, bands shrink and divide
into stable stationary droplet disks. The stationary width predicted by the eﬀective
droplet model for ϵ = 0.1 is L < 10w, and therefore close to the interfacial width of
the continuum model - therefore, it is not surprising that the models deviate there. A
comparison with stationary disks, see section E.6, shows that stationary disks are predicted to exist for ϵ > 0.07, which corresponds well with the stationary droplets found.
For ϵ ≤ 0.2, we all modes we investigated are stable. For ϵ = 0.25, the antisymmetric mode with wavelength λ = L0 , with λ = 2π/q, is unstable. All other modes are
stable. For ϵ = 0.3, the antisymmetric modes with wavelengths λ = L0 /2, L0 and
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3L/0/2 are unstable. In Fig. 6.3, the dynamic behavior of mode λ = L0 is shown.
We ﬁnd a stationary (half-)width of approx. L ≈ 0.7, close to the value predicted
by the eﬀective droplet model. The initial deformation increases, leading to a bending band with constant width. Comparison with Fig. 6.2C shows that the droplet
bands in the continuum model are slightly more stable than predicted by the eﬀective
droplet model, but that the qualitative behavior matches well. In a simulation with
larger box size L0 = 512w and correspondingly also modes with smaller wave-vector
q, we ﬁnd similar results. In this case, we ﬁnd stationary bands for ϵ ≥ 0.12 and
the mode with n = 2 becomes unstable already for ϵ ≈ 0.15. Nucleation is found
for ϵ ≥ 0.23. This ﬁts the analytical results, compare Fig. 6.2B, where antisymmetric
modes with long wavelengths become unstable for smaller supersaturation.

6.2

Stationary droplet disks in 2d

We now consider stationary disks in 2d, the equivalent of a spherical droplet in 3d. A
sketch of a stationary disk and its deformations can be seen in Fig. 6.4. The calculation of stationary state and its stability can be found in Appendix E. In Fig. 6.4B, the
stationary radii of droplet disks in 2d are shown in comparison to spheres. The lower
solution of the nucleation radius R̄c is virtually the same as for spheres, since they
have the same mean curvature. The larger stationary radius R̄s is approximately half
the radius compared to the spherical case, with a logarithmic correction. The threshold supersaturation ϵ0 below which no stationary solution exists, is larger than for the
spherical case. The mode m describes deformations of the droplet disk, equivalent to
mode l in spherical droplets. The eigenvalues of diﬀerent deformation modes with
m = 0 to 3 are shown in Fig. 6.4C for the larger stationary radius as a function of
the supersaturation for A = 10−4 . Their functional behavior is similar to the modes
of the spherical droplet, which are shown in comparison. The m = 0 mode describes
changes in volume and is stable, the translational m = 1 mode is marginal, and deformation modes become unstable consecutively for increasing supersaturation, starting
with the elongational mode m = 2. The stability diagram of droplet disks with respect
to supersaturation and reaction amplitude is shown in Fig. 6.4D. It shows regions of
vanishing disks, stable stationary disks and unstable disks. Qualitatively, the results
are quite similar to spherical droplets, but shifted towards larger supersaturations and
smaller reaction amplitudes.
Numerical studies of 2d disks in the continuum model correspond well with the
analytical predictions of the eﬀective droplet model. For A = 2.5 · 10−4 , droplet
disks vanish for ϵ ≤ 0.05, stationary disks are seen for ϵ ≥ 0.1. The disks shape is
unstable for ϵ ≥ 0.2 with respect to the m = 2 mode, corresponding to an elliptical
deformation, while other modes remain stable. For ϵ ≥ 0.25, nucleation occurs. In
Fig. 6.5, snapshots are shown for ϵ = 0.22. We ﬁnd that the droplet elongates into a
long band-like structure with two disk-like structures at both ends which move apart,
extending the band. For larger reaction amplitude A = 2.510−3 , stable stationary
droplet with size of only a few times the interfacial width exist for ϵ ≥ 0.22, a larger
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Figure .: Stability of droplet disks in 2d. (A) Stationary droplet disk and its
deformation modes in 2 dimensions. A stationary disk in 2d (left) can be perturbed
with modes m, corresponding to a change in area (m = 0), a translation (m = 1),
an elliptical deformation m = 2 or higher order deformations. (B) Stationary disk
radius as function of the supersaturation for diﬀerent reaction amplitudes. Dashed
lines show the equivalent results for spherical droplets in 3d. (C) Eigenvalues of
modes m = 0, 1, 2, 3 as function of the supersaturation for A = 10−4 . Dashed lines
show the equivalent results of modes l = 0, 1, 2, 3 for spherical droplets in 3d. (D)
Stability diagram of droplet disks in 2d as function of the supersaturation and reaction
amplitude for elongational mode l = 2. Blue color denotes stable stationary disks,
the largest eigenvalue of unstable elongational deformations are shown in red (see
color bar). For comparison, the existence of stationary droplets (blue dotted line) and
their instability (red dotted line) for spherical droplets in 3d is shown. (Parameters:
(0)
k+ /k− = 1, ν− /(k− ∆c) = 1, D+ /D− = 1, c+ = 0)
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Figure .: Numerical solution of the continuum droplet model of a droplet disk
with initial shape perturbation. Time between snapshots ∆t = 4·104 t0 . (Parameters:
(0)
A = 2.5 · 10−4 , ϵ = 0.22, k+ /k− = 1, ν− /(k− ∆c) = 1, c+ = 0. Simulation
parameters: box length L0 = 320w, initial radius R = 40w)

supersaturation compared to the case of a smaller reaction amplitude. For ϵ ≥ 0.3,
nucleation of new droplets occurs. The dependency of the existence and stability of
stationary disks on the supersaturation and the reaction amplitude thus agrees well
with the prediction of the eﬀective droplet model. For the parameters of Fig. 6.5, our
simulations of stationary bands show that the band would be unstable with respect
to antisymmetric deformations, so that it eventually might deform, leading to shapes
similar to the ones shown in Fig. 6.3. For A = 2.5 · 10−4 , no divisions seem to
occur, but for smaller reaction amplitudes disks might divide. The simulation time
increases strongly with lower reaction amplitudes – the dynamics becomes slower,
and the stationary size increases, so that a larger simulation box is necessary (compare
scaling analysis in chapter 3). Therefore, we did not test whether disks can divide for
smaller reaction amplitudes.

6.3

Stationary droplet cylinders in 3d

In chapter 5, we have seen that spherical droplets may elongate and then form cylindrical shapes instead of dividing. Here we will investigate the stability of cylindrical
droplets. In Fig. 6.6 the stationary state and diﬀerent deformation modes are shown.
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Figure .: Cylinder with deformations of diﬀerent modes. From left to right:
undeformed cylinder, modes m = 0, 1, 2, 3 (with constant wave-vector q).

The stationary solution of the cylindrical droplet and its concentration ﬁeld share
features with the droplet disk in 2d. The functional form of the concentration ﬁeld
resembles that of a disk, but with a diﬀerent mean curvature of the cylinder, H(R̄) =
1/(2R̄). In Fig. 6.7A, stationary droplet radii for the spherical and the cylindrical
case are shown. The stationary solutions and their dependence on the parameters are
very similar to the spherical case, except that the stationary cylindrical solutions are
smaller by a factor of two. We can approximate the nucleation radius in the limit
R ≪ l± as
β+ γ
R=
(6.4)
2ν+ /k+
which is half the size of a spherical droplet. For the larger solution we ﬁnd approximately
 2
ν+
R
R
= −2
(6.5)
ln
l+
l+
ν−
which, if the slowly varying logarithm is set to a constant, ln(R/l+ ) = −C, gives a
square-root behavior, with
r
ν+
R = l+ 2C
.
(6.6)
ν−
q
+
,
This is similar to the stationary radius found for spherical droplets, R̄ ≈ l+ 3 νν−
compare section 4.4.
We now consider the stability of stationary cylindrical droplets. The eigenfunctions can be chosen as


  X
Pnmq (r)Φm (φ)Zq (z) µnmq t
δc
e
.
(6.7)
ϵnlm
=
R̄ · Φm (φ)Zq (z)
δR
nlm

Here, the functions Φ and Z can be expressed as
(
(
sin(mφ)
sin(qz)
Φm (φ) =
, Zq (z) =
cos(mφ)
cos(qz)
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with m ∈ Z and q ∈ R, as the angle φ lies between 0 and 2π and cylinder in our
discussion is inﬁnite in the z-direction. This describes all possible deformations in one
plane. Additional modes can be constructed by rotation φ′ = φ − φ0 and translation
z ′ = z − z0 . Due to the symmetry of the stationary shape, these do not give rise to
diﬀerent dynamical behavior. In Fig. 6.6, some deformation modes are shown. For
q = 0, the modes change the cylinder cross-section with the perturbation modes m
of a droplet disk, compare Fig. 6.4A. For q = 0, the mode m = 0 corresponds to
a constant change in the cylinder radius. A perturbation of the m = 0 mode with
q > 0 is shown in the ﬁrst panel of Fig. 6.6, showing variations of the cylinder radius
with a spherical cylinder cross-section. The m = 1 mode for q = 0 corresponds
to a translation of the cylinder, and for q > 0 it has a constant cross-section, but the
cylinder shape oscillates in one spatial direction, similar to a winding snake. For l = 2
and q = 0, the cylinder is deformed in one direction, so that the cross-section has
an elliptic shape. For q > 0, this deformation varies along the cylinder, so that the
cross-section is deformed in one spatial direction, then the cross-section is spherical,
then the cross-section is deformed in the orthogonal direction. For higher modes,
the pattern of the l = 2 mode continues, but instead of elliptic shapes, the shape of
the cross-section shows more variations.
We can calculate the stability of these modes, see Appendix E. In Fig. 6.7B-D
the stability diagrams of a stationary cylinder as a function of supersaturation and reaction amplitude are shown for diﬀerent modes m. The maximal eigenvalue µ(qmax )
of a mode m is shown (red color). The existence of stationary cylinders (blue line) is
almost equal to the existence of spherical droplets (dotted blue line). For mode m = 0
(panel B), we ﬁnd that stationary cylinders with small supersaturations are unstable
(red color). For increasing supersaturation, cylinders become stable with respect to
deformations of mode m = 0 (blue color), and then become unstable again. We ﬁnd
that the intermittent region of stability includes the parameter region where spherical droplets become unstable (dotted red line). The mode m = 1 (panel C) is stable
for small supersaturations, and becomes unstable at a supersaturation that is slightly
smaller than the instability of spherical droplets. Larger modes become unstable consecutively for larger supersaturation, as demonstrated for mode m = 2 (panel D).
Additional detail is found in Appendix E. Considering all modes together, explicitly
the m = 0 and m = 1 modes, we ﬁnd that almost everywhere, cylindrical droplets
are unstable, except for a small region for supersaturations smaller than ϵ2 , the value
where spherical droplets become unstable (dotted red line), where the m = 0 and the
m = 1 modes both are stable.
In Fig. 6.8, the dynamic behavior of cylindrical droplets in the continuum model
are shown. We consider a set of parameters where several modes are unstable, with
initial conditions of a droplet cylinder with a small shape perturbation of mode m
and wave-vector q = nπ/L0 , where L0 is the length of the simulation box in the
direction along the cylinder. A selection of unstable modes are shown in the ﬁgure.
We ﬁnd diﬀerent dynamic behavior of the cylindrical droplets depending on the initial conditions. For changes of the droplet radius along the cylinder length, mode
m = 0, the cylinder deforms and divides into separate droplets, which ﬂatten and
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Figure .: (A) Stationary radius R̄ of stationary spherical droplets (dashed) and
stationary cylinders (lines) as function of the supersaturation ϵ for diﬀerent reaction
amplitudes A. (B-D) Stability diagrams for diﬀerent modes m = 0, 1, 2 as function
of the supersaturation ϵ and reaction amplitude A. The blue line shows the threshold value above which stationary cylinders exist. The red line shows the onset of
instability for the given mode m with any wavelength q. The dotted lines show the
existence (blue) and stability (red) for spherical droplets. (Parameters: k+ /k− = 1,
(0)
ν− /(k− ∆c) = 1, D+ /D− = 1, c+ = 0)
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Figure .: Snapshots of the dynamics of a droplet cylinder in the continuum
model. The panels A-G show the time evolution of a droplet cylinder with initial
shape perturbation of mode m and wave-vector q = nπ/L0 . Time is given in units
of ∆t = 50t0 . Diﬀerent initial conditions lead to diﬀerent dynamical behavior. We
ﬁnd that cylinders can divide into smaller substructures (panel A, C and D), they
can form connected elongated structures (panel A, B, F and G) and plates (panel E).
(0)
(Parameters: A = 8 · 10−3 , ϵ = 0.2, k+ /k− = 1, ν− /(k− ∆c) = 0.8, c+ = 0.
Simulation parameters: box length L0 = 100w, box width W = 40w, initial radius
R = 5.)
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become tori (panel A). The size of tori is set by the box, and we ﬁnd that the radius
along the tori is unequal. The snake-like deformation modes with m = 1 have diﬀerent dynamical behavior for diﬀerent wave-vectors. We ﬁnd connected bent shapes,
with a variation of the cylinder radius along the shape (panel B), , or a division of
the deformed cylinder into separate droplet-like shapes (panel C and D), which may
deform and divide again (panel C). A larger wave-vector with corresponding smaller
deformation wavelength leads to denser droplets after the ﬁrst division, so that no second division occurs (panel D). The mode m = 2 with no variation along the cylinder,
q = 0, develops into a plate-like structure, where the ﬁnite box-size sets the width
of the plate. For ﬁnite wave-vector q, we ﬁnd that the cylinder deforms into round
ﬂat shapes which are connected by thinner segments, which may either open in the
center, forming a connected structure with rings (panel F), or a straight cylindrical
structure with round structures branching oﬀ (panel G).
We therefore ﬁnd a rich dynamical behavior of unstable stationary cylinders. The
dynamics shows two typical features: Formation of connected structures with variations of the radius of the cross-section along the structure, and a division of such
structures into droplet-like shapes. Occasionally, also the formation of ﬂat plate-like
regions is observed.

6.4 Summary
We found in this chapter that stationary states of chemically active droplets with different geometries exist in 1, 2 and 3 dimensions. These stationary shapes in 2 and 3
dimensions may, depending on parameter values, be stable or unstable with respect to
shape deformations. We ﬁnd that active chemical reactions tend to stabilize a ﬁnite
size of droplets in the direction perpendicular to the interface not just for spherical
droplets, but for all shapes considered here.
Let us now try to sum up the qualitative similarities and diﬀerences between the
diﬀerent geometries we considered in this chapter.
First, we ﬁnd that stationary shapes without mean curvature do not have a critical
nucleation radius in the eﬀective droplet model. This holds of stationary line segments
in 1d, bands in 2d and plates in 3d. In this model, ﬂat stationary droplet shapes with
decreasing width exist for vanishing supersaturation, while an upper cutoﬀ ϵ∞ is set
for larger supersaturations by R ≈ l− . In the continuum model where droplets have
a ﬁnite interfacial width w, we ﬁnd that droplet with predicted stationary sizes of a
few w vanish instead.
Second, we ﬁnd that a lower dimension tends to lead to more stable stationary
structures, which become unstable only for larger supersaturation or smaller reaction
amplitude. Comparing ﬂat stationary droplet shapes, we ﬁnd that line segments in
1d are always stable (meta-stable for the translational mode), and bands in 2d are
more stable compared to plates in 3d, becoming unstable only for larger supersaturation. Equally, we ﬁnd that disks in 2d become unstable only for larger values of
supersaturation than spherical droplets.
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Finally, let us comment on the qualitative behavior of unstable systems. We found
that the antisymmetric modes become unstable ﬁrst, and often dominate the observed
dynamics for many of the stationary structures we discussed here. For these antisymmetric modes, the width of the structure remains constant, and the structure is only
deformed, such as antisymmetric modes in bands and plates, and m = 1 modes in
cylinders. Such modes do not exist for disks and spheres, where instead elongational
modes dominate the dynamical behavior. We have seen for stationary cylinders that
the resulting dynamics is characterized by a competition between droplet division and
the creation of elongated connected structures.
We have demonstrated in this chapter that the dynamic behavior of the stationary states of chemically active droplets is quite diﬀerent from the behavior of passive
droplet shapes. Passive droplet shapes, such as droplet cylinders (also called jets) are
always unstable with respect to certain deformations variations of the cylinder radius
along its length, corresponding to the m = 0 mode we discussed for cylinders, see
Rayleigh (1878); Eggers (1997). We found for chemically active cylinder droplets that
the m = 0 mode is not generally the most unstable one. For intermediate supersaturations only the m = 1 mode corresponding to snake-like deformations is unstable,
and other modes become unstable for large supersaturations. We even ﬁnd regimes
where the cylindrical shape is stable with respect to all shape deformations, where the
Plateau-Rayleigh instability is suppressed by the active chemical reactions in our system. This is due to the fact that the instability of chemically active droplet shapes is
a ﬂux-driven instability as for spherical active droplets, and not driven by the surface
tension as in the passive case. We therefore again see in this chapter that chemically
active droplets may behave in novel ways that demonstrate their out-of-equilibrium
nature.
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Role of hydrodynamic ﬂows in chemically driven
droplet division

7

In the previous chapters, we considered the dynamics of chemically active droplets
with a minimal model of two components which phase separate, and are converted
into each other by nonequilibrium chemical reactions so that inside the droplet the
outer material is created, and a supersaturation of droplet material is maintained outside. We found that in the limit of large viscosity such droplets have a stationary size
that can be unstable with respect to shape changes so that droplet can divide. Generally, such droplet dynamics is a hydrodynamic problem because surface tension in
non-spherical droplets drives hydrodynamic ﬂows that redistribute material and deform the droplet shape, see Rayleigh (1892); Chandrasekhar (1981); Constantin et al.
(1993); Paulsen et al. (2014). In this chapter, we study the inﬂuence of hydrodynamic
ﬂows on the shape changes of chemically active droplets. We show that chemical reactions in active droplets can perform work against surface tension and ﬂows, giving
rise to a shape instability that can result in droplet division even in the presence of
hydrodynamic ﬂows.
The content of this chapter has been published in Seyboldt and Jülicher (2018).

7.1

Stability of droplets with hydrodynamic ﬂows

Until now, we ignored the contribution of hydrodynamic ﬂows in the shape dynamics
of deformed droplets by considering the limit of inﬁnite viscosity, F → ∞ with
normalized viscosity F = wη− /(γτ ) inside the droplet, and a ﬁnite ratio η+ /η− of
the viscosities in both phases.
Here we consider stationary droplets and their stability with the inclusion of hydrodynamic ﬂows, for the full set of equation, Equations (3.20)-(3.31), of the effective droplet model. For this, we solve the Stokes equation of an incompressible
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A

diffusive flux:

B

B-droplet
convective flux:

Figure .: Chemically active droplet described by an eﬀective droplet model. (A)
Sketch to illustrate diﬀusive and convective ﬂuxes (in 1d). In a diﬀusive ﬂux, particles (colored spheres) exchange positions, leading to a transport of material without
net momentum which decreases concentration diﬀerences between volume elements,
described by diﬀusive ﬂux j = −D∇c. In a convective ﬂux, all particles move in
one direction (in 1d) so that a net momentum exists, and the particle movement is
independent of the concentration within the phases, with a convective ﬂux j = vc.
(B) Concentration ﬁeld c of the droplet material B (blue and green color) of a stationary droplet (interface in black). Chemical reactions B → A create a sink of droplet
material B in the droplet, and reactions A → B create a supersaturation ϵ of droplet
material in the A-rich phase outside. This creates concentration gradients of B, which
drive diﬀusion ﬂuxes of droplet material, while A ﬂows in the opposite direction. The
stationary droplet size results from the balance of the ﬂuxes across the interface. (Parameters: ϵ = 0.176, A = 10−2 , η+ /η− = 1, k+ /k− = 1, ν− /(k− ∆c) = 1,
(0)
D+ /D− = 1, β− = β+ , c+ = 0)

ﬂuid for both phases separately, with jump conditions across the interface. The ﬂuid
ﬂow is driven by stress diﬀerences at diﬀerent positions at the droplet interface. The
ﬂux of the concentration ﬁeld in both phases then has two contributions, a diﬀusive
and a convective one. These are sketched in Fig. 7.1B. The diﬀusive ﬂux is driven
by gradients in concentration, and is created by an exchange of molecules between
neighboring volume elements, without any net momentum. The convective ﬂux is
created by the ﬂuid moving with hydrodynamic velocity v, so that the concentration
ﬁeld gets advected and thus moves along the ﬂow, so that the concentration within a
volume element changes. The hydrodynamic velocity in the eﬀective droplet model is
independent of the concentration ﬁeld and only depends on the shape of the droplet.
First, we ﬁnd that hydrodynamic ﬂows do not inﬂuence the stationary state of a
spherical droplet. We ﬁnd nonequilibrium steady state solutions to Equations (3.20)(3.31) with a spherical droplet of stationary radius R̄ and stationary concentration
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ﬁeld c̄(r), where r is the radial coordinate, see Appendix F.1. The stationary pressure
p̄ exhibits a jump 2γ/R̄ across the interface and no hydrodynamic ﬂows exist, v̄ = 0.
An example for a stable non-equilibrium steady state with steady state concentration
proﬁle inside and outside the droplet of radius R̄ is shown in Fig. 7.1.
As in the previous chapters, we discuss the properties of the system as a function of external supersaturation ϵ = ν+ /(k+ ∆c) and the dimensionless reaction rate
A = ν− τ /∆c inside the droplet. The supersaturation is in our system generated
by reactions outside the droplet and in steady state corresponds to the concentration
(0)
(0)
for which s+ = 0. Here, ∆c = c− − c+ and we have introduced the time scale
τ = w2 /D+ , where w = 6β+ γ/∆c is a characteristic length scale. Let us brieﬂy
recap the properties of the stationary solutions. The stationary radii as a function of
supersaturation ϵ are shown in Fig. 7.2A-C as solid lines for diﬀerent values of A.
For values of ϵ smaller than a threshold value ϵ0 , no stationary radius exists. For values ϵ > ϵ0 two steady state radii R̄c and R̄s exist, which become equal at ϵ0 where
they approach a value R̄0 . The smaller steady state radius R̄c is a critical nucleation
radius similar to the critical droplet radii found in passive systems. The larger radius denoted R̄s stems from the interplay of phase separation and chemical reactions,
Zwicker
p (2013); Zwicker et al. (2015, 2017). As the supersaturation reaches a value
ϵ∞ = (D− k− )/(D+ k+ )ν− /(k− ∆c), the stationary radius R̄s diverges.
We discussed in 4 simple expressions for the stationary radii in the limit of small
A while keeping the ratios ν− /(k− ∆c) and k+ /k− of reaction parameters ﬁxed. In
this limit, the chemical reactions ﬂuxes vanish as s± ∝ A and the threshold value ϵ0
vanishes as ϵ0 ∝ A1/3 . The critical nucleation radius then behaves as R̄c ≃ w/(6ϵ)
and the larger steady state radius R̄s ≃ w(3ϵA)1/2 where ϵ0 ≪ ϵ ≪ ϵ∞ , see Fig. 7.2B
and Appendix F.2.
The steady state solutions are independent on the ﬂuid viscosity, however the
droplet dynamics is aﬀected by hydrodynamic eﬀects. We now investigate the role
of hydrodynamic ﬂows on chemically driven shape instabilities that can give rise to
droplet division. We perform a linear stability analysis at the stationary state given
by X̄ = (c̄, R̄, p̄, v̄) for small perturbations δX = (δc, δR, δp, δv). The dynamics of
these perturbations can be represented using eigenmodes
δX =

X

ϵnlm Xnlm eµnlm t ,

(7.1)

n,l,m

with Xnlm = (cnl Ylm , R̄Ylm , pl Ylm , v lm ), where Ylm (θ, ϕ) are spherical harmonics with angular mode indices with l = 0, 1, . . . and m = −l, . . . , l. The index
n = 0, 1, . . . denotes radial modes. The eigenmodes exhibit an exponential time dependence with a relaxation rate given by the eigenvalue µnlm . The mode amplitudes
are denoted ϵnlm . The concentration modes are characterized by the radial functions
cnl (r). The pressure modes are described by pl (r) and the velocity modes v lm (r, θ, φ)
can be expressed as
(1)

(2)

r
v lm = vlm
Y lm + vlm Ψlm + vlm Φlm .

(7.2)
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Figure .: Stationary radii and onset of shape instability. A–C: Stationary
radius as a function of supersaturation for diﬀerent reaction amplitudes A =
10−8 , 10−7 , . . . , 101 . The stationary radii (lines) are independent of the dimensionless viscosity F = wη− /(γτ ), while the onset of instability (red dots, connected by
dotted red line) for the diﬀerent curves varies in the three ﬁgures, which show dimensionless viscosities F = ∞, 1000, 10 (left to right). The blue line colors mark stable,
the red ones unstable stationary radii with respect to the elongational l = 2 mode. In
panel B the scaling behavior of the nucleation radius R̄c and the stationary radius R̄s
are indicated. D–F: Stability diagram of stationary droplets of size R̄s , as a function
of reaction amplitude A and supersaturation ϵ for diﬀerent dimensionless viscosities
F = ∞, 1000, 10 (left to right). For small supersaturation and large reaction amplitudes, no stationary radius exists (white). For large supersaturation, the stationary
radius diverges (gray). In the region between these regimes, the stationary solution
can be stable (blue) or unstable (red) with respect to shape perturbations of the l = 2
mode. For decreasing F , the stable regime grows, and the minimal supersaturation
ϵ∗ at which an instability can be found increases, as well as the corresponding reaction
amplitude A∗ . The scaling relations (dashed lines) for the regime of stable droplets
and the onset of instability are indicated, with prefactors according to F.2. (Parame(0)
ters: η+ /η− = 1, k+ /k− = 1, ν− /(k− ∆c) = 1, D+ /D− = 1, β− = β+ , c+ = 0)
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where Y lm (θ, φ) = er Ylm , Ψlm (θ, φ) = r∇Ylm and Φlm (θ, φ) = er ×Ψlm are vecr (r), v (1) (r)
tor spherical harmonics Barrera et al. (1985) and the radial functions vlm
lm
(2)
and vlm (r) characterize the velocity ﬁeld. The radial functions can be obtained by
solving the linearized dynamic equations using the corresponding boundary conditions, see Appendix F.1. The Stokes equation can be solved for a given shape perturbation independent of the concentration ﬁeld so that the velocity ﬁeld and pressure
ﬁeld is independent of the radial mode n. The radial part of the concentration ﬁeld
obeys a Helmholtz equation with an inhomogeneity that stems from hydrodynamic
ﬂows. The homogeneous part is solved by modiﬁed spherical Bessel functions and the
inhomogeneous solution can be found using Greens functions. Using the dynamic
equation for the shape changes of the droplet Eq. (3.31), we obtain an equation for
the eigenvalue µnlm ,


vlr (R̄) D+ ′′
c′nl (R̄+ )
+
µnlm =
c̄ (R̄+ ) +
∆c
R̄
R̄
(7.3)


′
c (R̄− )
D− ′′
−
c̄ (R̄− ) + nl
.
∆c
R̄
Here, the primes denote radial derivatives. Note that Eq. (7.3) is an implicit equation for the eigenvalues µnlm because the radial concentration modes cnl (r) depend
on µnlm , see Appendix F.1. Eq. (7.3) is independent of the index m, therefore the
degeneracy of an eigenvalue µnl is at least 2l + 1. The description of the shape is the
same as in the previous chapters: When all µnl are negative, the spherical shape is stable. The modes with l = 0 correspond to changes in droplet size without ﬂows. They
are always stable for R̄ = R̄s and unstable for R̄ = R̄c . Thus droplet smaller than
R̄c will vanish and droplets larger will grow towards the size R̄s . Thus we consider
the stability of R̄ = R̄s in the following. The modes with l = 1 do not involve shape
deformations of the droplet and are thus not associated with ﬂows. There always exists a marginal mode with µl=1 = 0 corresponding to overall translations where the
droplet and all concentration ﬁelds are displaced and then stay in the new position.
Here we consider shape instabilities for which a mode with l > 1 becomes unstable.
Because shape deformations induce ﬂows, this instability depends on the dimensionless viscosity F = wη− /(γτ ), as well as the ratio of viscosities in the two phases,
η+ /η− .
The hydrodynamic ﬂows inﬂuence the solution in two ways. First, they contribute
a term to the concentration ﬁeld, which has a diﬀerent spatial form due to the convection. Numerically, we ﬁnd that this term tends to be rather small in the cases
discussed here. Second, the hydrodynamic ﬂows advect the droplet interface, so that
the ﬂows directly inﬂuence the shape dynamics. This is reﬂected by the ﬁrst term in
Eq. (7.3). For the passive ﬂows we consider, the hydrodynamic ﬂows always oppose
the droplet deformation. The modes of the ﬂow ﬁeld depends on only a few quantities
in our linear description: The normalized viscosities, represented by F = wη− /(γτ )
and η+ /η− , the deformation mode l and the relative distance from the droplet interface, via r/R̄. The inverse of the normalized viscosity F can also be interpreted as a
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Figure .: Pressure and velocity proﬁles for droplets with diﬀerent size but equal
deformation of mode l = 2 within the linear analysis of the eﬀective droplet model.
Diﬀerent pressure proﬁles (red: increase in pressure, blue: decrease) lead to equal
velocities (arrows) at the interfaces in both examples. The undeformed droplets are
shown in gray, the deformed in red. (Parameters: Deformation ϵ020 = 0.1)

characteristic velocity, with v ∝ 1/F . The perturbation modes of the pressure and
hydrodynamic ﬂow for the l = 2 mode are shown in Fig. 7.3 for two droplets of different sizes, but the same relative deformation (red shapes) in an inﬁnite system. Due
to the linear analysis, the ﬁelds are evaluated in the regions of the undeformed droplet
(gray). We see that the pressure modes of the deformation are stronger in the smaller
droplet. The Laplace pressure at the tips of the deformed droplet is larger inside, and
smaller outside, while the reverse is true at the sides of the droplet. The ﬂow ﬁeld has
the same amplitude in both examples (compare the lengths of the arrows), and points
against the deformation, ﬂowing inward at the tips and outward at the sides.
We now discuss the inﬂuence of hydrodynamic ﬂows on the stability diagram
with respect to ϵ and A. If we increase the supersaturation ϵ while keeping the other
parameters ﬁxed, the steady state can become unstable with respect to the mode l = 2
for a critical value ϵ = ϵc . In Fig. 7.2A-C, the onset of instability µ = 0 for the
largest eigenvalue µ of the stationary radius is shown as a red dot, and unstable radii
are indicated by red lines. Diﬀerent lines correspond to diﬀerent supersaturations,
and the panels show diﬀerent values of F . In Fig. 7.2D-E, the corresponding stability
diagrams of stationary droplets are shown as a function of the supersaturation and the
reaction amplitude for diﬀerent values of F . For large A and small ϵ, no stationary
radius exists (white regions), so that any droplet would shrink and disappear. For
large ϵ, the stationary state diverges (gray regions). Spherical droplets are stable in
the blue regions. Stationary spherical droplets are unstable inside the red region, the
surrounding black line marks the shape instability with respect to the l=2 mode. The
region where spherical droplets undergo a shape instability exists for ϵ ≥ ϵ∗ , which
depends on F . The value of A for which the shape instability occurs at ϵ = ϵ∗ is
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A

B

Figure .: Droplet deformation due to hydrodynamic ﬂows (A) and diﬀusive ﬂuxes
(B). (A) Flow and pressure proﬁle of a droplet of stationary radius R/w = 10 with deformation of the l = 2, m = 0 mode within the linear analysis of the eﬀective droplet
model. The proﬁles are symmetric around the deformation axis. The pressure inside
and outside is shown in red/blue (see legend), while streamlines show the normalized
ﬂow vF , where the thickness of the streamlines indicates regions of stronger/weaker
ﬂow. (B) Perturbation of the concentration ﬁeld (color) and associated radial diﬀusive
ﬂow (black arrows) without hydrodynamic ﬂows, F → ∞. The interface movement
due to the diﬀusive ﬂows (gray) shows that the droplet is unstable. For small reaction
amplitude A, the hydrodynamic and diﬀusive ﬂows can simply be added to yield the
interface movement (compare scaling analysis). (Parameters: ϵ = 0.176, A = 10−2 ,
(0)
η+ /η− = 1, k+ /k− = 1, ν− /(k− ∆c) = 1, D+ /D− = 1, β− = β+ , c+ = 0)
denoted A∗ , see Fig. 7.2. Comparing Fig. 7.2E-F with D, we see that hydrodynamic
ﬂows introduce a lower cutoﬀ for the instability with respect to the reaction rate A
which increases for an increasing inﬂuence of hydrodynamic ﬂows, corresponding
to decreasing value of F and also depends on supersaturation ϵ, . For larger reaction
rates, A > A∗ , the stability diagram is mostly independent of the hydrodynamic ﬂows.
Both the reaction rate A and the supersaturation ϵ are quantities that are intrinsically
nonequilibrium and are driven by an energy input. We can thus interpret the results as
a competition between nonequilibrium driving which creates the shape instability, and
hydrodynamic ﬂows which tend to bring the system towards equilibrium. For strong
nonequilibrium driving, with A and/or ϵ large enough, and small hydrodynamic ﬂows,
we therefore ﬁnd the instability even in the presence of hydrodynamic ﬂows.

7.2

Scaling of the hydrodynamic stability diagram

For small A, the onset of instability can be describes by simple scaling behaviors that
capture the competition between ﬂows and nonequilibrium reactions. We ﬁnd that
in this limit the contribution of the advection to the concentration ﬁeld vanishes,
so that only the advection of the interface enters. Therefore, the dynamics of the
droplet interface is a simple sum of its advection with the hydrodynamic ﬂows and
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the contribution of the ﬂux-driven instability of the concentration ﬁeld, see Fig. 7.4.
For the scaling of the stationary radius R̄ with R̂ = R̄A1/3 /w, ϵ̂ = ϵA−1/3 and
l̂± = l± A1/2 , we ﬁnd for the eigenvalue
µ̂nlm = −

dl A−2/3 2
D+ (l − 1)gl
+ O(A1/6 ) .
+ (l − 1) −
3
F
3
D
−
R̂
R̂

(7.4)

The ﬁrst term describes the inﬂuence of hydrodynamic ﬂows on the instability. The
remaining two terms describe the instability without hydrodynamic ﬂows. The supersaturation is hidden in parameter R̂, via Eq. (4.21). For the larger solution R̄s , a
larger√supersaturation corresponds to a larger stationary radius, with approximately
R̂ ≃ 3ϵ̂. The last two terms capture the competition of surface tension and the ﬂuxdriven instability for the concentration ﬁeld, where larger supersaturation increases
the instability. The ﬁrst term that describes the hydrodynamic ﬂows is negative (for
dl > 0), implying a stabilizing inﬂuence. The term decreases in amplitude for increasing supersaturation, increasing reaction amplitude, or increasing normalized viscosity.
We can analyze Eq. (7.4) in detail, see Appendix F.2. We ﬁnd ϵ∗ ∝ F −1/2 and
A = A∗ with A∗ ∼ F −3/2 (compare Fig. 2E-F). For A < A∗ , hydrodynamic
ﬂows govern the onset of instability which occurs at a value of A which behaves as
A ∝ ϵ−1 F −2 . For A > A∗ , hydrodynamic ﬂows can be neglected as compared to
diﬀusion ﬂuxes and the onset of instability occurs for A ∝ ϵ3 . These two scaling
regimes are indicated in in Fig. 7.2D-F by dashed lines. A derivation of these results
including prefactors is given in F.2.

7.3

Droplet division with hydrodynamic ﬂows

We next address the question whether the shape instability found in the linear stability analysis can indeed give rise to droplet divisions in the presence of hydrodynamic
ﬂows in the nonlinear regime of the dynamics. We use the continuum model introduced in Chapter 3, which is based on the Cahn-Hilliard model, see Cahn and
Hilliard (1958), for phase separation dynamics, extended to include chemical reactions and hydrodynamic ﬂows, that can capture topological changes of the interface.
We include chemical reactions via a source term linear in the concentration as well as
advection by the hydrodynamic ﬂow which is described by the incompressible Stokes
equation. Using a semi-spectral method, Chen and Shen (1998), we obtain numerical
solutions in a cubic box with no-ﬂux boundary conditions, see Appendix D.2.2.
Starting from a weakly deformed spherical droplet, we ﬁnd regimes where the
droplet disappears, where it relaxes to a stable spherical shape and where it undergoes
a shape instability, consistent with the linear stability analysis of the eﬀective droplet
model. The transitions between these regimes occur for parameter values close to
those predicted by the linear stability analysis, compare Appendix D.3. In the unstable regime, droplets typically divide. This shows that the droplet division reported
previously can also occur in the presence of hydrodynamic ﬂows. Fig. 7.5 shows snapshots of the droplet shape together with corresponding hydrodynamic ﬂow ﬁelds on
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A

B
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D

Figure .: Numerical solution in 3d of an extended Cahn-Hilliard model with
chemical reactions and hydrodynamic ﬂows reveals that droplets can divide despite
the presence of hydrodynamic ﬂows. Panels A-D correspond to time points t/τ =
100, 2100, 2700, 2800, respectively, where τ = w2 /D is a diﬀusion time, with diffusion constant D and interfacial width w. The dynamic equations were solved numerically in a three-dimensional box. Shown are two-dimensional cross-sections of
the droplet shape (black) together with streamlines (gray). Arrows (colored) indicate
the direction and magnitude of the ﬂow (normalized by respective maximal velocities vmax · w/D = 0.0016(in A), 0.0048(B), 0.0034(C) and 0.0047(D) ). (Param(0)
eters: F = 24, A = 8 · 10−3 , ϵ = 0.2, η− /η+ = 1, c+ /∆c = 0, k+ /k− = 1,
ν− /(k− ∆c) = 0.8)
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the symmetry plane of a dividing droplet at diﬀerent times. At early times when the
droplet deformation is weak, the ﬂow ﬁeld is similar to the l = 2 mode obtained from
the linear theory, Fig. 7.5 A. As the droplet elongates and its waistline shrinks, the
ﬂow ﬁeld becomes more complex, see Fig. 7.5 B,C. The ﬂow ﬁeld shown in Fig. 7.5
C exhibits two additional vortex lines that form rings around the axis of rotational
symmetry. Similarly, after division, two further vortex rings occur, see Fig. 7.5 D.
Interestingly, for small deformations the hydrodynamic ﬂow direction opposes the
directions of interface motion at the main droplet axes, see Fig. 7.5 A,B. For larger
deformations at later times the ﬂow switches its direction along the long droplet axis
where it assists interface motion. At the waistline, the ﬂow velocity becomes small,
see Fig. 7.5 C. After division, the ﬂow ﬁeld between the daughter droplets has very
small magnitude, while strong ﬂows at the outer sides move the droplets apart Fig. 7.5
D.
This example shows that division of active droplets can occur even if hydrodynamic ﬂows that oppose division are taken into account. Because ﬂows act in opposition to the initial deformation of the sphere, the linear stability analysis already
provides the key information of whether droplet division can occur for a given value
of dimensionless viscosity F , see Fig. 7.2.

7.4

Summary

We have shown that the spontaneous division of chemically active droplets involves
mechanical work against surface tension as droplets deform. Active droplets thus
can transduce chemical energy to mechanical work and droplet division is therefore
a mechano-chemical process. The surface tension of the droplet creates pressure gradients as the droplet becomes non-spherical that lead to hydrodynamic ﬂows. Because the ﬂows generated act against the shape deformation, droplets divide only for
suﬃciently large viscosity or suﬃciently small surface tension and suﬃciently large
reaction rates. We show that the dependence of the onset of stability on parameters
is captured for small reaction ﬂuxes by simple scaling relations.
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Chemically active droplets as a model for protocells
at the origin of life
8

We will now discuss the minimal model presented in this thesis and its dynamic behavior in the context of the origin of life. For this we present a list of properties that
might constitute a protocell. Then we discuss chemically active droplets as a model
for such a protocell. Finally, we estimate parameter values of the model for realistic
systems to assess in which regimes the droplet division might be observable. We close
with a short discussion of possible realizations.
Parts of this chapter has been published in Zwicker et al. (2017) and Seyboldt
and Jülicher (2018).

8.1

Protocells – simple precursors of biological cells

Living systems today consist of cells that can grow and divide. Cells take up matter from the outside world to grow, they release waste products, and they are able
to divide, creating more cells. All of these processes are organized, performed and
regulated by a large network of chemical reactions with the participation of a great
number of diﬀerent biological molecules such as proteins, RNA and DNA.
We might imagine that during the evolution of life, precursors of cells (called protocells) formed, which had already some of the properties of cells, but with a simpler
structure and reaction network, and with less precise control over the processes occurring inside. Since we do not know which property of a cell evolved at which point
in time, we propose instead the following list of minimal properties that make cells
alive:
• The protocell should be a distinct chemical environment. Inside the protocell
should be diﬀerent molecules than outside – these could be thought of as organic molecules or precursors thereof – and diﬀerent chemical reactions than
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outside (the ’metabolism’ of the protocell). Cells today are homeostatic, that
is, they can regulate themselves to have constant conditions for the reactions
inside. Therefore a controlled or regulated environment would be a useful property for a protocell to have as well.
• The protocell should consume food and produce waste. All cells today need
food in the form of energy and certain materials, and the reactions inside them
(their metabolism) convert food into energy carriers such as ATP and into building blocks for the cell, and produce a low-energetic waste that leaves the cell.
If cells don’t metabolize food, they are dead or in stasis. Therefore the steady
supply of food and the metabolic reactions in the cell can be considered as one
of the most important properties of living systems.
• The system of protocell and environment should be a non-equilibrium system.
As the protocell consumes the food, new food should be created outside it, and
the waste should dissipate. Living systems in a closed system, such as bacteria
in a Petri dish, die after using up all food.
• The protocell should be able to divide. If a protocell could not divide, local
ﬂuctuations might destroy it. A dividing cell however, can multiply, change
on the way (thus providing a simple mechanism for evolution) and conquer
new territories. Therefore, to have a transition from a protocell to cells today,
division is a necessary property.
This short list neglects many properties of cells that are important today, such as
a membrane or DNA, but concentrates instead on the most abstract properties of life.
The list of properties also does not specify what or how complex the participating
molecules should be, and therefore the order of the formation of life is left open, so
that protocells could have formed from simple inorganic material, or after a long time
of chemical evolution of complex molecules in an RNA world or out of proteins, RNA
and DNA.

8.2 Discussion of chemically active droplets as protocells
We will now consider droplets with chemical reactions as a simple model system for
such protocells.

8.2.1 Model of chemically active droplets as protocells
We propose a simple model for a protocell that consists of a droplet of organic material. We describe the material of the droplet by an eﬀective component D that
phase separates from the surrounding solvent S (typically water) and forms a droplet.
Chemical reactions create droplet material from nutrient N , N → D, predominantly
inside the droplet. Over time, the droplet material decays into low energy waste W ,
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Figure .: Chemically active droplet as model for a protocell. A) Schematic representation of an active droplet as a simple model of a protocell. The droplet (green)
consists of a droplet material D. Nutrients N of high chemical energy can diﬀuse
into the droplet. Inside the droplet, N is transformed to D by chemical reactions.
Droplet material D is degraded chemically into low energy waste W that leaves the
droplet. B) Simple model, with droplet material B and soluble component A. The
system is driven by a chemical fuel C that is transformed to the reaction product C ′ .

D → W . Thus the protocell droplet consumes food and produces waste. Both reactions should occur spontaneously, so that the energy of the nutrient is higher than
the droplet material, which has a higher energy than the waste. Both reactions together form a minimal description of the metabolism of the droplet while leaving the
concrete realization open. Such a system would over time decay into an equilibrium
system containing large amounts of waste. The same thing would happen with cells
in a closed environment - they would eat all food and then die. This can be remedied
by considering an open system with a reservoir of nutrients, and one of waste, so that
the concentrations of both remain constant over time. We can also consider a system
where the waste is recycled into the nutrient using an external energy input, W → N .
To animate the possible existence of such a system, let us consider a droplet
formed of polymers. Typically polymers D decay over time into monomers W , due
to the entropic diﬀerence, which disperse in water, modeling reaction D → W . The
addition of activated monomers N extend the polymers, or form new ones, yielding
reaction N → D. Both processes might be controlled by catalysts that predominantly
partition into the droplet.
The simple model for a protocell consisting of a droplet with chemical reaction
is shown in Fig. 8.1A. The model thus fulﬁlls the ﬁrst three conditions for a protocell presented in the previous section - the protocell droplet forms a distinct chemical
environment, it consumes nutrient and produces waste, and the system is out of equilibrium due to the external energy input in the backward reaction. Combining water
and waste into an eﬀective component A and to combine nutrient and droplet material into an eﬀective component B yields the minimal model studied throughout
this thesis. This reduced system is shown in Fig. 8.1B. Mathematically, this reduced
model corresponds to a system where water and waste are always well mixed (for example due to a large mobility of waste in water), and where the same applies to nutrient
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and droplet material.

8.2.2 Droplet division in the context of protocells
We showed in this thesis that chemically active droplets such as described here have
stationary spherical states, which can become unstable with respect to shape deformations, and divide. We therefore ﬁnd a simple division mechanism of droplets that is
driven by nonequilibrium chemical reactions, which model the protocell metabolism
and nutrients.
The stability diagram of chemically active droplets, compare Fig. 7.2E, can be interpreted in the context of droplets as protocells: the supersaturation ϵ corresponds
to the amount of nutrients available for the protocell droplet, while the reaction rate
A characterizes the metabolism of the protocell. If a protocell operates at a metabolic
rate A near or below A∗ , which is set by the droplet viscosity and surface tension, it
can control the division via the metabolic rate – a faster metabolism (larger A) may
lead to a division of the droplet due to the shape instability, while a slower metabolism
would lead to a stable, stationary size of the protocell. For larger amounts of nutrients,
the metabolic rate necessary for division would decrease. Additionally, the amount
of nutrients available control the stationary size of the protocell, and below a critical
amount of nutrients, protocells would ’starve to death’, in the region without stationary droplets. In a noisy system where the nutrients vary over time, a metabolic rate
below A∗ would ensure a wide regime of possible supersaturations where stationary
protocells may exist, while divisions might be triggered in times with ample amounts
of nutrients. Comparing the phase diagrams for diﬀerent parameters (for example
the dimensionless viscosity F as in Fig. 7.2D-F), we see that the physical parameters
of the droplet inﬂuence the operation of the system. This poses a route for protocells
to adapt and evolve by varying their physical properties due to the use of enzymes
for the reactions or due to changes in the droplet composition, which might change
viscosity or surface tension.
It also poses a possibility to test the usefulness of chemically active droplets as a
model for protocells. We will estimate realistic parameters in the next section.

8.2.3 Are chemically active droplets alive?
We will now brieﬂy discuss a rather philosophical question: Are chemically active
droplets alive?
We introduced chemically active droplets as a physical nonequilibrium system,
and our minimal model is much simpler than a biological cell. Therefore, intuitively,
the answer should be a clear no. On the other hand, life has occasionally been deﬁned as ’an open system which makes use of gradients in its surroundings to create
imperfect copies of itself ’, see Prigogine et al. (1972). We have not shown that the
droplets are ’imperfect copies’, but considering division in the context of a noisy system, this seems a reasonable extension. Therefore, according to this simple physicist’s
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deﬁnition, dividing droplets might be considered alive. Similar deﬁnitions, such as
via self-organization and reproduction, could similarly be considered.
However, these are rather abstract deﬁnitions. Let us now consider a more biological deﬁnition, according to which life needs to have the following characteristics:
Homeostasis, Organization, Metabolism, Growth, Adaptation, Response to stimuli
and Reproduction, Alberts et al. (2013).
• Homeostasis, the regulation of the internal environment to maintain a constant
state, is, at least in part, provided by the phase separation. The phase separation
can be perturbed by some changes in the environment, but the same is true for
cells.
• Life needs to be composed of one or more cells (Organization). Naturally,
chemically active droplets do not fulﬁll this point. However, this points seems
rather restrictive, especially without a proper deﬁnition of ’cell’, and will likely
not work for early life on Earth, but also not for life on other planets. We might
therefore replace it by the requirement of certain molecules, such as polymers
composed of amino acids (proteins) and of nucleic acids (RNA, DNA), chemical reactions such as translation and transcription, and possibly a membrane.
Because we did not assume particular molecules in our model, droplets might
be composed of proteins and RNA, which have been shown to phase separate
together. However, a membrane would constitute a major barrier to the division discussed in this thesis. Additionally, our minimal model is quite diﬀerent
from the complex structure and chemical network of a cell. Therefore, we might
judge that chemically active droplets do not fulﬁll this point.
• Life needs a metabolism, which converts energy and chemicals into cellular
components and decomposing them. Our chemical reactions provide a simple
model for this.
• Life needs to be able to grow. We have shown that our droplets grow towards
a stationary size.
• Adaptation is another necessity of life - by changing over time in response to
the environment, evolution may take place. This point is not fulﬁlled by our
current model of chemically active droplets.
• Response to stimuli, such as plants turning towards the sun, is a diﬃcult point
to discuss, because it conﬂicts with homeostasis. However, droplets inside a
gradient of food (locally varied supersaturation) may move into the gradient
due to a net growth in that direction. Since a droplet is an open system, other
responses can be considered possible as well. Finally, the reproduction of life
sexually or asexually into two organisms has been described via droplet division,
and therefore is possible for chemically active droplets.
To conclude, chemically active droplets fulﬁll a number of the characteristics of
life, all except the organization in cells and adaptation. Considering adaptation and
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evolution as one of the main traits of life, we would be led to conclude that chemically
active droplets are not alive, at least not using the minimal model discussed in this
thesis.

8.2.4 Open questions
We have shown that chemically active droplets have properties that can be associated
with protocells at the origin of life. Also, we have argued that they do not fulﬁll
all points of the deﬁnition of being live. If we assume that life might have started
as protocell droplets as explained in this section, a number of questions arise. Open
questions are: What kind of molecules could have formed protocell droplets? A number of experiments on the basis of protein/RNA-droplets and/or complex coacervates
exist, Aumiller and Keating (2016); Nakashima et al. (2018); Rieß et al. (2018). These
might be suitable starting points to consider. We will estimate parameters for droplet
division of such systems in the next section. This leads us to the next question: How
would the droplet behavior change if a large number of diﬀerent components are
present? The current theory uses a binary system, so a study of phase separation and
droplet division in multi-component systems would be helpful to understand how the
behavior diﬀers in complex systems. We might assume that the dynamic behavior can
be similar to the binary system if the components can be split into groups with similar behavior. However, we generally expect additional eﬀects, such as the formation
of diﬀerent droplet phases, the possibility of surface changes due to surfactants and
additional spatial dynamics, Lach et al. (2016). Such a multi-component mixture
could provide solutions for additional questions. The most intriguing one is that they
could open a path from chemically active droplets towards living cells, by providing
ways of adaptation and growing complexity. One major obstacle of droplets evolving
into cells is the acquisition of a membrane: The attraction of a membrane (or generally, surfactants) to droplet interfaces is a natural occurrence. However, the division
mechanism of droplet protocells would likely need to change with the acquisition of
a membrane.
Finally, we might ask if droplets were precursors to life on Earth. Sadly, it will
likely not be possible to answer this question. The origin of life is a historical event,
which would need to be studied with geological measures where it seems highly unlikely to ﬁnd remnants of chemically active droplets and following their historical
evolution. The only way to understand the origin of life today therefore seems to be
understanding the diﬀerent avenues that this process could have followed, and providing scenarios in which they would have been more or less likely. It will be interesting
to see which further contributions nonequilibrium physics and chemistry may hold.

8.3 Examples of parameter values for dividing droplets
Could the shape instability and division discussed in this thesis occur in experiments
and what conditions are needed? In order to address this question, we provide in
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2

D± [µm /s]
Case I
Case II

10
10

w[nm]
10
1

γ[mN/m]
−3

10
10

(0)

c− [mM]
100
103

(0)

c+ [mM]
1
10−3

ν− [mM/s]
1
10

l± [mm]
0.1
5

ϵ
−3

2 · 10
8 · 10−4

tR [s]

Rdiv [µm]

100
100

3
1

Table 8.1: Examples of parameter values for dividing droplets. Parameters are deﬁned
in the Methods. For these parameters, the resulting supersaturation ϵ, the turnover
(0)
time tR = c− /ν− , and the radius Rdiv where the stationary droplet shape becomes
unstable in the absence of hydrodynamic ﬂows are given. Case I is motivated by
colloidal droplets or liquid protein phases with low surface tension. For Case II we
chose properties of typical water/oil droplets.

Table 8.1 two examples of parameter sets for which droplets would have a shape instability according to the model, in the limit of inﬁnite viscosity F → ∞. Case I is
based on the properties of colloidal droplets or liquid protein phases with low interfacial tension, Brangwynne et al. (2009); Li et al. (2012); Safran (1994). We ﬁnd that
the shape instability could be realized experimentally for droplets with sizes of several
micrometers. In case I the radius where droplets become unstable is Rdiv ≈ 3 µm.
Case II is based on the properties of water/oil interfaces, Safran (1994); Peters and
Arabali (2013); Page et al. (2000); Atkins and de Paula (2010). This example shows
that even for these larger interfacial tensions as compared to case I, droplets can still
have a stationary radius of the order of micrometers at the instability. These examples
show that small droplets that could be observable under the microscope could indeed
have a shape instability for plausible rates of chemical reactions and realistic interfacial tensions. However, as shown in Appendix G, droplet division for macroscopic
droplets of millimeter or centimeter size will be diﬃcult to achieve.
To address the inﬂuence of hydrodynamic ﬂows, we have to estimate the dimensionless viscosity F = wη− /(γτ ) ≃ kB T /(6πγwa), where we have used τ = w2 /D
and D ≃ kB T /(6πηa) with molecular radius a. Thus, F is an equilibrium property of the phase separating ﬂuid. For an oil-water system, we estimate F ≈ 0.1,
see Appendix G. For soft colloidal liquids or p-granules, we estimate values between
F ≈ 10 − 104 . We can discuss these values using the stability diagrams in Fig. 7.2.
Oil-water like droplets with F ≈ 0.1 are unlikely to divide, as the unstable region in
the stability diagram is very narrow. For soft colloidal systems with F ≈ 10 − 104 ,
droplet division might be experimentally observable. We can estimate typical reaction rates required for division to occur based on the reaction rate A∗ for which the
range of supersaturation is maximal. The value of A∗ corresponds to a reaction rate
in the droplet of the order of ν− = 10−4 mM /s. A comparison with reported enzymatic reaction rates suggests that such values can be achieved in real systems, Stenesh
(2013).
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8.4 Summary
We have proposed in this chapter that the chemically active droplets discussed in this
thesis can be seen as a model for protocells at the origin of life. We have argued that
they have a number of properties that can be associated with life-like behavior: The
droplet itself constitutes an environment that is separate and diﬀerent from the surrounding, the chemical reaction inside the droplet models a metabolism, the reaction
outside the droplet represents a non-equilibrium environment with replenishment
of nutrients out of waste. The dynamical behavior of the droplet shows a stationary
droplet size, which can be unstable, and the resulting division into two droplets might
then constitute a mechanism for replication of protocells.
We have argued that using the model studied throughout this thesis, chemically
active droplets would not be considered alive. This is partially due to the simplicity
of the current (minimal) model, which does not contain the complexity of modern
cells with the diﬀerent biological molecules and intricate reaction network. The main
diﬀerence, however, is that the chemically active droplets discussed here are missing a
mechanism to adapt and evolve. We have argued that a multi-component treatment
might provide pathways to adaptation. This might then provide a route from simple
chemically active droplets towards more complex evolving (proto-) life-forms.
To estimate whether dividing chemically active droplets can be relevant for protocell models and whether they can be implemented experimentally, we estimated
parameter sets for the case of droplets of organic material inside cells today, which
are characterized by a large viscosity and small surface tension, and for oil droplets
in water, with a large surface tension. We ﬁnd that division would be strongly suppressed by hydrodynamic ﬂows in oil droplets. For organic droplets, we ﬁnd that
chemically active droplets might divide for stationary sizes of a few micrometers for
realistic reaction rates. This indicates that the dynamic behavior of chemically active
droplets discussed in this thesis can be relevant for biologic and prebiotic system.
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In this thesis we have introduced a simple model to show that chemically active
droplet can undergo cycles of growth and division reminiscent of cells. Our model
combines the set of features that are minimally required for droplet division: (i) two
diﬀerent chemical components undergoing reactions; (ii) phase separation; (iii) external energy input which maintains the system away from thermodynamic equilibrium. Our work shows that such droplet division would be expected to occur in
phase-separating systems with small surface tension for small droplets of a few micrometers or less. The fact that active droplets tend to become unstable and divide is
an unusual behavior of droplets because surface tension usually opposes such shape
changes. An instability of the droplet shape requires non-equilibrium conditions. In
our model, these non-equilibrium conditions are provided by the energy input of a
chemical fuel. The resulting chemical reactions drive diﬀusive ﬂuxes across characteristic length-scales as known for reaction diﬀusion systems, Turing (1952); Gierer
and Meinhardt (1972). In the presence of droplet interfaces, these ﬂuxes can induce
a shape instability of stationary droplets. In the absence of chemical reactions and the
resulting ﬂuxes, the shape instability does not occur. The shape instability leading to
droplet division introduced here can be compared to the Mullins-Sekerka instability
often discussed in the context of crystal growth, Mullins and Sekerka (1963). Both
instabilities require a diﬀusion ﬂux toward the interface. In the case of the MullinsSekerka instability the shape of a growing aggregate becomes unstable. For example,
an interface can become unstable with respect to growing spikes called dendrites beyond a critical interface velocity. In contrast, the chemical reaction induced shape
instability discussed here can occur for a stationary, non-growing droplet. This diﬀerence is important because in the case of a Mullins-Sekerka instability, the instability
of a droplet does not lead to a shrinking waistline and ﬁssion but rather to the formation of a growing dendritic structure, Langer (1980). Only for the instability of a
steady state droplet found here does the instability generate a narrowing of the waist105
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line of the initial droplet shape leading to ﬁssion in two droplets. The droplet division
is a simple mechanism of self-replication that is reminiscent of the division of living
cells. It is therefore an interesting question whether protocells at the origin of life
could have resembled droplets, and replicated via chemically controlled divisions.
This thesis only touches on or completely ignores many aspects of chemically active droplets that would merit future work. It would be intriguing to consider the
eﬀect of noisy dynamics on the division, especially in the limit of small systems with
a ﬁnite number of participating molecules. This is of particular relevance for biological systems, where often only a small number of speciﬁc molecules exist, and noise
plays an important role, Rao et al. (2002). A further extension for which we have laid
some of the groundwork in this thesis in chapter 2 is the study of multi-component
systems. Many possible extensions towards more components are both needed to
capture experimental systems in more detail, and to ﬁnd and describe additional effects. One possible extension is the inclusion of Waste and Nutrient, as discussed in
chapter 8 as motivation of chemically active droplets as protocells. An even simpler
extension is the study of a nonequilibrium reaction A → B in a three component
system with an additional solvent S. Beyond these simple extensions, the study of
polymerization reactions in such an active phase-separating system might be relevant
for many applications. Another idea could be to consider interactions and reactions
between multiple phase-separating components, which form diﬀerent droplets, so
that a network of interacting droplets is created. Then, the question of network stability can be considered. In an origin of life scenario, such a system might correspond
to an ecosystem of diﬀerent protocells. Finally, in an origin of life context, it is interesting to ask whether chemically active droplets can support the chemical evolution
of participating molecules into molecules more suited to tasks relevant for a protocell.
Last, most multi-component systems include surfactants. It could be interesting to
study whether droplet division is still possible for droplets with strong or weak surfactant molecules, and whether the division can be combined with additional eﬀects
such as the Marangoni eﬀect, which leads to a spontaneous movement of a droplet
with surfactant, see Maass et al. (2016).
As we have pointed out here, many interesting theoretical avenues exist, by which
novel behavior of chemically active droplets can be studied. Additionally, it will be
an important challenge to observe this droplet division in future experiments. We
have provided in chapter 8 examples of parameter values for which micrometer sized
droplets would divide. These parameter values could in principle be achieved in artiﬁcial droplets or in in vitro studies of protein droplets.
Let us now brieﬂy consider possible applications of such a droplet division. The
creation of emulsions has been intensely studied, because of the many uses in material
design, for building materials, cosmetic products and food, Taylor (1998); Zarzar
et al. (2015). If multiple divisions of chemically active droplets are possible, this
would create an emulsion with a well-controlled droplet size. It would be interesting
to consider whether a injection of the reservoir components instead of a continuous
supply could create cycles of division, so that an emulsion of the material can be
created when needed. Phase-separation and chemical reactions typically occur within
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cells. This poses the question whether the combination of both is employed by cells
to control droplet size and dynamics. In such a biological example, the reservoir
components could represent ATP and ADP, which are much smaller than many other
biological molecules, with faster diﬀusion, and extensively participate in chemical
reactions within the cell. It will be interesting to see whether dividing droplets exist
in biological systems, and whether they can be created in experimental systems of
synthetic biology.
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Appendix A
Reaction rates with broken detailed balance

In our models, chemical reaction rates and diﬀusion ﬂuxes are maintained in a nonequilibrium steady state. They are driven by the free energy supplied by the chemical
potential diﬀerence of a higher energy chemical fuel C and a lower energy waste
product C ′ , which are maintained by external reservoirs. We illustrate these nonequilibrium conditions in a simple model based on four components A, B, C, C ′ in a
system that exhibits phase separation of the two components A and B.
The chemical potentials of components n = A, B, C, C ′ can be expressed as
µn = kB T ln(vn cn ) + wn

,

(A.1)

where vn denote molecular volumes. The ﬁrst term describes the entropy of molecular
rearrangements. The contribution wn captures internal free energies of molecules as
well as eﬀects of interactions between molecules Cahn and Hilliard (1958). Therefore,
wn depends on composition. For simplicity, we only consider here the dependence
on the concentrations of A and B, wn (cA , cB ). For a phase-separated system at
thermodynamic equilibrium, the chemical potentials of all components n are equal
in both phases,
−
µ+
(A.2)
n = µn ,
where ”+” and ”-” refer to the phases outside and inside the droplet, respectively. Because of the dependence of wn on cA and cB , the concentrations of all molecular
−
species diﬀer in both phases, c+
n ̸= cn , with
 −

wn − wn+
c+
n
= exp
.
(A.3)
kB T
c−
n
This diﬀerence implies that molecules of a given species typically have a higher aﬃnity
to one phase as compared to the other as a result of interactions with other molecules.
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Figure A.: Concentration proﬁles and reaction rates in a four-component model
including fuel and waste. Radial proﬁles of concentrations (A) and chemical potentials (B) of molecular species A, B, C and C ′ for an equilibrium droplet without
chemical reactions. The diﬀerences in chemical potentials ∆µ(1) and ∆µ(2) can drive
chemical reactions. In the presence of chemical reactions, radial concentration proﬁles change slightly (C). The corresponding reaction ﬂuxes are shown in (D). The
active droplet shown in (C) correspond to the stationary unstable spherical droplet
shown in Fig. 5.1 which undergoes a division. Parameter values for (A) and (B) are
(0)
(0)
+
c− /∆c = 1.1, c+ /∆c = 0.1, vA ∆c = 0.87, c+
C /∆c = 0.15, cC ′ /∆c = 0.05,
(1)
−
+
−
+
(wC
− wC
)/kB T = 2, (wC
′ − wC ′ )/kB T = −0.3, ∆w+ /kB T = −6.17, and
(2)
∆w+ /kB T = 0.135. In (C) and (D) the same parameters are used together with
(1)
(2)
the reaction parameters k (1) t0 = 0.0065, k (2) t0 ∆c = 0.017, ϵ± = 0, and ϵ± = 0.

The case of a B-rich droplet at equilibrium (without chemical reactions) is illustrated in Fig. A.1. Here we consider the case where the concentrations cC and cC ′
are higher outside the droplet than inside, corresponding to a smaller aﬃnity to the
droplet phase.
We choose a system where the chemical potential µB is larger than µA , such that
∆µ(1) = µB − µA > 0, and where the chemical potential µC is large enough that
∆µ(2) = µB − µA − µC + µC ′ < 0, see Fig. A.1B. Note that the value of µC can be
set by varying the concentration in the external reservoir.
The system can be driven away from equilibrium by the chemical reactions (1) and
(2), which are driven by the chemical potential diﬀerences ∆µ(1) and ∆µ(2) . The ﬂux
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of the reaction (1), B ⇌ A, can be written as (see Methods section in the main text)
"
!
#
(1)
∆µ
s(1) = s(1)
−1
,
(A.4)
← exp −
kB T
(1)

which obeys a local detailed balance condition. Here, the reaction amplitude s← is
in general concentration dependent. Similarly, for the reaction (2), A + C ⇌ B + C ′ ,
the reaction ﬂux is
"
!#
(2)
∆µ
s(2) = s(2)
.
(A.5)
→ 1 − exp
kB T
Considering these expressions, we ﬁnd for the situation illustrated in Fig. A.1B that
s(1) < 0 and s(2) > 0 in both phases, so that reaction (1) produces A molecules, while
reaction (2) produces B molecules, both inside and outside the droplet. However, the
(1)
(2)
reaction amplitudes s← and s→ can vary strongly with concentration and therefore
the magnitudes of the ﬂuxes s(1) and s(2) diﬀer inside and outside the droplet, see
Fig. A.1C. The total reaction ﬂux
s = s(1) + s(2)

(A.6)

does not obey a local detailed balance condition. The sign of s depends not only
(1)
on the chemical potential diﬀerences, but also on the reaction amplitudes s← and
(2)
s→ , which depend on local concentrations. For example, the reaction amplitude
(1)
s← is in general a function of concentrations. For vanishing concentration of B,
(1)
reaction (1) cannot proceed in backward direction and s← = 0. we therefore write
(1)
s← = cB f (cA , cB , cC , cC ′ ). In the simplest case f is constant. We thus consider
(1)
s(1)
,
← ≈ cB k

(A.7)

where k (1) is a concentration-independent reaction constant. Using a similar argument for reaction (2), we consider
(2)
s(2)
,
→ ≈ cC cA · k

(A.8)

with reaction constant k (2) .
We can now discuss a typical scenario that corresponds to production of A molecules
inside the droplet and production of B molecules outside (see Fig. A.1). The ampli(2)
tude s→ is smaller inside the droplet where the concentrations cC and cA are small,
(1)
as compared to outside. Furthermore s← is smaller outside the droplet, where the
concentration cB is small compared to inside. The total reaction ﬂux s then is typically
negative inside the droplet and positive outside (see Fig. A.1).
We can relate this detailed description of the chemical reactions to the simpliﬁed
representation of the chemical reactions given in Eq. (3.13). First, using (A.4) and
(A.5), we have




wA − wB
(1)
(1)
− cB
(A.9)
cA exp
s ≃k
kB T
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and


s

(2)

≃k

(2)



wB − wA − wC + wC ′
cC cA − cC ′ cB exp
kB T


,

(A.10)

where we have considered the simple case where molecular volumes do not change
during chemical reactions, vA = vB and vC = vC ′ .
We neglect for simplicity the contributions of the molecules C and C ′ to the total
volume,
1
cA ≃
− cB .
(A.11)
vA
(0)

The concentration c in Eq. (3.13) is c = cB , and the variables c± in Eq. (3.4) correspond to the equilibrium concentrations c±
B of B molecules inside and outside the
interface. We can now identify

 ±

±
wA − wB
1
(0)
(0)
− c± exp
− c±
vA
kB T

 ±
 
±
±
± 
wB − wA
− wC
+ wC
1
′
(0)
± (0)
±
(2)
(A.12)
− c± − cC ′ c± exp
±k
cC
vA
kB T


ν± = ± k (1)

and

 ±


 ±
±
±
± 
±
wB − wA
− wC
+ wC
wA − wB
′
±
k± =k (1) exp
+ 1 + k (2) c±
+
c
exp
C
C′
kB T
kB T


 ±
±
wA − wB
1
1 d(wA − wB )
(0)
(1)
−k
(A.13)
− c± exp
(0)
vA
kB T
kB T
dc
c±
 ±
±
±
± 
wB − wA
− wC
+ wC
1 d(wB − wA − wC + wC ′ )
′
(2) ± (0)
+ k cC ′ c± exp
(0)
kB T
kB T
dc
c
±

These expressions show that the parameters ν± and k± depend explicitly on the fuel
concentration cC and the concentration cC ′ of the waste product. Furthermore, they
depend on molecular interactions described by the energies wn± .
Thus, the active droplet system deﬁned in the Methods section in the main text
results from the more detailed model of chemical reactions described here. The
(0)
(0)
dimensionless parameters that need to be speciﬁed are: c− /∆c, c+ /∆c, vA ∆c,
(1)
+
−
+
−
+
c+
C /∆c, cC ′ /∆c, exp[(wC − wC )/kB T ], exp[(wC ′ − wC ′ )/kB T ], exp[∆w+ /kB T ],
(2)
(1) (2)
exp[∆w+ /kB T ], k (1) t0 , k (2) t0 ∆c, and ϵ± , ϵ± , and we consider for simplicity the
limit of large diﬀusion coeﬃcients of C and C ′ , for which cC and cC ′ are constant
inside and outside of the droplet. Here, we denoted internal energy diﬀerences of
(1)
(2)
±
±
±
±
±
±
reactions (1) and (2) as ∆w± = wA
− wB
, ∆w± = wB
− wA
− wC
+ wC
′ , and
(1)
derivatives of the internal energy with respect to the concentration of B as ϵ± =
∆c d(wA −wB )
(0)
kB T
dc
c±
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(2)

and ϵ± =

∆c d(wB −wA −wC +wC ′ )
.
(0)
kB T
dc
c±

We can calculate the

−
concentrations c−
C , cC ′ and cA using Eq. (A.3) and Eq. (A.11). Thus the simpliﬁed
models of chemical reactions discussed in the main text can be related to a more detailed description of the reactions including explicit concentrations of fuel and waste.
An example of a stationary droplet is shown in Fig. A.1.
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Appendix B
Relation between the continuum model and the
eﬀective droplet model

We now discuss the relationship between the eﬀective droplet model and the continuum model. To relate the two models, we ﬁrst use the continuum model to derive
jump conditions for the concentration in the eﬀective droplet model in equilibrium.
We then consider stress balance across this interface and derive stress boundary conditions in the eﬀective droplet model. Finally we discuss the dynamical equations in
the bulk and at the interface in non-equilibrium situations.

B.1

Derivation of jump conditions for equilibrium phase
separation

First we consider the phase separation in equilibrium without chemical reactions in
the continuum model.
(0)
(0)
In a one-dimensional system with a mean concentration c̄ with c+ < c̄ < c− ,
the free energy of the system in Eq. (3.3) is minimized by the concentration proﬁle
(0)

c∗ (x) =

(0)

(0)

(0)

c− + c+
c − c+
x
+ −
tanh ,
2
2
w

(B.1)

where w = 2(κ/b)1/2 denotes the interfacial width and x is the normal distance to
(0)
the interface. The concentration proﬁle describes two phases of concentration c−
(0)
and c+ separated by a ﬂat interface of width w. The surface tension can be deﬁned
as
Z ∞
1
(0)
(0)
F [c∗ (x)] − (F [c− ] + F [c+ ])dx .
γ=
(B.2)
2
−∞
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For the free energy
√ Eq. (B.1), this can be
R ∞ Eq. (3.3) with the concentration proﬁle
written as γ = −∞ κ(∇c∗ )2 dx which yields γ = (∆c)2 /6 κb, Safran (1994).
This interfacial tension governs the concentration jump condition in the eﬀective
droplet model, which can be derived as follows. To describe a curved interface, we
consider two homogeneous phases with concentrations c± . For a ﬁnite volume Vs
with a droplet of size V and area A the concentrations c± can be found by minimizing
the free energy F = f (c− )V + f (c+ )(Vs − V ) + γA with ∂F /∂c− |V = 0 and
∂F /∂V |c− = 0, where the concentration of both phases are related by Vs c̄ = V c− +
(Vs − V )c+ where c̄ denotes the average concentration in the system. Thus for two
phases to be in equilibrium, their chemical potential µ̄ and osmotic pressure Π =
cµ̄ − f need to obey
0 = µ̄(c− ) − µ̄(c+ )

(B.3)

0 = Π(c+ ) − Π(c− ) − 2γH ,

(B.4)

where H the mean curvature of the droplet and 2γH is the Laplace pressure. These
equations determine the concentrations in the phases c± of coexisting phases, Safran
(1994).
For small Laplace pressures, we can express the equilibrium concentrations c± of a
(0)
curved interface by the concentrations of a ﬂat interface c± plus a small perturbation,
(0)

c− = c− + β− γH

(B.5)

(0)
c+

(B.6)

c+ =

+ β+ γH

where β± = 2/(f ′′ (c± )∆c). For the free energy Eq. (3.3), we ﬁnd β± = 2/(b∆c),
which is related to the interfacial width as w = 6γβ+ /∆c.
(0)

B.2 Stress balance across the interface
We now consider stress balance of the continuum model across the droplet interface
to derive stress jump conditions at the interface in the eﬀective droplet model. We
discuss the mechanical equilibrium in a small volume across a curved interface with
a local mean curvature H corresponding to a (local) eﬀective radius R̃ = 1/H. We
focus on the case where the interface is rotationally symmetric around the considered
point R, and where the curvature does not change along the interface. We use spherical coordinates, where the radial vector er is aligned with the (outward pointing )
normal vector n and the tangential vectors t and s are aligned with eθ and eϕ , respectively (with the vector directions for ϕ = 0 in the limit θ = 0). We consider a small
box enclosing R where the outer and inner surfaces Aout and Ain have a constant
distance of δ to the interface, and the lateral surface Alat is at a constant angle θ0
with respect to the symmetry axis. The geometry is shown in Fig. B.1.
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Figure B.: Geometry for the force balance. We consider a spherical cap of the
droplet interface, with a box with constant distance δ to the interface inside and outside. The normal and tangential vectors n, t and s of the interface are shown, as well
as the normal vector ñ of the box. The origin of the spherical coordinate system is
the center of the sphere that describes the interfacial curvature, with radius R̃, while
θ0 gives the polar angle of the cap.
Now let us consider the balance of the stress tensor Eq. (3.7) across the box, taking
into account the curved geometry. The stress balance ∂β σαβ can be written as
I
0 = dA ñβ σαβ
(B.7)
where α and β are Cartesian coordinates and ñ the (local, outward pointing) normal
vector of the box-surface. We can split this in three terms,
Z
Z
Z
0 = dAout σαn − dAin σαn + dAlat σαt ,
(B.8)
where we used that the orientation of the normal vectors of the box coincides with
the normal/tangential vector of the interface.
On the inner and outer areas Ain and Aout , the stress tensor presented in Eq. (3.8)
with equilibrium stress tensor in Eq. (3.9) reduces to the form of the eﬀective droplet
model given after Eq. (3.24) in the main text, as the gradient terms are negligible for
δ ≫ w. We now consider the limit of a sharp interface w → 0 with ﬁnite surface
tension γ, and consider the case of a small box of thickness δ, which remains larger
than the interfacial width. The components α = x, y of Eq. (B.8) vanish by symmetry.
For α = z we ﬁnd
2

2

+
−
0 = πR̃ sin2 θ0 σnn
− πR̃ sin2 θ0 σnn
− 2πR̃ sin2 θ0 γ ,

(B.9)

± are the stress tensor components of the eﬀective model, Eq. (3.23), inside
where σnn
and outside the interface at R. Integration over the lateral box surface Alat yields the
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R
last term, dAlat σαt ∼
= 2πR̃ sin2 θ0 γ. We thus ﬁnd that the mechanical equilibrium
of a curved interface introduces a Laplace pressure 2γH,
+
−
0 = σnn
− σnn
− 2γH .

(B.10)

We therefore recover the stress jump condition of the eﬀective droplet model, Eq. (3.25).
Additionally, (B.10) together with (B.4) implies that the partial pressure needed to
satisfy incompressibility is continuous across the interface, P0+ = P0− .

B.3 Dynamics of the eﬀective droplet model
We now consider the dynamics of a non-equilibrium system with a droplet. We show
how the continuum model is related to the bulk equations and jump conditions of the
eﬀective droplet model. For this we consider a droplet with a interface that is thin
compared to the dynamical length scales l± , so that we can describe the interface by
local equilibrium. In the bulk phases we focus on the case where deviations from the
equilibrium concentrations are small.
In the bulk phases, we expand the chemical potential Eq. (3.5) around the ref(0)
erence concentrations c± . The gradient term −κ∇2 c in the chemical potential is
important within the interface, but can be ignored in the bulk phases, where the
length-scales on which the concentration ﬁeld varies are much larger than the interfacial width. Thus we can describe the chemical potential by
µ̄± (c) ≈

dµ̄0
dc

(0)

(0)
c±

(c − c± ) ,

(B.11)

(0)

which is µ̄± (c) ≈ b(c − c± ) for our speciﬁc free energy. With this simpliﬁcation,
Eqns. (3.1) and (3.2) become the reaction-diﬀusion-convection equations (3.20) and
(3.21) with diﬀusion constants D± = M (dµ̄0 /dc)|c(0) or D± = M b. Similarly we
±

linearize the chemical reaction rate Eq. (3.13) in both phases. As we already chose a
linear rate for the continuum model, we only need to relate the parameters k and ν
with the constants k± and ν± of the eﬀective model, with k± = k, ν+ = ν and ν− =
k∆c − ν. Inserting the linearized chemical potential Eq. (B.11) into the equilibrium
stress tensor (3.9) we ﬁnd that momentum conservation in the bulk phases is given by
the Stokes equation (3.23) with viscosities η± = η, where the pressure p is determined
by the incompressibility condition ∂α vα = 0.
We consider the droplet interface to be in local equilibrium. We therefore obtain
Eq. (3.28) for the jump of the concentration ﬁeld in the eﬀective model. The incompressibility condition ∂α vα = 0 implies vn− (R) = vn+ (R) at a sharp interface, and
we consider an interface without slip length, so that v − (R) = v + (R). We thus ﬁnd
Eq. (3.30) of the eﬀective model. The normal stress balance in Eq. (3.25) is derived
in B.2.
As a last point we need to ﬁnd Eq. (3.31) for the interface movement. We consider the concentration change in a box of width δ around the interface, see Fig. B.1.
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We consider a box enclosing a point R on the interface at the time t aligned with the
normal and tangential directions of the interface at R. The interface may move with
normal movement ∂t R̂(t), with R̂(t) = R(t) · n and normal vector n, while the box
stays at a ﬁxed position. The total change of material in the volume is given by
Z
Z
Z
dV c = −
dA ñ · j +
∂t
dV s(c)
(B.12)
V

A

V

where V denotes the volume and A the area of the box. For small w and ﬁnite δ the
concentration ﬁeld c makes a jump from the surface Ain to Aout given by conditions
(3.28) and (3.29) at R̂. Within each phase, we can express the ﬁeld by the boundary
values at the interface Eq. (B.6) and a linear expansion,
(
c− (R(t)) + ∇c− (r, t) · (r − R(t)) inside droplet
c(r, t) ≃
(B.13)
c+ (R(t)) + ∇c+ (r, t) · (r − R(t)) outside droplet
The chemical reaction is given in both phases by Eq. (3.13). For small δ and θ0 , we
ﬁnd for the left-hand side of Eq. (B.12) that δc vanishes to lowest order and
Z
dV c = AR (c− (R(t)) − c+ (R(t)))∂t R̂ + O(ϵ) + O(θ0 )
(B.14)
∂t
V

where AR is the area of the droplet interface enclosed by the box. For a spherical
2
cap, AR = 2π(1 − cos θ0 )R̂ . We further ﬁnd that the source term due to the
chemical
R reaction scales with the volume of the box, and thus vanishes for a small
box, V dV s(c) = 0 + O(ϵ) + O(θ0 ). The ﬂux across the box can be expressed as
Z
dA ñ · j = AR n · (j − (R(t)) − j + (R(t))) + O(ϵ) + O(θ0 )
(B.15)
−
A

where j ± (R(t)) denotes the ﬂux at R inside/outside the droplet. We thus ﬁnd the
normal movement of the interface,
∂t R̂ = n ·

j − (R(t)) − j + (R(t))
.
c− (R(t)) − c+ (R(t))

(B.16)

In the main text we use spherical coordinates centered at the droplet center. For
a spherical droplet, the normal and radial movement would thus be the same. For
a deformed droplet, we need to consider the relation between the normal interface
movement, R̂(t) = R(t) · n and the radial movement R(t) = R(t) · er . At ﬁxed
angles θ and ϕ, the interface movement is given by ∂t R = ∂t R er . Using ∂t R̂ =
∂t R(t) · n, we ﬁnd a relation between the radial and normal movement, ∂t R =
∂t R̂/(n·er ). This relation, together with Eq. (B.16), yields the interfacial movement
Eq. (3.31) presented in the main text.
We thus recover all dynamical equations of the eﬀective droplet model from the
continuum model based on irreversible thermodynamics. Note that the speciﬁc choice
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of the free energy leads to speciﬁc relations between parameters of the eﬀective model
such as D+ = D− . Our derivation shows the relation between both models in the
case where the interface width w is small compared to the droplet size, R/w ≫ 1,
and the chemical diﬀusion length, l± /w ≫ 1. Additionally, we focused on the case
where the concentrations in the phases are similar to the concentrations in equilibrium
and have small concentration gradients. These conditions are not valid in all systems.
Most importantly, the chemical reactions can drive concentrations far away from the
(0)
equilibrium phase concentrations c± . The resulting behaviors, such as the formation
of new interfaces associated with instabilities of the spinodal decomposition regime,
are not captured in the eﬀective droplet model.
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Appendix C
Details on the eﬀective droplet model

C.1

Stationary states of spherical droplets

Stationary solutions to Eq. (3.20) with spherically symmetric concentration ﬁeld can
be expressed as
er/l±
e−r/l±
c̄(r) = A± + B±
+ C±
,
(C.1)
r
r
where l± = (D± /k± )1/2 are characteristic length scales. Here, the coeﬃcients A±
are set by the chemical reactions,
ν±
(0)
A± = ±
+ c± .
(C.2)
k±
Regular behavior at r = 0 implies C− = −B− . For an inﬁnite system, the concentration far from the droplet reaches a constant value. This implies B+ = 0. Using the
boundary conditions (3.28) and (3.29) at the interface of a spherical droplet of radius
R we obtain the remaining coeﬃcients


γβ+
ν+
C+ =
(C.3a)
−
R exp(R/l+ )
R
k+


γβ−
ν−
R
(C.3b)
B− =
+
.
R
k− 2 sinh(R/l− )
The normal ﬂuxes at the droplet interface are


ν+
D+ γβ+
−
1+
j+ (R) =
R
R
k+


ν−
D− γβ−
+
1−
j− (R) =
R
R
k−
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R
l+

R
R
coth
.
l−
l−

(C.4a)
(C.4b)
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Using these steady state ﬂuxes in Eq. (3.31) with Eq. (3.30) provides a relation between dR/dt = vn and the droplet radius R in a quasi-static limit. Steady state
droplets exist for radii R = R̄ for which dR/dt vanishes. These stationary radii thus
obey
j+ (R̄) = j− (R̄) .

(C.5)

C.2 Stability analysis of a spherical droplet without
hydrodynamic ﬂows
In the previous subsection, we discussed spherically symmetric stationary droplet
states in the presence of chemical reactions. We saw that reactions can introduce
a stationary droplet that is stable with respect to perturbations of the droplet volume.
Next we will consider whether such stationary droplets are stable with respect to shape
perturbations.
C.2.0.1 Linearization at the stationary solution
We linearize the dynamic equations (3.20)–(3.31) of the eﬀective droplet model without hydrodynamic ﬂows around a stationary solution c̄(r), given by Eqs. (4.1)–(4.4).
We consider small perturbations δc and δR of the concentration ﬁeld and the droplet
shape,
c(r, θ, φ, t) = c̄(r) + δc(r, θ, φ, t) ,
R(θ, φ, t) = R̄ + δR(θ, φ, t) ,

(C.6)
(C.7)

where the stationary concentration proﬁle c̄ is given by c̄− inside, and c̄+ outside the
droplet. The concentration perturbation then obeys
∂t δc = D± ∇2 δc − k± δc .

(C.8)

The boundary conditions (3.28) and (3.29) become
δc(R̄± ) = β± γδH − c̄′ (R̄± )δR ,

(C.9)

where δH = H(R̄ + δR) − H(R̄). We denote the derivative of c̄(r) evaluated at
the interface position r = R̄ inside and outside the droplet, respectively, by c̄′ (R̄± ).
Using Eq. (3.31), the time dependence of the droplet shape perturbation is described
to linear order by


(0)
(0)
(c− −c+ )∂t δR = D+ ∂r δc(R̄+ )−D− ∂r δc(R̄− )+ D+ c̄′′ (R̄+ ) − D− c̄′′ (R̄− ) δR .
(C.10)
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C.2.0.2

Dynamic modes and relaxation spectrum

The linearized dynamics of droplet perturbations near the steady state deﬁnes a linear
operator L by
 
 
δc
δc
.
(C.11)
∂t
=L
δR
δR
An eigenfunctions (ci , Ri )⊺ of the operator L obeys
 
 
ci
ci
L
= µi
,
Ri
Ri

(C.12)

where µi is the corresponding eigenvalues, and i is the mode index. The linear droplet
dynamics can be decomposed in eigenmodes with amplitude Ai as
  X  
δc
ci
=
Ai
e µi t ,
(C.13)
δR
Ri
i

where the sum is over all eigenmodes. Thus, the eigenfunctions of L correspond to
dynamic modes of the system. For µi < 0, the values −µi are relaxation rates. The
steady state is stable if all µi < 0. To determine the stability of the droplet, we thus
want to ﬁnd out if any mode can be marginal, corresponding to µi = 0, or unstable,
µi > 0.
C.2.0.3

Determination of eigenmodes

We determine the eigenmodes and the spectrum of relaxation rates of a stationary
droplet with radius R̄. Because of the spherically symmetric reference state, we introduce radial and angular indices i = (n, m, l) and use the ansatz

 

cnl (r)
cnlm (r, θ, ϕ)
Ylm (θ, ϕ) ,
(C.14)
=
ϵnl R̄
Rnlm (θ, ϕ)
where Ylm are spherical harmonics and the corresponding eigenvalues will be denoted
µnl . Here we already indicate that the eigenvalue is independent of mode m, with
−l ≤ m ≤ l. Using Eq. (C.8) with r2 ∇2 Ylm = l(l + 1)Ylm , the radial part of the
eigenfunctions obeys


l(l + 1)
1 ∂ 2∂
± 2
cnl (r) = 0 ,
(C.15)
r
− (λnl ) −
r2 ∂r ∂r
r2
where
2
(λ±
nl ) =

k± + µnl
.
D±

(C.16)

Eq. (C.15) is solved by the modiﬁed spherical Bessel functions kl (λ± r) and il (λ± r),
2
which are shown in Fig. C.1. To avoid the imaginary parts arising for (λ±
nl ) < 0,
the spherical Bessel functions jl (λ̂± r) and yl (λ̂± r) can be used instead in this regime,
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Figure C.: top: modiﬁed Bessel functions, middle: spherical modiﬁed Bessel
functions, bottom: functions fi and fk that arise in the stability analysis.
±

2
−n j (ix) and
with (λ̂nl )2 = −(λ±
l
nl ) . Both sets of functions are related by il (x) = i
kl (x) = −i−n (jl (ix) + iyl (ix)).
The boundary conditions (C.9) at r = R̄ can be written as

cnl (R̄+ ) = a+
l ϵnl

(C.17a)

cnl (R̄− ) =

a−
l ϵnl

(C.17b)

hl
− c̄′ (R̄± )R̄ ,
R̄

(C.18)

with
a±
l = γβ±

where hl = (l2 + l − 2)/2, see Zhong-can and Helfrich (1987). From Eqs. (C.17)
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we obtain a boundary condition at r = R̄:
a+
cnl (R̄+ )
= l− .
cnl (R̄− )
al

(C.19)

This boundary condition determines the relation between coeﬃcients of the solutions
to Eq. (C.15) inside and outside the droplet. The total amplitude of the eigenfunction
is undetermined and can be chosen freely. Using Eq. (C.10), we obtain an equation
for the eigenvalue µnl ,




′
′
D + a+
D − a−
l cnl (R̄+ )
l cnl (R̄− )
−
.
R̄ cnl (R̄+ )
R̄ cnl (R̄− )
(C.20)
Note that the right-hand side of Eq. (C.20) depends on the eigenvalue via the lengthscales λ±
nl in the functions cnl . We order diﬀerent solutions for the same l and m using
the index n with µnl > µn+1,l . Using the quasistatic assumption, that is, that the
concentration proﬁle around a growing droplet with radius R is given by c̄± (r) with
jump conditions at r = R, Eq. (C.20) for l ̸= 0 describes the shape instability of a
growing droplet.
(0)

(0)

c− − c+

C.2.0.4

µnl = D+ c̄′′ (R̄+ )−D− c̄′′ (R̄− )+

Radial proﬁles and relaxation rates of dynamic modes

Let us now discuss the shape of the solutions to Eqs. (C.14)-(C.20). We can diﬀer2
entiate between two main cases by the sign of (λ+
nl ) . Thereby, positive values correspond to large eigenvalues µnl > −k+ , while negative values correspond to small
eigenvalues µnl < −k+ .
2
Large eigenvalues: discrete spectrum First we discuss (λ±
nl ) > 0 in both phases.
For the concentration ﬁeld we ﬁnd
(
kl (λ+
nl r) for r > R̄
,
cnl (r) =
(C.21)
Cnl il (λ−
nl r) for r < R̄

where we only considered solutions that are ﬁnite at r = 0 and which do not diverge
for large r. Any coeﬃcient in front of kl (λ+
nl r) outside the droplet may be set to one
without loss of generality. The coeﬃcient Cnl is determined by boundary conditions
(C.19) as
a− kl (λ+
nl R̄)
Cnl = l+
.
(C.22)
−
al il (λnl R̄)
The equation for the eigenvalue (C.20) becomes


(0)
(0)
c− − c+ µnl =D+ c̄′′ (R̄+ ) − D− c̄′′ (R̄− )
+

D + a+
l
R̄

2

fk,l (λ+
nl R̄) −

D − a−
l
R̄

2

fi,l (λ−
nl R̄) ,

(C.23)
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with fk,l (x) = xkl′ (x)/kl (x) and fi,l (x) = xi′l (x)/il (x), shown in Fig. C.1. We ﬁnd
that Eq. (C.23) has a ﬁnite number of solutions, typically we ﬁnd either no or one
solution. The ﬁnite number of solutions can be seen by considering the asymptotic behavior λ+
nl → ∞ for the right-hand and left-hand side. The dependency of solutions
to Eq. (C.23) on the parameters and the mode l generally is nontrivial. However,
we can ﬁnd analytically that the l = 1 mode always has a solution µn1 = 0 where
all terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (C.23) cancel, using the properties of Bessel
functions and of the stationary concentration ﬁeld. This corresponds to a mode where
the whole droplet including the concentration ﬁeld is displaced by a small distance.
Due to translational symmetry in an inﬁnite system, the droplet will simply stay at its
new position.
− 2
2
In the case (λ+
nl ) > 0 and (λnl ) < 0, we ﬁnd for the concentration Eq. (C.21),
−

′
but with fy,l (λ̂nl R̄) instead of fi,l (λ−
nl R̄), with fy,l (x) = xyl (x)/yl (x). This case
also yields a ﬁnite number of solutions with eigenvalues −k− > µnl > −k+ .
We therefore ﬁnd a discrete, ﬁnite number of eigenvalues for µnl > −k+ for every
l, m. We distinguish the solutions by index n, whereby n = 1 denotes the solution
with the largest eigenvalues for a given l. These solutions correspond to diﬀerent
radial concentration proﬁles, with inverse length-scales λ±
nl .

2
Small eigenvalues: continuous spectrum We now discuss the regime (λ+
nl ) < 0.
The spherical Bessel functions jl and yl vanish for large x as jl (x) ∼ x−1 sin(x −
lπ/2) and yl (x) ∼ x−1 cos(x − lπ/2). Therefore, both may be used as ansatz for
the concentration ﬁeld perturbation outside the droplet. This leads to a continuous
spectrum of eigenvalues in this regime, for µnl < −k+ for every l, m. We discuss
2
this for the case (λ−
nl ) < 0. The concentration ﬁeld is given by
(
+
+
Anl jl (λ̂nl r) + Bnl yl (λ̂nl r) for r > R̄
(C.24)
cnl (r) =
.
−
for r < R̄
Cnl jl (λ̂nl r)

Without loss of generality, we may normalize the concentration eigenfunction, for
example by c+
nl (R̄) = 1. The coeﬃcient Cnl is determined by the boundary condition
at the interface (C.19),
a−
1
.
(C.25)
Cnl = l+
al jl (λ̂−
nl R̄)
The equation for the eigenvalue (C.20) becomes in this case


(0)
c−

−

(0)
c+



′′

′′

µnl =D+ c̄ (R̄+ ) − D− c̄ (R̄− ) −
+

D + a+
l
R̄

2

+
λ̂nl R̄
+



D − a−
l

+
Anl jl′ (λ̂nl R̄)

R̄
+

2

′ −
− jl (λ̂nl R̄)
λ̂nl R̄
−
jl (λ̂nl R̄)

+
Bnl yl′ (λ̂nl R̄)



(C.26)

.

+

2
for the case (λ−
nl ) < 0. For jl (λ̂nl R̄) ̸= 0 and yl (λ̂nl R̄) ̸= 0 (thus, for almost all
+

λ̂nl ), we can determine Bnl from Anl using the normalization condition c+
nl (R̄) = 1.
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This yields for the last line in Eq. (C.26) Aj ′ + By ′ = y ′ /y + A(j ′ − jy ′ /y) (where
we omitted the indices). Using the relations between Bessel functions, Abramowitz
et al. (1965) (Equations 10.1.21 and 10.1.31), we can show that j ′ − jy ′ /y is nonzero
+
for all ﬁnite values λ̂nl R̄. We can thus solve Eq. (C.26) for any such ﬁxed λ+
nl by
+

choosing an appropriate Anl . For jl (λ̂nl R̄) = 0, the coeﬃcient Bnl is ﬁxed by the
+
normalization, while Anl is free. In this case, jl′ (λ̂nl R̄) ̸= 0, and thus we can solve
Eq. (C.26) for any such ﬁxed λ+
nl by choosing Anl . The equivalent argument holds
+

2
for yl (λ̂nl R̄) = 0. The argument is independent of the sign of (λ−
nl ) . We therefore
ﬁnd a continuous spectrum of eigenvalues for µnl < −k+ for every l, m.
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C.3 Scaling behavior of stationary radius and instability in
the eﬀective droplet model
In the main text we discuss the stationary radius and its shape stability in the eﬀective
droplet model. We consider the limit of vanishing chemical reactions A → 0, corresponding to ν− → 0. We additionally keep the ratios ν− /k− and k− /k+ ﬁxed, so
that the reaction-diﬀusion length-scales l± in both phases diverge. In this case, the
supersaturation ϵ is an independent variable. For vanishing chemical reactions, the
supersaturation is not chemically generated, but rather a boundary value far from the
droplet, which may be created by a reservoir or transport, or by considering an initially supersaturated state in which the droplet forms. This is a well-controlled limit
that is both mathematically rigorous and physically relevant. Additionally, it provides
a continuous path from our current discussion of chemically active droplets towards
passive droplets in an Ostwald-ripening scenario, as discussed by Lifshitz and Slyozov
(1961). We present details of the calculation in this appendix.

C.3.1 Scaling behavior of the stationary radius
When we vary only A, and keep all other parameters constant, the length-scales diν− 1/2
− ν−
1/2 . The
verge as l± = l̂± wA−1/2 with l̂+ = ( kk−
)
and l̂− = ( D
D+ k− ∆c )
+ k− ∆c
relation between supersaturation and the stationary radius is given by Eq. (4.4), or
explicitly
β+ γ
ϵ(R) =
+
R∆c



β− γ
ν−
+
R∆c k− ∆c



D−
D+

R
l−

coth lR− − 1
1+

R
l+

.

(C.27)

We assume that R scales inversely with A with some unknown exponent a, such
that R = R̂wA−a . This gives


R̂ 12 −a
R̂ 12 −a


A
A
−1
coth
1 a
D− l̂−
β− 1 a
ν−
l̂−
, (C.28)
ϵ=
A +
A +
1
β+ 6R̂
k− ∆c D+
6R̂
1 + R̂ A 2 −a
l̂+

where we used the deﬁnition of our length-scale w = 6β+ γ/∆c. We can now analyze
the scaling behavior of f (R) for diﬀerent values of a. To expand the terms, we use
x coth x = 1 + x2 /3 + O(x4 ) and 1/(1 + x) = 1 − x + O(x2 ) for x → 0, and
x coth x → x(1 + 2(e2x − 1)) for x → ∞.
Scaling with a = 1/2 For a = 1/2, the terms with Aa vanish, and only the constants with A1/2−a are relevant,
 
R̂
R̂
coth
−1
D− ν− l̂−
l̂−
+ O(A1/2 ) .
(C.29)
ϵ(R) →
R̂
D+ k− ∆c
1+
l̂+
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Depending on the parameters of the chemical reaction and diﬀusion, we can consider
 2
R̂
− ν−
the two limits R̂ ≫ l̂± and R̂ ≪ l± . We ﬁnd ϵ(R) → 31 D
for R̂ ≪ l̂± ,
D+ k− ∆c
l̂−

and ϵ(R) → ϵ∞ for R̂ ≫ l̂± with
s
D− k− ν−
.
D+ k+ k− ∆c

ϵ∞ =

Scaling with a = 0

For a = 0, we ﬁnd to lowest order ϵ(R) →

(C.30)

1
6R̂

+ O(A).

Scaling with 0 < a < 1/2 For 0 < a < 1/2, it is not a priori clear which of the
terms Aa or A1/2−a are dominant. So generally expanding all terms, we ﬁnd
1

1 D− ν−
ϵ(R) →
Aa +
3 D+ k− ∆c
6R̂

R̂
l̂−

!2
A1−2a + O(A1−a , A3(1/2−a) ) .

(C.31)

We observe that of the two dominant terms, the ﬁrst goes with 1/R̂, and the second
2
with R̂ . Thus, for increasing R̂, the ﬁrst shrinks and the second one grows. Thus
the minimum of ϵ(R) we observe numerically, which characterizes the threshold in ϵ
above which stationary droplet radii exist, can be found when both terms are relevant,
so for a = 1/3.
Scaling with a = 1/3 The onset of stationary solutions is described by the minimum
of ϵ(R), which obeys scaling with a = 1/3,

ϵ(R) → 
|

1
6R̂

+

1 D− ν−
3 D+ k− ∆c
{z

R̂
l̂−

!2 
 A1/3 + O(A1/2 ) ,

(C.32)

}

ϵ̂(R̂)

where we can deﬁne a rescaled function ϵ̂(R̂), which can be rewritten as
1 −1 1 2
ϵ̂ = R̂ + R̂ .
6
3

(C.33)

We can ﬁnd the minimum via ϵ̂′ (R̂0 ) = 0, which yields R̂0 = 4−1/3 . Inserting this
in Eq. (C.33) gives ϵ̂0 = 4−2/3 .

C.3.2

Scaling behavior of the instability for a = 1/3

We now discuss the scaling of the shape instability, described by Eq. (4.13) in the
regime where the stationary radius scales with a = 1/3. To calculate the scaling
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behavior of the instability, we need the following expansions, for l± = l̂± wA−1/2
and R = R̂wA−1/3 , and ϵ = ϵ̂A1/3 . We ﬁnd


∆c 1
1
c̄′+ (R) ≈
(C.34)
ϵ̂ −
A2/3 + O(A5/6 )
w R̂
6R̂
∆c 1 D+
R̂A2/3 + O(A1 )
c̄′− (R) ≈
(C.35)
w 3 D−


1
∆c 2
(C.36)
− ϵ̂ A1 + O(A7/6 )
c̄′′+ (R) ≈ 2 2
w R̂
6R̂
∆c 1 D+ 1
(C.37)
A + O(A4/3 )
c̄′′− (R) ≈ 2
w 3 D−
For c̄′± , we thus recover the previous results for the stationary radius in scaling regime
a = 1/3 via j− (R) = j+ (R).
Inserting this in the equation for the eigenvalue Eq. (4.13) we ﬁnd


1
∆c 1 D+
∆c 2
− ϵ̂ − D− 2
µ ≈ D+ 2 2
w R̂
w 3 D−
6R̂


D+ ∆c 1
1
D+ 1
hl (−l − 1) −
ϵ̂ −
(−l − 1)
+ 2
R̂w w R̂
6R̂
R̂ w2 6R̂

D− ∆c 1 D+
D− 1
hl l +
− 2
R̂l A + O(A7/6 ) , (C.38)
R̂w w 3 D−
R̂ w2 6R̂


which can be written for the rescaled eigenvalue µ̂ = µ t0 A−1 as




1
1
D − β−
ϵ̂
µ̂ ≈ (l − 1)
2 + 3 −
3 l − 1 + hl (l + 1) + hl · l D β
+ +
R̂
6R̂

(C.39)

with curvature term hl = (l2 + l − 2)/2. For this result, we assumed λ± R ≪ 1,
which, in our scaling calculation for small A, is valid for small (or zero) µ. In above
description, the ﬁrst line contains the stabilizing, and the second line the destabilizing
terms. We see here that for ﬁxed parameters (and ﬁxed radius), the stabilizing terms
increase faster for growing mode l than the destabilizing terms. Seen as a function of
R̂, the destabilizing terms grow with the radius, while the stabilizing ones vanish. In
non-rescaled form, this can be written as
 2



ϵw
1
w3
D − β−
µ t0 ≈ (l − 1)
+ A − 3 l − 1 + hl (l + 1) + hl · l
. (C.40)
R2
3
6R
D + β+
This form highlights the term A/3 which is created by the chemical reaction inside
the droplet, which separates the chemically active system from the growth of a nonreactive droplet in supersaturated background.
The description of the eigenvalues is valid also in a quasistatic limit where the
droplet radius is close to a stationary radius and changes only slowly over time. In this
case, we can treat the radius and concentration ﬁeld as constant, but with j− (R) ̸=
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j+ (R). Therefore an interpretation in terms of a slowly growing radius (growing
from R > Rc towards R = R̄) is possible. In this case we see that for a small radius
(R ≈ Rc ) the stabilizing terms dominate, and then consecutive modes (starting with
l = 2) can become unstable - how many modes become unstable is limited in a purely
linear idea only by the size of the stationary radius. In a nonlinear case, other eﬀects
might dominate, for example the droplet division we observed, by which the droplet
volume can decrease before it reaches the stationary radius.
C.3.2.1

Stability of the stationary radius

Looking purely at the stationary radius, we ﬁnd via j− (R) = j+ (R) a relation between c̄′+ (R) and c̄′− (R):
D+ ′
c̄′− (R) =
c̄ (R)
(C.41)
D− +
Inserting this in our equation for µ, we ﬁnd


D − β−
1
2
2(l − 1) + hl (l + 1) + hl · l
µ̂ R̂ ≈ 2(l − 1)ϵ̂ −
D + β+
6R̂

(C.42)

We can thus express the onset of instability Rl∗ of the stationary radius similar to
the nucleation radius as a function of the mode l and the supersaturation
Rl∗

D − β−

w 2(l − 1) + hl (l + 1) + hl · l D+ β+
≈
.
6ϵ
2(l − 1)

(C.43)

Using w = 6β+ γ/∆c, this can be compared to the corresponding equation of the
Mullins-Sekerka instability, Eq. (4.17). We ﬁnd that the reaction inside the droplet,
which also creates the stationary size, leads to a diﬀerence in both functions. Evaluating the equation gives


D − β−
β+ γ
∗
(C.44)
,
4+2
R2 ≈
ϵ∆c
D + β+
compared to
R2ms

β+ γ
≈
ϵ∆c



D− β−
7+4
D+ β+


,

in the case of the Mullins-Sekerka instability.
Using Eq. (C.41) to replace ϵ in Eq. (C.39) instead, we ﬁnd


D − β−
2
1
µ̂ ≈ (l − 1) −
3 hl (l + 1) + hl · l D β
3
+ +
6R̂

(C.45)

(C.46)

This form can be used to estimate the eigenvalue µ as a function of the stationary
radius: For l = 0 the ﬁrst term is negative, while the second term is positive, thus,
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the mode is unstable for small radii and stable for larger ones. For l = 1, the righthand side is zero, so that we ﬁnd that in this limit, the translational mode is marginal.
For l > 1, small stationary radii are stable, while larger ones become unstable, and
the mode reaches a constant value for large R̂,
2
µ̂ ≈ (l − 1)
3

(C.47)

For the onset of the instability we ﬁnd
Rl∗

D − β−

1 hl (l + 1) + D+ β+ hl l
4
l−1

=w

!1/3
A−1/3

(C.48)

and evaluated for some modes
 1/3
1
=
A−1/3
4


3 D− β− 1/3 −1/3
A
+
R2∗ =
2 D + β+

R0∗

(C.49)
(C.50)

For the l = 0 mode, the sign of µ around this value is reversed (because hl=0 is
negative), so for larger radii, the mode becomes stable, while for all other modes the
mode becomes unstable beyond this radius. The l = 0 mode becomes unstable at
stationary radius R0 , as calculated below Eq. (C.33).
C.3.2.2 Scaling behavior of phase diagram
Equating both forms for Rl∗ , we ﬁnd the scaling behavior that the onset of the instability of mode l would have in a phase diagram of A and ϵ. For all modes (l ̸= 1) we
ﬁnd Al ∝ ϵ3 , and explicitly
Al ≈ 54
with
gl =

gl
ϵ3
(1 + 21 gl )3

− β−
hl (l + 1) + hl l D
D + β+

l−1

(C.51)

.

(C.52)

We ﬁnd the existence of a stationary solution
A0 ≈ 16ϵ3 .

(C.53)

For the mode l = 2 we ﬁnd (for D+ = D− and β+ = β− )
5
A2 ≈ ϵ3 .
2
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C.3.3

Scaling behavior of the instability for a = 1/2

To calculate the scaling behavior of the instability Eq. (4.13) in the regime a = 1/2,
where the stationary state is described by Eq. (C.29), we need the following expansions, for l± = l̂± wA−1/2 and R = R̂wA−1/2 . We ﬁnd
!!
1
∆c
R̂
A1/2 + O(A1 )
c̄′+ (R) ≈
ϵ −fk,0
(C.55)
w R̂
l̂+
!2
R̂
∆c 1 ν−
′
fi,0
A1/2 + O(A1 )
c̄− (R) ≈
(C.56)
w R̂ k− ∆c
l̂−

!
!2 
R̂
R̂
ϵ
∆c
 A1 + O(A3/2 )
+
(C.57)
c̄′′+ (R) ≈ − 2 2 2 + 2
w R̂
l̂+
l̂+

!2
!
!
R̂
R̂
R̂
1
∆c
ν
− 
 A1 + O(A3/2 )
−2
coth
2+
c̄′′− (R) ≈ 2 2
w R̂ k− ∆c
l̂−
l̂−
l̂−
(C.58)
For the instability, Eq. (4.13), we ﬁnd

ϵ 
µ t0 = − 2 2 + 2
R̂

R̂

!

l̂+


R̂

+

!2 
 A1 −

l̂+

!2

!

!

R̂
R̂  1
D− 1 ν− 
R̂
A
−2
coth
2+
2
D+ R̂ k− ∆c
l̂−
l̂−
l̂−
!!
D− 1 ν−
R̂
fi (λ− R)A1 (C.59)
(−fk (λ+ R))A1 +
−fk=0
D+ R̂2 k− ∆c
l̂+

ϵ

+

R̂

2

For small values of µR2 /D+ , we can expand
λ± R ≈

R̂
l̂±

+

1
2 R̂

2

µt0 R̂ A

−1


+O

l̂±

µR2
D±


(C.60)

We can study this in two limits: For R̂/l̂± ≪ 1, and for R̂/l̂± ≫ 1.
C.3.3.1

Limit R̂/l̂± ≪ 1

In this limit we ﬁnd

2

µA−1 t0 R̂ ≈ ϵ (l − 1) 1 +

R̂
l̂+

!
−

R̂
l̂+

!2 

 + 1 (l − 1) D− ν−
3
D+ k− ∆c

R̂

!2

l̂−
(C.61)
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Replacing the last term for the stationary radius by j− (R) = j+ (R), we ﬁnd

!
!2 
R̂
R̂
2

µA−1 t0 R̂ ≈ ϵ (l − 1) 2 +
(C.62)
−
l̂+
l̂+
In our limit, R̂ ≪ l̂+ , this is always positive for l > 1 and negative for l = 0. We can
use this to estimate the growth mode µ,
2
µ t0 A−1 ≈ (l − 1) ,
3

(C.63)

which matches the limit for the scaling regime a = 1/3, Eq. (C.47).
C.3.3.2 Limit R̂/l̂± ≫ 1
In this limit, with fi (x) ≈ −1 + x and fk (x) ≈ −1 − x (for x large), and taking the
linear order for µ in λ± R/D+ into account, we ﬁnd

µt0 A

−1

2

R̂ ≈

−ϵ(1 +
1 − 2ϵ (1 +

l̂+
)
l̂−
D+ l̂+
D− l̂− )

(C.64)

where we used the limit ϵ∞ for ϵ given in Eq. (4.27). In this regime, R̂ → ∞, so that
we ﬁnd µt0 A−1 ≈ 0 there.
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Appendix D
Details on the continuum droplet model

D.1 Linear stability of the homogeneous state in the
continuum droplet model
We can use the extended Cahn-Hilliard model to study the dynamic shape changes of
droplets in diﬀerent geometries. For droplets much larger than the interfacial width,
and for dynamical behavior without topological changes, we expect similarities between our stability analysis using the sharp droplet model and the dynamics in the
extended Cahn-Hilliard model. The dynamic equation is ∂t c = m∆µloc − mκ∆2 c +
s(c), with local relative chemical potential µloc (c).
The extended Cahn-Hilliard model describes nucleation of new droplets, and
topological changes. This means that the homogeneous state can become unstable, an
eﬀect that was not considered in the linear stability analysis. The diﬀerence between
the models is here created by the way the eﬀective droplet model is derived - to get
the linearized diﬀusive dynamics, the free energy density is approximated as parabolic
in both phases, and thus convex. The full free energy density has an inﬂection point,
however, beyond which local density variations lead to a lowering of the energy, resulting in spinodal decomposition. This instability is changed in the presence of chemical
reactions, which can increase or decrease the stability of the homogeneous state.
We can expand the dynamic equation for a small spatial perturbation δc around
a homogeneous concentration c0 , c = c0 + δc. We assume that the concentration c
is in the regime where the linearization for the chemical reaction outside the droplet
(0)
still holds, s(c) = ν+ − k+ (c − c+ ). We ﬁnd ∂t c0 = s(c0 ), and
∂t δc = µ′ (c0 )∆δc − mκ∆2 δc − k+ δc ,
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with µ′ (c) = dµloc (c)/dc. For a decomposition in sinusoidal perturbations,
X
δc =
ϵq sin(qx)eη(q)t

(D.2)

q

we ﬁnd the eigenvalue
η(q) = −(k+ + µ′ (c0 )q 2 + mκq 4 ) .

(D.3)

Contrary to the linear stability analysis of diﬀerent droplet shapes, this is an explicit
equation for the eigenvalue. The only way the reactions enters is through the constant k+ , which shifts the eigenvalue by a constant, independent of the wavevector
q. For large wavevectors, the eigenvalue is negative, leading to a stable perturbation.
The long wave-length limit q → 0 is determined by k+ . The intermediate range is
determined by the sign of µ′ (c0 ). For µ′ (c0 ) < 0 modes can be unstable, and the
dominant mode (most unstable one) is determined as
p
q∗ = −µ′ (c0 )/(2mκ)
(D.4)
with maximal eigenvalue
η(q∗ ) =

µ′ (c0 )2
− k+ .
4mκ

(D.5)

D.2 Numerical solution of the continuum model
D.2.1 A semi-implicit quasi-spectral solver
We numerically solve the dynamic equations of the continuum model of active droplets
introduced in section 3.1. This includes the equations for the concentration ﬁeld (3.1)
with ﬂuxes (3.2), the chemical potential (3.5) with (3.6), stress balance (3.11) with
incompressibility (3.12) and the chemical reaction (3.13) with (3.14).
For this we use a spectral method in a 3d rectangular box. This has the advantage
that in a spectral decomposition, the spatial operators become simple multiplications
with the wavenumber Chen and Shen (1998). However, our equations contain a
number of nonlinear functions, which are easier to evaluate in real space. We therefore
transform forward and back in each time step.
To calculate the next time step ti from the ﬁelds found in time step ti−1 , we
use a semi-implicit Runge-Kutta method Ascher et al. (1997) (method (2,3,3)) for
the concentration ﬁeld. This evaluates the gradient term in µ̄, Eq. (3.5), implicitly,
while evaluating the rest of µ̄ as well as the advection term of the ﬂuxes, vc, explicitly.
This eﬀectively means that the terms related to the interfacial proﬁle are calculated
implicitly, which allows for larger time steps as an explicit scheme.
For the concentration ﬁeld, we choose no-ﬂux boundary conditions (∂n c = 0,
where the derivative is in a direction normal to the simulation box), which leads to
a decomposition in cosine functions in the spectral description. The Laplacian then
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is −k 2 for a mode with wave vector k. The Stokes equation can also be solved using
spectral methods. Here, no-ﬂux conditions lead to vn = 0. Additionally we enforce
incompressibility using a reprojection method. For this, the velocity ﬁeld calculated
by neglecting the partial pressure, Pp = 0, can be split into two parts (Helmholtz
decomposition),
v = v ψ + v ϕ = ∇ × ψ − ∇ϕ
(D.6)
with vector ﬁeld ψ and scalar ﬁeld ϕ, and velocity parts v ψ = ∇ × ψ and v ϕ = −∇ϕ.
With this, we ﬁnd
∇ · v = ∆ϕ
(D.7)
and thus, using incompressibility, ∇ · v = 0, we can calculate ϕ. We thus ﬁnd the
incompressible part of the velocity ﬁeld
v ψ = v − ∇ϕ .

(D.8)

We can evaluate this in Fourier space using a spectral method. For a rectangular box
aligned with the coordinate system, we thus ﬁnd that each velocity component vα
is decomposed by sines in one direction and cosines in the other direction. Spatial
derivatives convert a sine-description into cosines, and vice versa.
(0)
(0)
We normalize concentration, length, time and energy by ∆c = c− − c+ , w =
2(κ/b)1/2 , t0 = w2 /D and ê0 = κw(∆c)2 /3, respectively.

D.2.2 Numerical details for simulations with hydrodynamics
For the simulation with hydrodynamic ﬂows, Fig. 7.5, we employed the method de(0)
tailed in D.2.1. We choose c+ /∆c = 0, kt0 = 10−2 , νt0 = 2·10−3 and η ŵ3 /(t0 ê0 ) =
2. Additionally, we use as box-length L/ŵ = 100 in all 3 dimensions, number of gridpoints in one direction N = 128 and simulation time T /t0 = 4 · 103 . For the time
step, we start with a time step of ∆t/t0 = 10−4 , and double the time step to a ﬁnal
step size of ∆t/t0 = 0.01.
We start with initial conditions R = R0 (1 + ϵY2,0 ). The concentration ﬁeld at
positions r is initialized by the function
(0)

c(r) =

(0)

(0)

(0)

c − c−
c+ + c−
d(r)
+ +
tanh
.
2
2
w

(D.9)

where d(r) is the oriented distance of r to the nearest point on the ellipsoid. The
value of d(r) is negative for points inside the droplet and positive for points outside.

D.2.3 Numerical details for simulations without hydrodynamics
We employed two methods to solve the dynamic equations without hydrodynamic
ﬂows. For the results in Fig. 5.2, Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.4, we solved the dynamic equations for the case v = 0 numerically using the xmds2 software package, Dennis et al.
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(2013) (version 2.2.2), with an adaptive Runge-Kutta scheme of order 4/5, with tolerance 10−5 . For the results in Fig. 5.3, we used the semi-implicit method described
in D.2.1, with v = 0. We tested that both methods yield similar results and converge for vanishing stepsizes. In both cases, the Laplace operator was evaluated by
a spectral method, while the chemical rates were evaluated in real space. Numerical
calculations were performed in a ﬁnite volume with no ﬂux boundary conditions.
(0)
(0)
We normalize concentration, length and time by ∆c = c− − c+ , ŵ and t0 =
ŵ2 /D, respectively, where the characteristic length scale is ŵ = 2(κ/b)1/2 . The
(0)
relevant dimensionless model parameters are c+ /∆c, k± t0 , ν± t0 /∆c and c±
c /∆c.
(0)
−2
In all numerical calculations, we chose c+ /∆c = 0 and k± t0 = 10 .
D.2.3.1 Stability diagram
Using three dimensional calculations in Cartesian coordinates, we observed that droplet
conﬁgurations during the division of isolated single droplets were approximately axisymmetric. To determine the stability diagram shown in Fig. 5.2 we therefore performed calculations in cylindrical coordinates imposing axisymmetry. We used an
axisymmetric cylindrical box with length 60ŵ and radius 30ŵ, discretized with 120
and 60 points, respectively.
The initial conditions were given by a concentration proﬁle that corresponded
to a droplet geometry of a slightly prolate ellipsoid with unequal half axes of length
R/ŵ − 0.1 and R/ŵ + 0.1, centered at the box center. The initial droplet size was
chosen close to the stationary size in the continuum model. As an estimate for the
stationary size we typically chose R/ŵ = 0.9R̄s /w. Here, R̄s is the stationary radius
calculated in the eﬀective droplet model and w = 6β+ γ/∆c, see Section 3.2. The
concentration ﬁeld at positions r was initialized by the function
(0)

(0)

c∞ + c−
c∞ − c−
d(r)
c(r) =
+
tanh
.
2
2
ŵ

(D.10)

where d(r) is the oriented distance of r to the nearest point on the ellipsoid. The
value of d(r) is negative for points inside the droplet and positive for points outside.
(0)
The concentration far from the droplet is c∞ = ν+ /k+ + c+ .
We calculated the dynamics of the concentration ﬁeld over a time interval T /t0 =
4
10 , for diﬀerent values of ν± t0 /∆c. The parameters c±
c related to the chemical re− /∆c = 0.75. Because close to the
action were chosen as c+
/∆c
=
0.25
and
c
c
c
shape instability the dynamics slows down, we may slightly overestimate the region
of stability, since we cannot detect the exact instability with the ﬁnite time intervals
simulated.
D.2.3.2 Calculations for multiple divisions
Several subsequent divisions break cylindrical symmetry. The calculations shown in
Fig. 5.4 were therefore performed in three dimensions using Cartesian coordinates.
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D.3. Comparison of droplet deformation in the continuum model and the eﬀective droplet
model

Dimensionless viscosity

Figure D.: Growth of shape perturbations of the l = 2 mode for diﬀerent normalized viscosities F = ηw/(γτ ) for the continuous model (red crosses) and eﬀective model (blue curve). The last data point (with arrow) corresponds to F → ∞.
(0)
(Parameters: A = 8 · 10−3 , ϵ = 0.2, η− /η+ = 1, c+ /∆c = 0, k+ /k− = 1,
ν− /(k− ∆c) = 0.8)

We chose a cubic box with side length L = 50ŵ and an equidistant discretization of
100 points along each dimension.
Initial conditions corresponded to a spherical droplet centered at r = (L/4, L/4, L/4).
(0)
The concentration ﬁeld was initialized with c = c− inside the droplet and c = c∞
outside. The parameters for the calculations were ν− t0 /∆c = 1.3 · 10−2 , ν+ t0 /∆c =
−
2 · 10−3 and c+
c /∆c = cc /∆c = 0.5. Surfaces shown in Fig. 5.4 correspond to
c/∆c = 0.5.

D.3 Comparison of droplet deformation in the continuum
model and the eﬀective droplet model
Here we compare the analytical predictions of the eﬀective model for the instability with numerical calculations of the continuous model for diﬀerent values of the
renormalized viscosity F . For this we numerically solved the dynamic equations of
the continuous model starting with a droplet with a small initial deformation of mode
l = 2. We ﬁtted the dynamical behavior of the mode to an exponential function, with
yields a numerical estimate for the eigenvalue µ2 . In Fig. D.1 the resulting eigenvalues
are shown, together with the eigenvalue of corresponding parameters of the eﬀective
model. We ﬁnd that the value of F for which droplet shapes become unstable is very
similar to the value predicted by the eﬀective model. The eigenvalues are qualitatively
similar to the ones of the eﬀective model, despite working in an a parameter regime
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where the interfacial width and the diﬀerences of concentration within a phase cannot
be considered very small, so that the models are not necessarily comparable.
To generate the data in the ﬁgure, we initialized droplets with a small shape perturbation for diﬀerent values of F . All parameters and initial conditions were chosen
as described in D.2.2. We found that for F ≥ 100 droplets divide, while they are
stable for F ≤ 1. For F = 10, the shape deformation was very slow, so that division
was not seen in the time interval T /τ = 4000. For 10 < F < 100, as well as F = ∞,
we ﬁtted radius and spherical harmonic deformation to the concentration ﬁeld using
Eq. (D.10). For short times, the droplet radius changes as the concentration ﬁeld
and droplet size go towards the stationary values. After that, the shape deformation
grows until the droplet deforms so strongly that the ﬁtting fails. By hand we chose
intermediate time windows for the simulations where the size was stationary and the
shape deformation small. In these windows we ﬁtted the deformation amplitude ϵ
(compare Eq. (D.10)) with an exponential function, Aeµ2 t + B with parameters A,
B and eigenvalue µ2 to the l = 2 mode of the shape deformation.
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Appendix E
Stability analysis of diﬀerent geometrical droplet
shapes

In this appendix, stationary states and their stability are discussed in 1, 2 and 3 dimensions for a (binary) phase separating systems with chemical reactions. We consider
ﬁnite droplet structures, such as line segments in 1d and circles in 2d, and inﬁnite
structures, such as bands in 2d and plates and cylinders in 3d. Here the calculations
are shown, ﬁgures and discussion can be found in chapter 6.

E.1

Eﬀective droplet model for active droplets

We consider the diﬀerent shapes and dimensions using the eﬀective droplet model
introduced in chapter 3, section 3.2. The system consists of two components A and
B with volume-conserving chemical reactions A ⇌ B between them. The chemical
reaction can be active non-equilibrium reactions fueled by additional eﬀects not described here. We consider an incompressible system where the system is described by
the concentration c of B only, and we ignore the inﬂuence of hydrodynamic ﬂuxes,
corresponding to the limit of inﬁnite viscosity, η → ∞.
We concentrate on the case of a minority phase (’droplet’) with high density of B
in an environment of mainly A. Fields and parameters inside the droplet are denoted
with index −, outside with +. For a ﬂat interface, and without chemical reactions,
(0)
the equilibrium volume densities inside and outside the droplet will be denoted c−
(0)
and c+ , respectively.
W consider stationary symmetric ’droplets’ of diﬀerent symmetries with vanishing
chemical reaction rate s+ → 0 far from the droplet, r → ∞. Additionally, we will
consider the linear stability of the stationary shapes. The interface moves due to a
diﬀerence in ingoing and outgoing ﬂuxes of B-material normal to it, Eq. (3.30). To
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linear order, Eq. (3.31) can be used, by replacing the spherical coordinates with the
coordinate system ﬁtting the geometry of the respective stationary state, where er is
the unit vector normal to the stationary interface.

E.2 Stationary line segments in 1d
E.2.1 Stationary states
In one dimension, we can consider stationary line segments, with length 2L and
stationary concentration proﬁle c̄(x). See Fig. 6.1A in the main text for a sketch
of the system. We center the stationary line segment at x = 0, where, assuming
symmetry, c̄′ (0) = 0. The curvature of the interface is zero, H(L) = 0. We ﬁnd the
stationary concentration ﬁeld,
c+ (x) = Ae−x/l+ + C+

(E.1)

c− (x) = B cosh(x/l− ) + C−

(E.2)

ν+ L/l+
e
k+

(E.3)

with
A=−

ν−
(cosh(L/l− ))−1
k−
ν±
(0)
C± = ±
+ c± .
k±
B=

(E.4)
(E.5)

With this we ﬁnd an expression for the stationary size,
tanh(L/l− ) =
which has one solution for −1 <

l+ ν +
l− ν −

l+ ν+
l− ν−

(E.6)

< 1, and none otherwise.

E.2.2 Stability of the stationary states
We now study the stability of the stationary state with respect to a small deformation,
(c, L1 , L2 ) = (c̄, L, −L) + (δc, δL1 , −δL2 ). Here, L1 denotes the interface position
at x > 0, and L2 denotes the position at x < 0. We can split the deformations into
symmetric and antisymmetric deformations,
(δc, δL1 , δL2 ) =

X
n

ϵs,n (ρs,n (x), L, L)eµs,n t +

X

ϵa,n (ρa,n (x), L, −L)eµa,n t

n

(E.7)
where a and s denotes the symmetric/antisymmetric modes, and diﬀerent modes are
numbered with n and have an amplitude ϵa/s,n and eigenvalue µa/s,n . Symmetric
modes have concentration ﬁeld ρs,n with ρs,n (x) = ρs,n (−x) and antisymmetric
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modes have a concentration ﬁeld ρa,n with ρa,n (x) = −ρa,n (−x). Symmetric modes
thus correspond to a change in droplet size (a change of the length of the line segment),
while antisymmetric modes describe a displacement of the droplet, while the size
stays constant, see Fig. 6.1A for a sketch of the deformation modes. Linearizing the
dynamic equations inside and outside the droplet, and the interfacial movement, we
ﬁnd for every mode
0 = ρ′′± − λ2± ρ±
D+ ′
D− ′
ρ− (L) − D− c̄′′− (L) +
ρ (L) + D+ c̄′′+ (L)
∆cµ = −
L
L +
with inverse length-scale

(E.8)
(E.9)

s
λ± =

k± + µ
D±

(E.10)

and ρ = ρs/a,n and µ = µs/a,n .
For a discussion of the solution, we focus on the case λ2± > 0 without loss of
generality, as solutions for λ2± < 0 are contained in the descriptions as oscillating
spatial solutions with imaginary λ±
a/s,n .
E.2.2.1

Symmetric modes

For the symmetric case, the linearized boundary conditions are ρ± (L) = −c̄′± (L) · L,
as well as ρ′− (0) = 0 and ρ+ (x → ∞) → 0. Solving the linear equations, we ﬁnd

λ+ x

As e
ρ(x) = Bs cosh(λ− x)


As e−λ+ x

, x < L2
, L2 < x < L 1
, x > L1

(E.11)

with coeﬃcients As and Bs ,
ν+ L λ+ L
e
k + l+
ν− L tanh(L/l− )
.
Bs = −
k− l− cosh(λ+ L)
As = −

(E.12)
(E.13)

We ﬁnd an implicit equation for the eigenvalue of the symmetric mode µ = µs,n ,
∆cµ = ν+ l+ λ− tanh(λ− L) + ν+ l+ λ+ − ν− − ν+

(E.14)

We can see whether this equation has solutions µ = 0. Inserting the equation for the
stationary size, we ﬁnd 0 = −ν− (1−tanh2 (L/l− )). Therefore, no marginal solutions
exist for ν− ̸= 0. Numerically, we ﬁnd that stationary 1d droplets are always stable
with respect to changes in size, µ < 0, similar to the results of the l = 0 mode for 3d
droplets.
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E.2.2.2 Antisymmetric modes
The linearized boundary conditions for antisymmetric modes are ρ± (L) = −c̄′± (L) ·
L, as well as ρ− (0) = 0 and ρ+ (x → ±∞) → 0. The antisymmetric case yields

λ+
nx

−Aa e
ρa,n (x) = Ba sinh(λ−
n x)

+

−λ
x
Aa e n

, x < L2
, L2 < x < L 1
, x > L1

(E.15)

with coeﬃcients Aa and Ba ,
ν+ L λ+
e nL
k + l+
ν− L tanh(L/l− )
.
Ba = −
k− l− sinh(λ+
n L)
Aa = −

(E.16)
(E.17)

We ﬁnd the implicit equation for the eigenvalue for the antisymmetric mode µ = µa,n ,
∆cµ =

ν+ l+ λ−
+ ν+ l+ λ+ − ν− − ν+
tanh(λ− L)

(E.18)

The antisymmetric modes always have a marginal solution µ = 0, corresponding to
translational invariance. We did not ﬁnd any solutions with µ > 0 numerically, or
indications that several solutions might exist for λ± > 0.

E.3 Stationary bands in 2d
In two dimensions, stationary bands exist, which have a ﬁxed width L in one spatial
direction, denoted x, and are extended into the other direction, denoted y. The width
of the band is given by the length of 1d stationary line segments, see previous section.
The stability analysis, has to take perturbations of diﬀerent wavevectors q into
account, and thus diﬀers from the 1d case. We can describe perturbations as
P

(δc, δL1 , δL2 ) =
+

Pn

ϵs,n cos(qy)(ρs,n (x), L, L)eµs,n t

n ϵa,n cos(qy)(ρa,n

(x), L, −L)eµa,n t

(E.19)
(E.20)

where we again can ﬁnd a split into symmetric and anti-symmetric modes. Symmetric
modes describe a variation in the droplet width along the y axis, while antisymmetric
modes describe a displacement of the droplet center in x direction which oscillates
when moving along the y axis, while the droplet width stays constant. Stationary band
and deformations can be seen in Fig. 6.1B. The equations describing the interface
motion stay the same as in 1d, Eq. (E.9), but with a modiﬁed inverse length-scale
λ2± =
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k± + µ
+ q2 .
D±

(E.21)
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Figure E.: Stability of droplet bands in 2d. (A) Largest eigenvalue of symmetric
(purple) and antisymmetric (orange) deformations as function of the supersaturation
with (B) corresponding deformation wavelength qmax for A = 10−3 . Dots mark the
points where the respective modes become unstable. (C, D) same as (A), (B), but on
a double-logarithmic scale for reaction amplitudes A = 10−4 , 10−3 , 10−2 . Negative
values are shown as dashed lines, positive values as regular lines. Wavevectors q are
(0)
given in units of 1/w. (Parameters: k+ /k− = 1, ν− /k− = 1, D+ /D− = 1, c+ = 0)

We ﬁnd as boundary conditions for the concentration modes ρs/a,n (L) = a±
q , with
2
±
′
aq = β± γhq − c̄± (L) · L, with curvature term hq = q L. For the symmetric modes,
we can ﬁnd the concentration modes using conditions ρ′− (0) = 0 and ρ+ (x →
λ+ x and B = a− / cosh(λ L). For
∞) → 0, as in Eq. (E.11) with As = a+
s
−
q e
q
λ+ x and
the antisymmetric modes, we ﬁnd the form in Eq. (E.15), with Aa = a+
q e
−
Ba = aq / sinh(λ− L). Solving the implicit equation Eq. (E.9) for the eigenvalue µ,
we ﬁnd the stability of the stationary bands with respect to deformations of diﬀerent
wavelengths. Some typical results are shown in Fig. 6.2B. In the limit q → 0, we ﬁnd
the same results as in the 1d case, with a stable symmetric and a marginal antisymmetric mode. For small ϵ, both curves decrease for q > 0, so that all modes are stable.
For larger ϵ, both the antisymmetric mode and the symmetric one reach a maximum
at a very similar wavelength q, where the deformation modes are unstable.
In Fig. E.1, the maximal eigenvalue µ of the symmetric and antisymmetric modes,
together with the corresponding wavevector qmax are shown.
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Figure E.: Stability of droplet plates in 3d. (A) Largest eigenvalue of symmetric
(purple) and antisymmetric (orange) deformations as function of the supersaturation
with (B) corresponding deformation wavelength qmax for A = 10−4 , 10−3 , 10−2 .
Dots mark the points where the respective modes become unstable. Negative values
are shown as dashed lines, positive values as regular lines. Wavevectors q are given in
(0)
units of 1/w. (Parameters: k+ /k− = 1, ν− /k− = 1, D+ /D− = 1, c+ = 0)

E.4 Stationary plates in 3d
We now discuss stationary plates in 3d, which have a ﬁnite width L in x direction,
and extend in y and z direction.
As for the 2d bands, the stationary concentration ﬁeld in x direction and the
width are the same as for line segments in 1d. The stability analysis for 3d plates is
analogous to the 2d band system, as any perturbation can be decomposed in waves
in y-direction and waves in z-direction. The perturbations in the diﬀerent directions
decouple, and thus the equations for the 2d band system are valid for every direction
separately. The only change is in the curvature term hq . As the plane is only deformed
in one direction for every mode, and ﬂat in the other direction, the mean curvature is
half the value found for bands in 2d:
hq =

q2L
,
2

(E.22)

for a wavevector q in the x-y plane with amplitude q.
In Fig. E.2A and B, the largest eigenvalue and corresponding wavevector of the
symmetric and antisymmetric mode are shown for several values of A. Qualitatively,
they behave very similar to 2d bands. The antisymmetric mode becomes unstable for
smaller values of supersaturation by about a factor of 4.

E.5 Stationary cylinders in 3d
We now consider stationary droplet cylinders in 3d. We use cylindrical coordinates
r, φ, z, where the z axis aligns with the axis of the droplet cylinder.
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E.5.1

Stationary state

We determine stationary solutions of the cylinder radius R and the concentration ﬁeld
c± , inside (”-”) and outside (”+”) the cylinder. We want to consider only solutions that
are z-independent and cylindrically symmetric. We denote the stationary state with
x̄ (for variable/ﬁeld x).
The modiﬁed Helmholtz equation that describes the concentration ﬁeld is solved
in cylindrical symmetry by I0 (r) and K0 (r), the modiﬁed Bessel functions of order
0 of the ﬁrst and second kind, and in spherical symmetry by i0 (r) and k0 (r), the
corresponding spherical modiﬁed Bessel functions. Using boundary conditions at the
interface, Eq. (3.28) and (3.29) and convergence at 0 and inﬁnity, we ﬁnd as solutions
for the cylindrical case
ν+
(0)
+ c+ + A+ K0 (r/l+ )
k+
ν−
(0)
+ c− + A− I0 (r/l− )
c̄− (r) = −
k−
c̄+ (r) = +

(r > R̄)

(E.23)

(r < R̄) ,

(E.24)

with characteristic length scales l± = (D± /k± )1/2 set by reaction and diﬀusion, and
parameters A± determined by the boundary condition at the droplet interface,


ν+
1
A+ =
γβ+ H(R̄) −
(E.25)
k+ K0 (R̄/l+ )


ν−
1
.
A− =
γβ− H(R̄) +
(E.26)
k− I0 (R̄/l− )
The mean curvature of a cylinder is H(R̄) = 1/(2R̄).
The stationary ﬁelds above have the stationary radius R̄ of the cylinder as variable.
It can be determined by Eq. (3.31), which yields the implicit equation
′
0 = D+ c̄′+ (R̄) − D− c̄−
(R̄) .

(E.27)

For the spherical case, the same equations are valid, with k0 and i0 instead of K0 and
I0 , and with mean curvature H(R̄) = 1/R̄. See Fig. 6.7A for stationary solutions.

E.5.2

Linear stability analysis of stationary shapes

For small perturbations δc, δR of the stationary, cylindrically symmetric system, the
dynamics are described by the linearized system
∂t δc = −δvr c̄′ + D± ∆δc − k± δc
(0)
(c−

−

(0)
c+ )∂t δR

(E.28)

= D+ ∂r δc+ (R̄) − D− ∂r δc− (R̄)
+(D+ c̄′′+ (R̄)

−

D− c̄′′− (R̄))δR

(E.29)
.

With δc− and δc+ we denote perturbations of the concentration ﬁeld inside and outside the droplet. The same notation holds for the other ﬁelds. In this linear analysis,
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Figure E.: Instability of stationary cylinders for modes m = 0, 1, 2, 3 as function of the wavevector q for ϵ = 0.05, 0.1, 0.2. A) For ϵ = 0.05, the m = 1
mode is metastable for q = 0, which corresponds to a translation of the cylinder,
all other modes are stable. B) For ϵ = 0.1, the m = 0, 1 and 2 are unstable
for small/intermediate q-modes. C) For ϵ = 0.2, all modes shown are unstable for
small/intermediate q-modes. The wavevectors qmax where each modes are most unstable are closer to each other than for smaller ϵ. Wavevectors q are given in units of
1/w.
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Figure E.: Largest eigenvalue µm (qmax ) and corresponding wavevector qmax of
stationary cylinders for modes m = 0, 1, 2, 3 as function of the supersaturation
ϵ. A) Maximal eigenvalue of each mode. Dots indicate where each mode becomes
unstable. For small supersaturations, the modes have diﬀerent values, for large supersaturations, the eigenvalues converge towards a common value, which increases for
increasing supersaturation with sub-powerlaw behavior. B) Wavevector where the
eigenvalue of a mode m is maximal (lines). The shaded regions indicate unstable qmodes. Dots indicate the onset of the instability. All modes except m = 0 become
unstable ﬁrst for the q = 0 mode.
the boundary conditions for these perturbations are speciﬁed at the stationary radius
R̄,
δc± (R̄) = β± γδH − c̄′± (R̄)δR

(E.30)

with perturbation of the curvature δH = H(R) − H(R̄).
For the stability analysis, we are looking for a description of the unknown functions δc+ (for r < R̄), δc− (for r > R̄) and δR in eigenfunctions ci , Ri , so that
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Figure E.: Stability diagrams for diﬀerent modes m (top to bottom: m = 0, 1, 2)
as function of the supersaturation ϵ = ν+ /k+ and reaction amplitude A. The blue
line shows the threshold value above which stationary cylinders exist. The red line
shows the onset of instability (for any wavelength q and the given mode m). The
dotted lines are the corresponding lines for spherical droplets. For the left plot, the
color shows the value of µτ , on the right side, the wavelength q with the maximal
value of µ is shown as q̂ = qR. Parameters: ν0 = k− ∆c, k± τ = 0.01, D+ = D− ,
(0)
(0)
β+ = β− , with normalization of concentration, time and length ∆c = c− − c+
and τ = w2 /D+ , w = 6β+ γ/∆c.
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(δc+ , δc− , δR)T =

X

−
T µi t
.
ϵi (c+
i , ci , Ri ) e

(E.31)

i

E.5.3 Perturbation of a cylinder
In the cylindrical case, the eigenfunctions can be chosen as
 +


Pnmq (r)Φm (φ)Zq (z)
δc+
X
− (r)Φ (φ)Z (z) eµnmq t .
δc−  =
ϵnlm Pnmq
m
q
nlm
δR
R̄ · Φm (φ)Zq (z)


(E.32)

A short derivation is shown in the Appendix. Here, the functions Φ and Z can be
expressed as
(
(
sin(mc)
sin(qz)
Φm (φ) =
, Zq (z) =
(E.33)
cos(mc)
cos(qz)
with m ∈ Z and q ∈ R. The angular function Φm (φ) needs two parts to account for
the same deformation, but in diﬀerent directions in Cartesian coordinates. Since the
angle φ lies between 0 and 2π, we only ﬁnd integer valued modes. For the lengthfunction Zq (z), the two possibilities diﬀerentiate between deformations that have a
maximum or a minimum at z = 0. The cylinder in our discussion is inﬁnite in the
z-direction, therefore q is continuous.
The radial solutions are slightly more complicated, and can be expressed as
±
±
±
±
Pnmq
(r) = A±
nmq Im (λnmq r) + Bnmq Km (λnmq r)

with
λ2nmq± =

k± + µnmq
+ q2 ∈ C ,
D±

(E.34)

(E.35)

where Im and Km denote modiﬁed Bessel functions of ﬁrst and second order. Together, they are a complete set of basis-functions, and also the radial solutions of the
modiﬁed Bessel equation, which we get from Eq. (E.28) with the ansatz of Eq. (E.32).
The value of µnmq enters λ±
nmq . It will be determined by the radial equation. The index n simply numbers diﬀerent solutions for µ of the radial equation. In the case of
an unstable shape, µ > 0, we ﬁnd λ2 > 0 in the cylinder and outside. For λ2 < 0, λ
is imaginary, and the solutions can alternatively be expressed by the Bessel functions
Jm and Ym .
The coeﬃcients A and B are determined by the boundary conditions. For λ2nmq± >
0, the modiﬁed Bessel functions Im diverge for large λ± r, and the functions Km diverge for vanishing λ± r, we know A+ = 0 and B − = 0. We ﬁnd for the boundary
conditions of the concentration ﬁeld, Eq. (E.30),
±
Pnmq
(R̄) = a±
mq
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with
′
a±
mq = γβ± hmq − c̄ (R̄± ) · R̄

and curvature term

(E.37)

2

hmq =

m2 + R̄ q 2 − 1
.
2R̄

(E.38)

This determines the remaining two coeﬀcients,
−
A− = a −
mq /Im (λnmq R̄)

(E.39)

+
B + = a+
mq /Km (λnmq R̄) .

(E.40)

Inserting Eq. (E.32) into the equation that describes the interface movement,
Eq. (E.29), it becomes
(c− − c+ )µnmq =D+ c̄′′+ (R̄) − D− c̄′′− (R̄)
D− ′
D+ ′
Pnmq+ (R̄) −
P
(R̄)
+
R̄
R̄ nmq−
(0)

(0)

(E.41)

This is an implicit equation to determine the growth rate of perturbation modes µnl
±
(this is also the eigenvalue). The equation is implicit, because the eigenfunctions Pnmq
depend on µnmq via λ±
nmq , see Eq. (E.35).
In Fig. E.3 the largest eigenvalues of diﬀerent deformations are shown. In panel
A, the instability of the l = 1 mode is shown as a function of the wavevector q for
diﬀerent stationary radii (along one of the lines in Fig. 6.7A). At q = 0 we see that
the eigenvalue is zero, so translations of the whole cylinder have a marginal stability. Depending on the stationary radius, this is the maximal eigenvalue, and larger
wavevectors are stable (R = 2), or the eigenvalue has a maximum at a larger qmax > 0,
so that the cylinder is unstable with respect to a deformation with mode m = 1 and
the respective wavevector. For a change in volume, m = 0 and q = 0, we ﬁnd the
same result as for the spherical case: the smaller stationary radius for one ﬁxed set of
parameter values is unstable, the larger one is stable. For q > 0, there can, however,
be a qmax where the size is unstable with respect to the m = 0 mode. Since this
corresponds to oscillations of droplet volume along the cylinder axis, we may expect
this to lead to a split of the shape into single droplets in the full nonlinear dynamics.
For m ≥ 2, the initial value for q = 0, as well as the slope and the existence of a
maximum with qmax ̸= 0 depends on parameter values.

E.6

Stationary disks in 2d

We now consider stationary disks in 2d, the equivalent of spherical droplets in two
dimensions. The stationary radius and concentration ﬁeld of such a round droplet is
given by the same equations as for the droplet cylinder in 3d, as a cut through the
cylinder with constant z, but with mean curvature H(R̄) = 1/R̄. The linear stability
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analysis of a stationary disk is the same as for the cylinder for q = 0, with curvature
term
m2 − 1
hmq =
.
(E.42)
R̄
The mode m describes deformations of the droplet disk, equivalent to mode l in spherical droplets. A sketch of a stationary disk and its deformations can be seen in Fig. 6.4
in the main text.
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Appendix F
Stability analysis of chemically active droplets with
hydrodynamic ﬂows

In this appendix we derive the linear stability of spherical stationary droplets in the
eﬀective droplet model with hydrodynamic ﬂows. The model is deﬁned by Eq. (3.20)
to (3.31) in chapter 3. We present the stationary state, the linear stability analysis and
the scaling behavior of the stability for vanishing chemical reaction rates. A discussion
of the results can be found in chapter 7.

F.1 Linear stability analysis with hydrodynamic ﬂows
Here we derive stationary spherical states and their stability for the eﬀective droplet
model with hydrodynamic ﬂows, Eq. (3.20) to (3.31).

F.1.1 Stationary state of a spherical active droplet
We ﬁrst brieﬂy discuss the stationary solutions of the eﬀective droplet model. We
consider states with spherical symmetry and without hydrodynamic ﬂows v̄ = 0,
where the bar indicates a steady state value. In this case, the pressure is constant both
inside and outside the droplet, with a pressure diﬀerence due to Laplace pressure
between the inside and outside of the droplets,
p̄− = p̄+ +

2γ
.
R̄

(F.1)

The steady state concentration proﬁles in the presence of chemical reactions are
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given by
ν+
(0)
+ c+ + A+ k0 (r/l+ )
k+
ν−
(0)
+ c− + A− i0 (r/l− ) ,
c̄− (r) = −
k−
c̄+ (r) = +

(F.2)
(F.3)

where i0 (x) = 2 sinh(x)/x and k0 (x) = e−x /x denote modiﬁed spherical Bessel
functions of order zero of the ﬁrst and second kind, respectively. The characteristic
length scales l± = (D± /k± )1/2 are set by reaction rate constants and diﬀusion coefﬁcients. The parameters A± are determined by the boundary condition at the droplet
interface, Eq. (3.28)-(3.29),


γβ+
1
ν+
A+ =
(F.4)
−
k+ k0 (R̄/l+ )
R̄


γβ−
1
ν−
A− =
(F.5)
+
.
k− i0 (R̄/l+ )
R̄
Stationarity of the droplet radius R̄ implies
D+ c̄′+ (R̄) = D− c̄′− (R̄) ,

(F.6)

see Eq. (3.31). Note that this equation typically has zero, one or two solutions for a
given set of parameters.

F.1.2 Linearized dynamics
We introduce small perturbations to the spherically symmetric stationary state, with
p = p̄ + δp, v = δv, c = c̄ + δc and R = R̄ + δR and write the dynamics of these
perturbations to linear order. The linearized dynamics reads
∇δp = η± ∆δv

(F.7)

∇ · δv = 0

(F.8)
′

∂t δc = −δvr c̄ + D± ∇ δc − k± δc

1 
∂t δR = δvr (R̄) +
D+ c̄′′+ (R̄) − D− c̄′′− (R̄) δR
∆c

1 
D+ ∂r δc+ (R̄) − D− ∂r δc− (R̄) .
+
∆c
2

(F.9)

(F.10)

Here δvr denotes the radial part of the hydrodynamic velocity. With δc− and δc+ we
denote perturbations of the concentration ﬁeld inside and outside the droplet. The
same notation holds for the other ﬁelds. In this linear analysis, boundary conditions
apply at the stationary radius R̄,
δc± (R̄) = β± γδH − c̄′± (R̄)δR ,
with perturbation of the curvature δH = H(R) − H(R̄).
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The linearized dynamics can be decomposed in spherical harmonics, see Eq. (7.1)
in chapter 7. The curvature perturbation then takes the form
X hl
ϵnlm Ylm ,
(F.12)
δH =
R̄
nlm

with hl =

(l2

+ l − 2)/2.

F.1.3 Hydrodynamic eigenmodes of the linearized dynamics
We can expand the hydrodynamic eigenmodes using a basis of vector spherical harmonics, see Eq. (7.2) in chapter 7. The velocity boundary conditions Eq. (3.27) in
chapter 3 for the mode amplitudes read
r+
r−
0 = vlm
(R̄) − vlm
(R̄)

0 =
0 =

(1)+
vlm (R̄)
(2)+
vlm (R̄)

−
−

(1)−
vlm (R̄)
(2)−
vlm (R̄)

(F.13)
(F.14)
.

The stress boundary conditions (see Eq. (3.25) and Eq. (3.26) in chapter 3)
interface read
hl
−
r− ′
r+ ′
) (R̄) − p+
0 = 2η+ (vlm
lm (R̄) − 2η− (vlm ) (R̄) + plm (R̄) − 2γϵlm
R̄
"
#
(1)+
r+
v (R̄) vlm (R̄)
(1)+
0 = η+ (vlm )′ (R̄) + lm
−
R̄
R̄
"
#
(1)−
r−
vlm
(R̄) vlm (R̄)
(1)− ′
− η− (vlm ) (R̄) +
−
R̄
R̄
#
"
#
"
(2)−
(2)+
vlm (R̄)
vlm (R̄)
(2)− ′
(2)+ ′
− η− (vlm ) (R̄) −
.
0 = η+ (vlm ) (R̄) −
R̄
R̄

(F.15)
at the
(F.16)
(F.17)
(F.18)
(F.19)

We solve the radial proﬁles of the modes with a polynomial ansatz and exclude
functions that diverge for r → 0 or r → ∞ inside and outside the droplet, respectively.
The pressure is then given by
 r l+1
(r)
=
γf
p−
(F.20)
A
lm
R
 r −l
p+
(F.21)
(r)
=
−γf
.
B
lm
R
For the hydrodynamic ﬂow velocity we obtain

 r l+1
 r l−1 
γ
r−
fC1
− fC3
vlm
(F.22)
(r) =
η−
R
R

 r l+1
 r l−1 
l+3
l+1
γ
(1)−
fC1
fC3
−
vlm (r) =
(F.23)
η− l(l + 1)
R
l(l + 1)
R
(2)−

vlm (r) = 0

(F.24)
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and
r+
vlm
(r) =
(1)+

vlm (r) =


 r −l
 r −l−2 
γ
−fC2
+ fC4
η−
R
R


 r −l−2 

γ
l−2
r −l
1
fC2
fC4
−
η− l(l + 1)
R
l+1
R

(2)+

(F.25)
(F.26)
(F.27)

vlm (r) = 0 .
Here, we have deﬁned
fA =
fB =
fC1 =
fC2 =
fC3 =
fC4 =

(l − 1) (l + 1) (l + 2) (2l + 3)
(F.28)
∆ (2l2 + 4l) + (2l2 + 4l + 3)
l (l − 1) (l + 2) (2l − 1)
(F.29)
(2l2 + 1) + (2l2 − 2) /∆
1
l (l − 1) (l + 1) (l + 2)
(F.30)
2 ∆ (2l2 + 4l) + (2l2 + 4l + 3)
1 l (l − 1) (l + 1) (l + 2)
(F.31)
2 ∆ (2l2 + 1) + (2l2 − 2)


1 l (l − 1) (l + 1) (l + 2) ∆ 2l2 + 4l + 3 + 2l2 + 4l
(F.32)
2 (∆ (2l2 + 1) + (2l2 − 2)) (∆ (2l2 + 4l) + (2l2 + 4l + 3))


l (l − 1) (l + 1) (l + 2) ∆ 2l2 − 2 + 2l2 + 1
1
(F.33)
2 (∆ (2l2 + 1) + (2l2 − 2)) (∆ (2l2 + 4l) + (2l2 + 4l + 3))

where ∆ = η+ /η− denotes the ratio of the viscosities inside and outside the droplet.

F.1.4 Concentration eigenmodes
The equation for the radial part of the concentration eigenmode is


1 r
1 d
l(l + 1)
d
vl (r)c̄′ (r) = 2 r2 − λ±2
−
cnl (r)
nl
D±
r dr dr
r2
with

λ±2
nl = (k± + µnl )/D± .

(F.34)

(F.35)

The boundary conditions at R̄ are
cnl (R̄± ) = γβ±

hl
− R̄ c̄′ (R̄± ) .
R̄

(F.36)

The left-hand side of Eq. (F.34) constitutes an inhomogeneity
fl± (r) = −

1 r
v (r)c̄′ (r) .
D± l

(F.37)

The solution c±
nl (r) of the inhomogeneous equation (F.34) that satisﬁes the boundary
condition Eq. (F.36) can be constructed from a particular solution c±
nl,p (r) of the
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inhomogeneous equation to which solutions c±
nl,h (r) of the homogeneous equation
±
with fl = 0 are added to satisfy the boundary conditions, Eq. (F.36). This can be
expressed as
−
− −
c−
nl (r) = αnl cnl,h (r) + cnl,p (r)

(F.38)

+ +
+
c+
nl (r) = αnl cnl,h (r) + cnl,p (r) ,

(F.39)

where the coeﬃcients α± read
±
=
αnl

±
a±
l − cnl,p (R̄)

c±
nl,h (R̄)

,

(F.40)

±
with a±
l = cnl (R̄).
We are especially interested in the case of unstable modes with µnl > 0. Therefore
we focus on the solution of equation (F.34) for λ±2
nl > 0 and k± > 0. In this case,
±
the homogeneous equation with fl = 0 is a modiﬁed Helmholtz equation which
+
−
is solved by modiﬁed spherical Bessel functions, c−
nl,h (r) = il (λnl r) and cnl,h (r) =
kl (λ+
nl r), where il and kl denote the modiﬁed spherical Bessel functions of ﬁrst and
second order, respectively. The particular solution of the inhomogeneous equation
can be obtained by a Green’s function approach,
Z r


−
−
−
−
2
il (λ−
cl,p (r) = λnl kl (λnl r)
(F.41)
nl r2 )fl (r2 )r2 dr2
0

−
+λ−
nl il (λnl r)
Z
+
+
r)
k
(λ
(r)
=
λ
c+
nl l nl
l,p
+
+λ+
nl il (λnl r)

Z

R̄ 

r
r

Z

R̄


−
2
kl (λ−
nl r2 )fl (r2 )r2 dr2


+
2
il (λ+
nl r2 )fl (r2 )r2 dr2

∞
r

(F.42)


+
2
kl (λ+
nl r2 )fl (r2 )r2 dr2 ,

with the radial part of the inhomogeneity fl± (r) given by Eq. (F.37). The explicit
calculation of these functions has to be handled with care, since the functions kl and
il have divergences for large and small arguments r that cancel in the ﬁnal result but
can still lead to numerical diﬃculties when evaluated directly.
The derivative of the concentration proﬁle at R̄ can be expressed as
c′nl (R̄− ) =
c′nl (R̄+ ) =

c−

a−
l,p (R̄) 
−
l
(F.43)
R̄)
+
gl,i (λ−
· gl,k (λ−
nl
nl R̄) − gl,i (λnl R̄)
R̄
R̄
c+

a+
l,p (R̄) 
+
+
l
(F.44)
gl,k (λnl R̄) +
· gl,i (λ+
nl R̄) − gl,k (λnl R̄)
R̄
R̄

with
gl,i (x) =
gl,k (x) =

xi′l (x)
il (x)
xkl′ (x)
.
kl (x)

(F.45)
(F.46)
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Using the equation for the shape perturbations (F.10), and using Eqns (F.43) and
(F.44), we obtain Eq. (7.3) in chapter 7. This equation determines the eigenvalue
µnlm of the hydrodynamic modes.

F.2 Scaling relations in the limit of small reaction ﬂuxes
In the limit of small chemical reaction ﬂuxes s± we obtain simple scaling expressions
for stationary radii and their shape instability conditions. Here we discuss the stationary radius in the limit of small chemical reaction amplitude A = ν− τ /∆c while
keeping the ratios ν− /(k− ∆c) and k+ /k− of reaction parameters ﬁxed. Here we
present the method and discuss the results.

F.2.1 Stationary radius
The stationary radius does not contain hydrodynamic ﬂows, so that the results in
Section 4.4 without hydrodynamic ﬂows hold.

F.2.2 Shape instability
We now discuss scaling relations for the onset of instability in the (A, ϵ̂) plane in the
limit of small A, which give the trends shown as dashed lines in Fig. 7.2D-F. We
use the scaling of the stationary radius R̄ = R̄s close to ϵ0 with R̂ = R̄A1/3 /w,
ϵ̂ = ϵA−1/3 and l̂± = l± A1/2 in Eq. (7.3) to obtain
µ̂nlm = −

dl A−2/3 2
D+ (l − 1)gl
+ (l − 1) −
+ O(A1/6 )
3
D− R̂3
R̂ F

(F.47)

where µ̂nlm = µnlm τ /A and R̂ is related to ϵ̂ by Eq. (4.21). Here, dl = fC3 − fC1 ,
where fC1 and fC3 are deﬁned in Eq. (F.33) and
gl =

hl (l + 1) +

D − β−
D + β + hl l

l−1

(F.48)

with hl = (l2 + l − 2)/2. For large mode index l,
dl =

l
+ O(1/l) .
2(η+ /η− + 1)

(F.49)

We now consider conditions for which µnlm = 0 for small A and the mode (n, l, m)
becomes unstable. Using (4.21) in (F.47), we ﬁnd a relation between ϵ̂ and R̂ at the
onset of instability µnlm = 0,


dl
1
1 D+ 1
−1
ϵ̂ =
+
gl R̂ + O(A1/6 ) .
(F.50)
R̂ +
2(l − 1) F̂
6 D− 2
This curve captures the scaling behavior of the onset of instability for diﬀerent parameters in the R̄ − ϵ plane, corresponding to the red dotted line in Fig. 7.2A-C.
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We now focus on ﬁnding the scaling relations for the onset of stability of the
stationary radius as function of A, ϵ and F , as shown in Fig. 7.2D-F. At this onset,
both (F.50) and (4.21) need to be satisﬁed. We use both equations to eliminate R̂.
We ﬁnd a crossover regime with relations A∗ ∼ F −3/2 between the region where
hydrodynamic ﬂows are relevant (A < A∗ ) and where they can be neglected (A > A∗ ).
For A > A∗ we ﬁnd for µnlm = 0 as relation between A and ϵ
A ≃ 54
For A < A∗ we ﬁnd
1
A≃
3



gl
1+

3 ϵ
1
g
l
2

2(l − 1)
dl

2

3

.

(F.51)

ϵ−1 F −2 .

(F.52)

In Fig. 7.2D-F, the dashed lines indicate these two scaling solutions in the limit A →
0 and F → ∞ for l = 2, which we ﬁnd to be the ﬁrst mode to become unstable.
We ﬁnd that the general trends of the stability diagram are captured well, with small
deviations from the full solution of Eq. (7.3) for small ϵ, and larger deviations in the
regime close to ϵ∞ where the scaling of the stationary radius R̄s ∝ A−1/3 breaks
down.

F.2.3 Details on scaling analysis with hydrodynamic eﬀects
With hydrodynamic eﬀects included, the equation for the eigenvalues is
∆c µnl =

∆c r
D+ ′
D− ′
v (R̄) + D+ c̄′′ (R̄+ ) − D− c̄′′ (R̄− ) +
c (R̄+ ) −
c (R̄− ) .
R̄ l
R̄ nl
R̄ nl
(F.53)

with
a−
l
gl,i (λ− R̄)
R̄
c−

lm,p (R̄) 
+
· gl,k (λ− R̄) − gl,i (λ− R̄)
R̄
+
a
c′nl (R̄+ ) = l gl,k (λ+ R̄)
R̄
c+

lm,p (R̄) 
· gl,i (λ+ R̄) − gl,k (λ+ R̄) ,
+
R̄
c′nl (R̄− ) =

(F.54)

(F.55)

and
xi′l (x)
il (x)
xk ′ (x)
.
gl,k (x) = l
kl (x)
gl,i (x) =

(F.56)
(F.57)

The ﬁrst term is
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γ ∆c
∆c r
vl (R̄) ≈ −
dl
η
R̄
− R̄

(F.58)

which scales with Aa at the stationary radius, and a function dl that only depends
on ∆ = η+ /η− and mode l. This function can be approximated by its limit for large
modes l,
l
dl ≈
(F.59)
2(∆ + 1)
This approximation works rather well even for l = 2.
The full hydrodynamic velocity is (derived via Stokes equation, see separate document)
γ
γ
fC2 Rl r−l +
fC4 Rl+2 r−l−2
η−
η−
γ
γ
fC1 R−l−1 rl+1 −
fC3 R−l+1 rl−1 .
vlr− (r) =
η−
η−

vlr+ (r) = −

(F.60)
(F.61)

The particular solutions for the concentration ﬁeld, with inhomogeneity fl± (r) =
− D1± vlr± (r)c̄′± (r), can be found via a Greens ansatz as
Z R
c−
(R)
=
λ
k
(λ
R)
il (λ− r)fl− (r)r2 dr
− l −
nl,p
Z 0∞
kl (λ+ r)fl+ (r)r2 dr .
c+
nl,p (R) = λ+ il (λ+ R)

(F.62)
(F.63)

R

For A → 0, and R ≪ l± , we can express the modiﬁed spherical Bessel functions
il (x) and kl (x) by it’s lowest orders for x → 0,
xl
1 · 3 · 5 · · · · · (2l + 1)
1 · 3 · 5 · · · · · (2l − 1)
kl (x) ≈
xl+1
il (x) ≈

(F.64)
(F.65)

For the particular solution inside the droplet, we ﬁnd that it is independent of the
reaction amplitude A,

 3
ν−
1
fC3
R0
fC1
γ
−
−
.
(F.66)
cnl,p (R̄) ≈
η− 3D− k− 2l(2l + 1) 2l + 3 2l + 5 l0−2
This contributes the following term to Eq. (7.3):
−

D− clm,p (R̄) 
γ ν− 2l − 1
−
· gl,k (λ− R̄) − gl,i (λ− R̄) ≈
η− 3k− 2l(2l + 1)
R̄
R̄
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fC1
R
fC3
−
2
2l + 5 2l + 3 l−
(F.67)
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which goes with A2/3 , and therefore converges to 0 faster than the v r -term in the
limit A → 0.
For the particular solution outside the droplet, the calculation is a bit more involved, because in the integral both small and large values for x occur. For this, we
use a series expansion for kl (x) (see Abramowitz et al. (1965)),
kl (x) = 2R(l + 1/2, x)e−x
R(l + 1/2, x) =

l
X

(F.68)

(l + 1/2, k)(2x)−k

(F.69)

k=0

(l + 2)!
(l + 1)!
(F.70)
(2x)−1 +
(2x)−2 + . . .
1!Γ(l)
2!Γ(l − 1)
R
This expansion, and the explicit form for c̄ yields terms e−2x xk . These are solved by
−2−k−1 Γ(k +1, 2x), where Γ denotes the (incomplete) gamma function. Expanding
the Gamma function as a series,


n−1
n
j
X
(−1) 
(−1) j! 
Γ(−n, x) =
(F.71)
E1 (x) − e−x
n!
xj+1
=1+

j=0

with exponential integral
E1 (x) = −γ − ln x −

∞
X
(−x)k
k=1

k · k!

,

(F.72)

we ﬁnd a solution of the integrals in terms of sums of exponential and (rational) polynomial terms.
Keeping only the relevant terms (or R/l+ ≪ 1), we arrive at
c+
nl,p (R̄)

γ 1
1
(2l)!
≈
η− D+ 1 · 3 · 5 · · · · · (2l + 1) l!




2−l−2
2−l+2
fC2 −
fC4
l
l−1
 (F.73)

R β+ γ
− ∆cϵ
l+
l+
R

which is independent of A, similar to c+
nl,p (R̄).
Comparison with Eq. (F.58) shows that the respective terms of the particular solutions in Eq. (F.53) have the same linear dependency on γ/η− , but a larger dependency
on A, and do therefore not contribute in the limit A → 0. This is nice, since we would
expect from physical considerations that for smaller reactions rates, the concentration
ﬁeld has smaller gradients, so that the advection of the ﬁeld with the hydrodynamic
ﬂow plays a smaller role. Note however, that for intermediate values, it vanishes
slower than the eﬀects in Eq. (7.3), so that it can play a role for intermediate hydrodynamic inﬂuence, given by F = γ/η− · τ /w (where w and τ are relevant lengthand timescales that are independent of A).
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Thus, combining the hydrodynamic term Eq. (F.58) with our results from Eq. (7.3),
we ﬁnd that for A → 0, the hydrodynamic ﬂow dominates, which stabilizes the
droplet. The scaling of the growth rate with the reaction amplitude is due to the fact
that we are considering stationary droplet sizes.
Including the hydrodynamic ﬂow into Eq. (7.3) that describes the instability of
the stationary droplet radius, we can express the onset of instability µl = 0 as


1
β+ γD+
w
ϵ0 (R0 ) =
fl
(F.74)
R 0 F0 d l +
D+ 2(l − 1)
τ
R0 ∆c
− β−
with fl = 2(l − 1) + hl (l + 1) + hl l D
D+ β+ . The minimum of this function can be
found as
1 β+ γD+ fl
(F.75)
R0∗2 =
F0 wτ ∆c dl

Since we are considering the stability of stationary radii, this needs to be equated
to the expressions for the stationary radius, which gives a value for F0 at which the
hydrodynamic eﬀects start to dominate the droplet stability.
We can again ﬁnd the limit of the eigenvalue for large stationary radii, where the
ﬁrst order perturbation is the hydrodynamic term (for large enough F0 ,
2
w
ν−
1
D + β+ γ
µ ≈ (l − 1)
gl
F0 d l − 3
−
3
∆c R0 τ
R0 ∆c

(F.76)

D+
hl (l +1)+ ββ−
hl l. For large F0 , we can calculate an alternative equation
with gl = D
−
+
for the stationary radii at which the instability develops µ = 0 (ignoring the last
term), and equate it to the reformulation of Eq.(70) (again, ignoring the last term).
We ﬁnd the scaling behavior of the region of instability that is inﬂuenced mainly by
the hydrodynamic ﬂows


ϵ0 ≈

w
dl
F0
τ 2(l − 1)

2
3

∆c
ν− D+

(F.77)

or, returning to the non-rescaled form, ϵ = ϵ0 A1/3 etc.,

−1

ϵ≈F A
2



w
dl
τ 2(l − 1)

2
3

∆c
ν− D+

(F.78)

For the other limit, F0 small, we recover the non-hydrodynamic scaling behavior.
The transition is given by Eq. (F.75).
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Appendix G
Parameter examples

G.1

Chemical turnover time of stationary droplets

To facilitate the estimation of parameters, we deﬁne the droplet turnover time as the
time after which the droplet material has been replaced on average. Consequently,
the turnover time tR is given by the total amount N of droplet material in the droplet,
divided by the integrated ﬂux J with which droplet material is turned into component
A by the reaction B → A,
N
tR =
.
(G.1)
J
Here, N is given by
Z
N=
V

c− (r)dV ,

(G.2)

where c− (r) is the concentration ﬁeld of droplet material inside the droplet, and
V is the droplet volume. In the stationary state, the reaction ﬂux J is equal to the
integrated outﬂux of droplet material across the droplet interface, which is given by
I
(G.3)
J = − j− (R)dA ,
S

where j− (R) is the diﬀusion ﬂux of droplet material normal to the droplet surface S.
In a stationary state, j− (R) is given by Eq. (C.4) and c− (r) by Eq. (C.1). We
then have





4 3 (0) ν−
γβ−
R
R
ν−
2
N = πR c− −
+
coth
−1
+ 4πRl−
(G.4)
3
k−
k−
R
l−
l−



R
ν−
R
γβ−
coth
−1 .
+
(G.5)
J = 4πRD−
R
k−
l−
l−
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Therefore, the turnover time of a stationary droplet is given by

(0)
1 R 2
c− − kν−
1
3 l−
−
· R
tR =
+
.
R
γβ−
k
−
ν− + k− R
l− coth l− − 1
(0)

(G.6)

(0)

In the limit of R ≪ l− and γβ− /(c− − c+ ) ≪ R, we ﬁnd
(0)

tR ≈

c−
.
ν−

(G.7)

G.2 Examples of parameter values for dividing droplets
without hydrodynamics
In Table G.1, we provide ﬁve examples of parameter values for which droplets become
unstable. The corresponding stationary radii are shown in Fig. G.1 as a function of
the supersaturation. The turnover time tR is deﬁned in G.1. Case I is based on the
properties of colloidal droplets or liquid protein phases with low interfacial tension,
Brangwynne et al. (2009); Li et al. (2012); Safran (1994). We ﬁnd that droplet division at sizes of several micrometers could be realized experimentally, see Fig. G.1 and
Table G.1. In case I the division radius is Rdiv ≈ 3 µm. Case II is based on the properties of water/oil interfaces, see Safran (1994); Peters and Arabali (2013); Page et al.
(2000); Atkins and de Paula (2010). This example shows that even for these larger interfacial tensions as compared to case I, droplets can still have a division radius of the
order of micrometers. Case III shows the eﬀect of diﬀerent diﬀusion constants and
length-scales inside and outside the droplet, with division radii again in the micrometer range. Cases IV and V explore parameter regimes for which dividing droplets are
larger. Case IV is based on case I, but with a longer turnover time. This leads to an
increased division radius of 10 µm. Case V is an example for division at even larger
radii with Rdiv ≈ 140 µm. To obtain this droplet size, large diﬀusion constants D are
required, and the interfacial width w and the turnover time tR also have to be large.
This can be understood by considering Eq. (4.31), which implies that for R ≪ l± ,
the division radius scales as Rdiv ∼ (DwtR )1/3 .
Our analysis thus shows that dividing droplets with sizes of several micrometers
could be achieved experimentally. Simple choices of realistic parameter values typically lead to such droplet sizes. However, larger droplets from 100 micrometers to
millimeters may turn out to be more diﬃcult to achieve. To obtain such droplets
in case V we had to choose large diﬀusion coeﬃcients and slow reaction rates. We
therefore propose that dividing active droplets as presented in this work provide simple models of micrometer sized protocells.

G.3 Estimation of the inﬂuence of hydrodynamic ﬂows
Here we estimate the hydrodynamic parameter for two physical phase-separating systems to understand the importance of hydrodynamic ﬂows on the droplet division
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Quantity
D−
D+
w
γ
β− =
β+ =

Unit

Case I

Case II

Case III

Case IV

Case V

10
10
10
10−3
2 · 10−4
2 · 10−4

10
10
1
10
2 · 10−8
2 · 10−8

1
100
10
10−3
2 · 10−4
2 · 10−4

10
10
10
10−3
2 · 10−4
2 · 10−4

1000
1000
100
10
1.7 · 10−6
1.7 · 10−6

mM
mM
s
mm
mm

100
1
100
0.1
0.1

103
10−3
100
5
5

100
1
10
0.1
0.01

100
1
4000
0.1
0.1

103
10−3
4
10 (≈ 3 h)
5
5

mM/s

10
0.3
4 · 10−7

10
2 · 105
10−4

2.5 · 10−2
100
10−3

0.1
30
4 · 10−5

2

µm /s
µm2/s

nm
mN/m
M·m2/N
M·m2/N

w∆c
6γ
w∆c
6γ

(0)

c−
(0)
c+
tR
l−
l+
c

(0)

ν− = t−R
ν+ = ϵ∆ck+
k− = Dl2−

nM/s
1/s

1
200
10−3

k+ =

1/s

10−3

4 · 10−7

1

10−3

4 · 10−5

3
0.7
3
2 · 10−3

1
0.2
1
8 · 10−4

3
0.7
3
2 · 10−3

10
1.7
10
10−3

140
20
140
8 · 10−4

10−8
10−8
2 · 10−11
10−7
0.01
1
1

4 · 10−13
4 · 10−13
3 · 10−17
10−9
10−6
1
1

10−5
10−9
2 · 10−9
10−7
0.01
1
0.01

10−8
10−8
10−11
2.5 · 10−9
0.01
1
1

5 · 10−10
5 · 10−10
3 · 10−13
10−9
10−6
1
1

99
10
10

103
1
0.1

99
10
1

99
10
10

103
100
10

−
D+
2
l+

R̄s using Eq. (4.13)
R̄c using Eq. (4.13)
Rdiv = R̄s
ϵdiv

µm
µm
µm

k + τ0
k − τ0
ν+ τ0 /∆c
ν− τ0 /∆c
(0)
c+ /∆c
β+ /β−
D− /D+
(0)

(0)

∆c = c− − c+
w
τ0 = w2 /D+

mM
nm
µs

Table G.1: Examples for parameter values of the eﬀective model for ﬁve diﬀerent cases.
Both dimensional and dimensionless parameters are shown. Our choice of parameters that
(0)
are related to phase separation (D± , w, γ, and c± ) is based on measured values in liquid
protein phases, Brangwynne et al. (2009); Li et al. (2012); Safran (1994), (cases I, III and
IV) and in water/oil interfaces, Safran (1994); Peters and Arabali (2013); Page et al. (2000);
Atkins and de Paula (2010) (case II). Case V explores extreme parameter ranges to create large
droplet radii. The parameters describing chemical reaction rates can vary widely depending
on concentration levels and speciﬁc reactions considered, Atkins and de Paula (2010). The
reaction rates k± and ν± are related to elasticity coeﬃcients, Kacser et al. (1973), for which
only very few measured values have been reported. Instead of specifying k± and ν± directly,
we therefore choose experimentally relevant turnover times tR , Brangwynne et al. (2009),
and length-scales l± that are larger than resulting droplet radii such that the droplets are
approximately homogeneous. The remaining parameters (β± , ν± , and k± ) can be determined
using the expressions given in the ﬁrst column of the Table. The supersaturation ϵdiv at which
the stationary radius R̄s becomes unstable, µ12 = 0, is obtained by linear stability analysis.
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m

I
II
III
IV
V

Figure G.: Stationary radius R̄ as a function of the supersaturation ϵ. The curves
correspond to the ﬁve parameter sets given in Table G.1, and are calculated using
Eq. (4.4). Dotted lines indicate an unstable droplet size (l = 0 mode) and dashed
lines indicate a shape instability (l = 2 mode), see Eq. (4.13). Stable droplets are
shown as solid lines. The red dots show the onset of the shape instability. We report
the respective stationary radii and supersaturations in Table G.1.

in experimental systems. We discuss two cases, water-oil phase separation, and soft
colloidal systems (such as protein-RNA phase-separation in cells). We have already
estimated parameter values for both systems without the inﬂuence of hydrodynamic
ﬂows, where we found that droplet division should be possible for realistic values of
chemical reaction rates in both systems, and that corresponding stationary radii would
have sizes of a few micrometers. Here we estimate the value of the dimensionless viscosity F for water-oil and soft colloidal systems, and compare them to the analytical
phase diagrams presented in Fig. 7.2.
To calculate the hydrodynamic parameter F for experimental systems, we need an
estimation of the diﬀusion coeﬃcient of the droplet material D+ outside the droplet,
of the interfacial width w, of the surface tension γ and of the viscosity η− inside the
droplet. For water-oil systems, the interfacial width is of the order of w ≈ 1nm and
the diﬀusion constant is D+ ≈ 10−9 m2 /s. We can estimate the surface tension as
γ ≈ 10−2 N /m, and the viscosity η− ≈ 10−3 (N · s)/m2 , Safran (1994); Haynes
(2014). With these values, we ﬁnd F ≈ 0.1. In this case droplet division is strongly
suppressed, see Fig. 7.2. For soft colloidal systems, we estimate w ≈ 10nm, D+ ≈
168
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10−10 m2 /s and γ ≈ 10−6 N /m, Safran (1994); Brangwynne et al. (2009). The value
of F depends on the viscosity of the droplet. For values η− ≈ 10−3 (N · s)/m2 , F ≈
10, and for η− ≈ 1 − 10(N · s)/m2 , we have F ≈ 104 . In both cases droplet division
is possible, but more easy to achieve for larger F . We convert A∗ to the reaction rate
ν− inside the droplet using the droplet concentration given in the previous section.
We can use the scaling analysis with hydrodynamic ﬂows, Appendix F.2, to estimate the instability of the concrete parameter examples discussed previously under
the inﬂuence of hydrodynamic ﬂows. In these scaling equations, the ratios η+ /η−
and D− β− /(D+ β+ ) enter the calculation of A∗ and ϵ∗ but we ﬁnd that they do not
lead to relevant changes in the results. The scaling analysis thus yields results very
similar to the estimation using Fig. 7.2.
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